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Einstein?????????? [1]??? 1????????, ????????????????. ??????





????????????????????????????, ?? Hubble?????????????? [3]??
?, ??????????????????????. ??,?????????????????????????
1948?? Gamow?????????? αβγ ?? [4]?????????. ?????????????????
??????????????????????, ?????????????????????????????
??????????????. ?????????????? (Cosmic Microwave Background: CMB)????
?????????????????????????????????????,??????????????
?????????????. ???,???????????????????????????????????

























)× 10−10 (CMB) (1.1)
??????? [8,9]. ???????????????????? (Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe: BAU)?




2 ? 1? ??



































? I????????????????????????. ? 2??????????????????????
?????????????????. ??????????????????????????????????
???????. ??,????????????????????????,?????????????????
??????????. ???? 3?????????????????. ??????????????????





? II???????????????,????????????????????????????. ? 5??
?????????????????????. ?? Gravitational Baryogenesis (GBG) [14]?????????





? III ???????????????, Hoava-Lifshitz ??????????????????????. ? 7
??? Lorentz?????????????? Hoava-Lifshitz????????, ?????????????,?
??????????????????????????. ?? HL?????????????????????
? projectable HL??? non-projectable HL??????????????, ?????????????????
?. ? 8??? [16]?? [17]????, Hoava-Lifshitz???????????????????????????
????????. ????????????????????,???????????????????????
?. ??????????,?? projectable HL??? non-projectable HL???????????. ?????
?????????????????,?????????????????????????????????.
4 ? 1? ??
???????????
• ?????????,??? c =  = kB = 1???.
• ?????? (−,+,+,+)???.
• Mp ??? Planck?????Mp = κ−1 = (8πG)−1/2 ??????.?? κ??????????.
• ????????? (α, β, μ, ν, λ, · · · ?)? 4???????????. ????? ∇? ;????????.





gμλ (gλν,κ + gλκ,ν − gνκ,λ)
Rμναβ := Γ
μ















• 4???? gμν ???? Levi-Civita???? 	μνρσ ?
	μνρσ :=
√−geμνρσ







????????????, ????????????????. ?? Hubble?????????? [3]?????
??,?????????????????????????????. ????????????????????
??????? (Cosmic Microwave Background: CMB) [18] ???????????????????????










• 0 —10−43 sec (1019 GeV)
Planck??????????,???? 4???????????????,??????,??????,???
?????????????????. ??????????????????????????????????
?, ??????? (General Relativity: GR)????????????????, ??????????????
???????????????. ???????????????????????????????????,?
???????????????????????. ????????????????????????????.
• 10−43—10−14 sec (1019 GeV — 104 GeV)
?????????????????????????????, ???????????? GR???????
????????. ??????? de Sitter ?????????????????????, ?????????
(inﬂaton)?????????????????????????????????. ??????????????
?????,?????????? 1016GeV??????????????. ????????????? inﬂaton
????????????????,????????????????????????? (reheating)????.
?????????????????,???????????????????.
????????????????????????????????. ??????? (Standard Model: SM)
?????????????????????????????????????????, ????????
(SUperSYmmetric theory: SUSY)???????????? 2?????????????. SM???????
????????????????????????????????????. ???????????????
????????? (Grand Uniﬁed Theory: GUT)?????????? 1016 GeV ?????????.
8 ? 2? ??????
• 10−14—10−10 sec (104 GeV — 100 GeV)
???????????????????????????????????????. 100 GeV???????
???????????????? massless ??????. ?????????????? sphaleron ?????
?? chiral anomaly?????????????????????????. ??? 100 GeV?????????
Higgs????????????,?????????????.
• 10−5 sec (150 MeV — 200 MeV)
????? quark-hadron???????. ????,???????????????????????????
????????????????????, ??????????????????????????????. ?
??????? 100 MeV???????????????,?? p,??? n,?? γ,??????? e±, 3???
??????????????? νe, νμ, ντ ???????????????? ν¯e, ν¯μ, ν¯τ ?????.
• 0.2—1 sec (2—0.5 MeV)
???????????????????????????????,???????????? 2???????
????. ????????????????????????,?????????????????? (1.5MeV).
???????????????????????,?????????????? (0.82MeV). ??????? n-p
??,???????????????????????????.








• 1011 sec (0.8 eV)
?????????????, ?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????. ??????????????,????????????????.











• 1018 sec (10−4 eV)
?????. ????? 138 ???????. ????????? 2.7K ?????????. ??, ?????
????????????????????,??????????????????. ?????????????
???? z ∼ 0.5(? 70???)??????????????????????????????.
2.2 ???????? 9
2.2 ????????
????????????????????????? 3??????????. ????, Hubble??????
????, CMB???????????????????????????, ?????????????????
??. ????????????? 1946?? Gamow???????? [22], ?????????????????








?????????????????????????. ?????????????????, 1929?? Hubble
????????????????????????? [3]. ???????????? 20???????????
???? v ????, ???????? d???????????
v = H0 d , (2.1)
?????????????????. ?????? Hubble-Lemaˆıtre??????. ???? v ????,???







≡ z , (2.2)
??????????,???? v ??????. ???,?????? v  c???????,?????????
?????????????????????. Hubble-Lemaˆıtre??????????????????????
????????,?????????????????????????????. ?????????? O ??,
A??? B ??? 2??????????. ????? Hubble-Lemaˆıtre?????????
vOA = H0dOA, vOB = H0dOB ,
????,?????? A?????? B??????????????
vAB = vOB − vOA = H0(dOB − dOA) = H0dAB ,
????. ????,?? A????? Hubble??????? Hubble?? H0 ???????????????
??, ??? 2????????????????????. ??????????????H0 ?????????
????,????? [8]?? H0 := 100h [km/s/Mpc],
h =
{
67.3± 1.2 (ΛCDM model)
73.8± 2.4 (astrophysical data) (2.3)








???????????, 1965?? Penzias?Wilson??????????????? CMB??? [18]. ???
??????????????????????????????????????????????.
??????????????????????????,???????? Planck?????. ???? T ,?
?? ν ∼ ν + dν ????????? nT ?
nT (ν)dν =
8πν2dν
exp(hν/T )− 1 , (2.4)
????. CMB?????????,?????????????????????????. ?????????
????????????,????????????????????????????. ??????????
tL ???,?? t????????????????. ??????????? ν ???????????????,
???????????? νa(t)/a(tL)????. ??????,?????????????? dilution????
?????,??????????.









































T (tL) , (2.7)
???. ? (2.7)???????????????????????????????????????. ?? T (t)
??????????????,??????????????? CMB?????????????????.
???????? CMB???????????? Planck??????????????,?????
T0 = 2.725± 0.001 [K] , (2.8)








H? 70%, ???? 4He? 28%???,????????????????????????????. ?????
??????????????????????????????, ????????? 4???????????
?????????????. ?????????????????????????????????,?????





??????????,????????????? n??? p??? 6??????????????????.⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
n+ ν  p+ e− (2.9)
n+ e+  p+ ν¯ (2.10)
n p+ e− + ν¯ (2.11)
??? ν ????????? νe ???. ???????????????? (1 GeV??)??????????,
???????????????. ???????????????????????????????⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Ee − Eν = Q (n+ ν  p+ e−) (2.12)
Eν − Ee = Q (n+ e+  p+ ν¯) (2.13)
Ee + Eν = Q (n p+ e− + ν¯) (2.14)
???????????. ??? Q???????????????????????
Q = mn −mp = 1.293 [MeV] , (2.15)
???. 1??????????????? λ(n → p)??? 1??????????????? λ(p → n)?,??
???????????????????








(1 + exp [q/Tν ]) (1 + exp [−(Q+ q)/T ]) , (2.16)



















???*1, ?? Tν , T ?????????????????????.
????????,????????????? Xn ≡ nn/(nn + np)??????????????
dXn
dt
= −λ(n → p)Xn + λ(p → n)(1−Xn) , (2.19)
??????. ??????? T ???????? Tν ???????????,? (2.16)???? (2.17)??
λ(p → n)

















*1 Gwk = 1.17 × 10−5[GeV−2] ???????????????. ??? gA = 1.257 ????????????????????,
cos θC = 0.975? Cabbibo? θC ???.
12 ? 2? ??????
??????. ??????? T 	= Tν ???,????????????????? Xn/Xp ??????????
????. ???? T 
 Q?????????Xn ?????????. T  Tν ??? Q  me ≈ 0??????
?????????????




(1 + exp [q/T ]) (1 + exp [−q/T ]) =
7
15
π4AT 5 , (2.22)


















???. ???? T > 1.1× 1010 K??? 1????????,???????????????????????
????????. ?? Xn ?????? (2.19)????????????
Xn → λ(p → n)
λ(p → n) + λ(n → p) 
1
1 + exp (Q/T )
, (2.25)
?????????????. ????? T > 3× 1010 K???????????????????,??????
??????????. ?????????????????????????????????, ???????
?? Xn ?????????????????????????????????????????.
? (2.24)?????? λ/H ? T 3 ???????,??????????????? 1010 K< T < 3× 1010 K?
??? λ < H ????????????????. ???????? 3 × 109 K< T < 1010 K ????????
?????????????, ??????? 2????? 3??????????????????. ?????
????????????????????????? (2.14)??????????????, ?????????
exp (−t/τn)?????*3. ????? (2.19)??????????????????????




















??????. ???mi, gi ??????? i????????????????????. ?????? Zi ???
?? (Ai − Zi)???????????????, ?????????? μi ??????????????????
μp, μn ??????????






















??????. ??? Bi ?
mi = Zimp + (Ai − Zi)mn −Bi , (2.30)
*2 G?????, aB =
π2k4B
153c3
???????, N ?????????????????????????? N = 43
4
???.
*3 τn = 885.7± 0.9 sec?????????.
2.2 ???????? 13
???????????????????, mN (≈ mn ≈ mp)?????????. ???? (2.29)??????,




, Xp ≡ np
nN





















































2 , (∵ RD T ∝ 1/a) (2.34)
???. ?????????? ε?????????,???????????? i???? Xi ?,???
Ti  Bi
(Ai − 1)| ln ε| , (2.35)
????????????????. ?????????????????????? Ωbh2  0.02???????
???, ??????????????????????. ??? D ???? 0.75 × 109 K, ???? T ????
1.4× 109 K, ???? 3He???? 1.3× 109 K,???? 4He???? 3.1× 109 K??????. ??????
?????????,?????????????? 4He?????????, ???? Ti ? T4He ???????.
????? 1010 K?? 109 K???????????????????????????????, ?????
????? 4He????????????????,?? 3He?? T??????? D?????????. ??
???????????,????? 2???????????????. ??? 2??????????????
????????, 2????????????????????????????. ??????????,???
p+n → D+ γ ?????????, ?? D+D → T+ p? D+D → 3He+n????, ??? D+T → 4He+n,
D + 3He → 4He+ n ???????????????????????????????. ???????????
????,??? 1?????????????

























??????. ????????????????????????????, ?????????????? 4He
????????????????????????. ?????,??????????????????? 2?
??????? D+D → T + p? D+D → 3He + n????????????????*5. ???,??? TD ?
*4 ?????? N = 3.363???.
*5 ????????????????? p+D → 3He + γ ? n+D → T + γ ??????? 1?????????????????,?
?????????????????????????????????.
14 ? 2? ??????
??????????????,???????????????????????????? 4He???????
???. ?? 4He??????????????,???? 5? 8????????????????????, ?
???????????????????????????. ??????????????? 4He???? Yp ?








= 2Xn , (∵ np = 2nHe + nH, nn = 2nHe) (2.39)
???????,???????????? 4He??????????*6.
?????????????, TD ??????????????????????????. ???? 2????
?? D+D → T+ p? D+D → 3He+ n????????,???? v ?????????????? 1/v ???
??. ?????,??????????
〈σ (D + D → T+ p) · v〉  1.8× 10−17 [cm3s−1] ,
〈σ (D+D → 3He + n) · v〉  1.6× 10−17 [cm3s−1] ,
?????,??? 1??????????
Λ =



















???. ??????? T ? 109 K???????, XD  1.2× 10−7/(Ωbh2) ?????? Λ  H ??????
???????. ??XD ???????? T  109 K????????,????? TD = 0.75× 109 K????
????????? T  109 K?????. ?????? (2.19)?????????? t = 168 s???????,
? (2.26)?????? Xn ????? (2.39)?????? 4He???????????





 0.27 , (2.42)
??????. ????????? (∝ Ωb)????????????????????????????????,
??????????????????? 4He?????????. ??????????? (??????)???
????????????????????. ???, ???????????????? η ??????????
4He?????? Yp ??????????. ????????????,??? D????? 3He,???? 7Li*7




Yp = 0.245± 0.003 , (2.43)
????????? [9]. ????????????????? η ???????????????, ???????
????????????????????????????????.
*6 ??? nn/np ∼ 1/7?????????? Yp ∼ 1/4????, 4He??????????????????.





??. ???, ?????????????????????????????????????. ????????
?????????????????????????. ??????????????????????????,







???????? (ﬂatness problem)?????. ???????,?????????????????????
?????????????. ?????? 138??????????????????????????????







ρ = H2Ω2 , (2.44)
??????
Ω− 1 = K
a2H2
, (2.45)
???*8. ????????????????????,?? Ω = 1?????K = 0???. ???
















???. ?????,???????????????? |Ω0 − 1|  0.01?? CMB????? T0 = 3 × 10−4 eV
?????????, ???? (Planck??)??????? |Ω− 1|???










∼ 10−62 , (2.50)
??????. ?????????????,???????? Teq ∼ 1eV???????.
?????????????????????????????????, Planck?????? 10−62 ?????














*9 ????????? (Matter Dominated era: MD), ????? (Radiation Dominated era: RD)?????????.
16 ? 2? ??????
?????
??????? (horizon problem)???????. CMB????????????????????????
????????, ??????????????????????????????????????????. ?
???????????,????????? (particle horizon)???????. ????????? t = 0???
???????????,????????????????????????. ????????????????
????????????. ???????,?? t = 0?????????? t???????????? LH(t)?
????. ???????????, FLRW???????????





























??????????????????????????, ???? t = trec
????????????. ??? ′??????????? t = trec ???
????????????????. ???? O ??, ?? t = trec ?? P ′
?????????????. ??????????? 2????? P ′O′ ?






??????. CMB ???????????????????????, ?
???????????? a(t) ∝ t2/3 ??????????,???






∼ 3t2/3rec t1/30 ,
???. ??, P ′ ? 180◦ ????????? Q′ ??? CMB???????, ?????? O ????????.
???????? Q′O′ = P ′O′ ??????
P ′Q′ = 6t2/3rec t
1/3
0 , (2.58)
???. ?????,?? 2???????? CMB??????????????????. ??,?? t = trec ?
??????????????



















∼ 74 , (2.60)




?????????? (monopole problem)?????. ????????????? SM??????????










(monopole), 1??????????? (cosmic string), 2??????????????? (domain wall),?? 3
??????????????????? (cosmic texture)????, ????????????????????
??????????. ?? U(1)???????????????????, ?????????????????
??????????????????????. ????? U(1)?????????????????????
???????, ???????????????????????????????????. ????????
?????????? coherent? ξ ????????????, ???????????????????????
?????????. ????,????????????????????? 1???????????????
???????. ?????????????????,?????????????????????????,?
????????????????. ????????,?????????????? (TGUT ∼ 1016GeV)???
?????????? nmp ?






??????. ????????????????,? (2.57)????????????????????. ???










T 3GUT ∼ 6× 10−8 , (2.62)
??????. ????????????????????????,?????????????????
ρmp,0  mmp · nmp,0  1.6× 1013 [GeV·cm−3] , (2.63)






?????????,????????????????. ?????,????? de Sitter??????????
????????????????????????????????????.
*10 s0 = 2.8× 103cm−3, mmp = 1017GeV????????.
18 ? 2? ??????





















????????????, ????????????????????????????? (e-folding number)?






??????. ???,???????????? a(t)? eNe ???????????????. ??,?? tn???















????????????? ai,af ????*11, ??????????????????????????? Z ?
af
ai
= exp [HI(tf − ti)] = exp (Ntot) =: Z , (2.67)
??????. ???? (2.45)???? |Ω− 1| ∝ (a2H2)−1 ????, ??????????? Hubble?????
???????????
|Ω− 1| ∝ a−2 , (2.68)






· |Ω− 1|i = 1
Z2
· |Ω− 1|i , (2.69)










· |Ω− 1|f  1054 · |Ω− 1|f , (2.70)
*11 ??????,??? i, f, 0????????????????,???,????????????????????.
2.3 ??????????? 19
???,???????????????. ????????,????????????? |Ω− 1|0  10−2 ???
???????, ??????? |Ω− 1|i  O(1)????????
Z  1028 , ∴ Ntot  65 (2.71)
??????????????????????. ?????????????????????????????




?????????????????? Z3 ???????, ????????????????????????


























?????. ???, ???????????????????? Hubble???????????, ???????
???????????????? Hubble???????????????????????????????.
???????????? tN ???? Hubble?? H−1I (tN )????, ??????????????? LN ?
















·H−1I (tN ) , (2.73)
????. ??????????,?? Hubble????????????????????????
H−1I (tN )  H−1I , (2.74)
*12 ????? (event horizon) ??? t ???????????????????, ?????????????????????????
??. ???????? lE(t) = a(t)LE(t) = a(t)
∫∞
t dt
′/a(t′) ?????, RD ?MD ????????????????????
lE(t) = H
−1 ???????????. ???????????????????? (horizon crossing) ??????? RD, MD??
??????????????????.
20 ? 2? ??????
????. ?? af/aN ????,??? e-folding??????? (2.65)??
af
aN
= eNe , (2.75)
???. ???? ar/af ?, ??????????????????????????????????????.







· ρφ(tf ) , (2.76)




ρφ(tf )  V  3
κ2
H2I (∵ ? (2.92)) (2.77)
ρφ(tr)  ρR(Tr) = π
2
30










????. ??? a0/ar ????,?????????????????????

















































??????. tN → ti ?????????????????????????????????????.
??????????????,????? CMB??????? Hubble???????????????, ??
??????????????????????????????. ???????????,??? Hubble???
???????? H−10 ?????????????? Hubble??????????? Li ???????????
??, Li > H−10 ??????????. ??????????? total e-folding???, Ntot  50-60?????.
2.3.3 ?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????, ????
?????????????????????. ?????????????, inﬂaton?????????? φ?
??????????????????????????????. ?????????????????????
? V (φ)??????????????? Lagrangian???
L = −1
2
gμν∂μφ∂νφ− V (φ) , (2.83)
?????,???????
S =







Tμν = − 2√−g
δS
δgμν















(∇φ)2 − V (φ) (2.87)
???. ???????????????????????????, ?? inﬂaton? p = −ρ = −V (φ)????.
?? A???????,???????????????????????????? w = −1?????????
?????????????. ????????????????????????????????? (slow-roll
inﬂation)??????.
















=: −V ′ , (2.89)








 V , (2.91)















































V ′φ˙  − κ
2
9H










???. ???????, ?????????????? |φ¨|  V ′ ?
|φ¨| =












22 ? 2? ??????













φ˙2/2  V (2.99)
|φ¨|  V ′ (2.100)
















??????? 	V  1?? |ηV |  1????????????. ?????? PSR? O(1)?????????
?,?????????????.
???????????, Hubble ?????????????????? Hubble ???????????








(ρ+ 3p) > 0 , (2.103)
∴ ρ+ 3p < 0 (2.104)









≡ H2(1− 	H) > 0 , (2.105)
????. ????, Hubble??????????????? 1 HSR
	H := − H˙
H2
, (2.106)
? 	H < 1?????????,????????????????. ?????????????????????
??????????????, ???????????????????????? (2.95)??
	H  	V , (2.107)
? HSR? PSR???????????. ??? 1 HSR 	H ? e-folding N ?????????????.










??? Hφ ? φ???????????. ????????????, e-folding ?????????




















??????????. ? (2.108)?????????? 1 HSR 	H ????????? Hubble????????
????????. ???,?????????? 	H ?????????????, ????????? de Sitter?
?????????????????.
??, ? 2 HSR ηH ?? (2.108)??????? 1 HSR??????








??????*13. ???? ηH ????????? Hφ ???????????????????. ??? 2 HSR
ηH ?? (2.108)??????????






???????????. ??????????????? ηH  1?????????, inﬂaton????????
?? (2.88)??????? 1??????????????????????????????. ????????


























= 	H + ηH , (2.115)
???. ?????? (2.107) ??????, ??????????????????? 2 ???????????
ηV , ηH ?????????
ηH  ηV − 	V , (2.116)
?????????????.
??????????????????????????????????? PSR???? 	V = 1, ηV = 1??
?????????, ??????????????????????????????????. ???????
????????????????,? (2.105)????????? Hubble??????????? HSR????






















































??????. ??? H(i) ? φ ??? i ??????, H := 0βH , ηH := 1βH , ξH := 2βH ?????????? [26]. ?????

















???????,??? CMB????????????? (running spectral index)????????????????, ??????
?????????????.







gμν ???? Tμν ???,??????????????.
gμν = g¯μν + δgμν , Tμν = T¯μν + δTμν . (2.119)
??? g¯μν , T¯μν ?????????????, ?????? δgμν ? δTμν ??????????. ????????
???????????.
ds2 = a2(τ)
[−(1 + 2A)dτ2 + 2Bidτdxi + (γij + 2Cij)dxidxj] (2.120)
= a2(τ)
[
− (1 + 2ϕ)dτ2 + 2 (B|i − Si) dτdxi + ((1− 2ψ)γij + 2E|ij + F(i|j) + hij)dxidxj] . (2.121)
??? dτ := dt/a(t)????? (conformal time)???,???????????????????. ?? X|i ?
γij ???????????? (Laplacian? Δ?????). ????? 10????????????,???? 4
???????? (ϕ,ψ,B, E), 4???????? (Si,Fi), 2???????? (hij)??????*14. ???,?
?????????????????????????????????????????. ??,????????
????? (diﬀeomorphism)???,????????? (xμ → x˜μ = xμ + ξμ)? Einstein?????????.
τ˜ = τ + ξ0(τ, xj) , x˜i = xi + ξ|i(τ, xj) + ξi(τ, xj) . (2.122)
??? ξi|i = 0???,??? 4???????????. ??????????? δgμν ?,?????????
δg˜μν → δg˜μν = δgμν − g¯μν,γ ξγ − g¯μβ ξβ,ν − g¯αν ξα,μ = δgμν − (Lξ g¯)μν , (2.123)
???. ??? Lξ ? ξ ??? Lie?????. ??????????????????????,????????
ϕ˜ = ϕ−Hξ0 − ξ0′ , ψ˜ = ψ +Hξ0 , B˜ = B + ξ0 − ξ′ , E˜ = E − ξ , (2.124)
S˜i = Si + ξ′i , F˜i = Fi − ξi , (2.125)
h˜ij = hij , (2.126)
????????. ???, ′ := d/dτ ?????????????, H := a′/a = aH ????????? Hubble
????????. ???????????,???????????? 2?,???????????? 2????
???????. ?????????????, σ := E ′ − B ?????????
Φ := ϕ−Hσ − σ′ , (2.127)
Ψ := ψ +Hσ , (2.128)
????????????????????,????????????????????????????. Φ?
Newton?????????????, Ψ?????????????????. ????????????
Qi := Si + F ′i , (2.129)
???????????????????,????????????? hij ??????????.
*14 ?????? Si,Fi ???????? B |ii = 0 = S |ii ????. ???????? hij ?????????????? h ii = 0 = h |jij
???????????.
2.3 ??????????? 25
??,?????????????????. ????? πμν ????????????????????
Tμν = (ρ+ p)uμuν + pgμν + πμν , (2.130)
?????. ????????????????????? πμν ??????????, ???????
πμνuν = 0 , π
μνgμν = 0 , π
μν = πνμ , (2.131)









= u¯μ + δuμ , (2.132)
????,???? u¯μ ????????? δuμ ??????. 4????????? uμuμ = −1??????,?






1− ϕ, v|i + vi
)
, uμ = a
(−1− ϕ, v|i + vi + B|i − Si) , (2.133)
?????????. ???????,?????????????
T 00 = −ρ¯ (1 + δ) , (2.134)
T 0 i = (ρ¯+ p¯)
(
v|i + vi + B|i − Si
)
, (2.135)













??????. ??,????????? πij ?????????????
πij
p
= Π|ij − 1
3
γijΔΠ+Π(i|j) +Πij , (2.138)
















δ˜ = δ − (ln ρ¯)′ ξ0 , v˜ = v + ξ′ , δp˜ = δp− p¯′ξ0 , Π˜ = Π , (2.139)
v˜i = vi + ξ
′
i , Π˜i = Πi , (2.140)
Π˜ij = Πij , (2.141)
??????. ????????????????????,???????????????????. ????,
???????????????????,????????????
Δ := δ − (ln ρ¯)′ σ = δ + 3H(1 + w)σ , (2.142)
V := v + E ′ , (2.143)
P := δp− p¯′σ = δp+ 3Hρ¯c2s(1 + w)σ , (2.144)
???. ??? w := p¯/ρ¯????????????????????, c2s := p¯′/ρ¯′ ???????????????


































26 ? 2? ??????
??,??????????????????
Vi := vi − Si , (2.147)
??????. ??????????????????????????????????????.


















???. δGμν , δTμν ??????????????????????. ???? Einstein????????????
10???, (00)??, (0i)??, (ij)???????, ???? (ij)?????????????????????
????????????????. ?????????????????,??????,???????????
?????????, ??????????????????????????. ???????????????
???????? (gauge-invariance perturbation theory)????????? [27–29].
???????????????. ?? Einstein???????????????????????????.
(Δ + 3K)Ψ− 3H (Φ′ +HΦ) = 4πGa2ρ¯Δ , (2.149)
Ψ′ +HΦ = −4πGa2(ρ¯+ p¯)V , (2.150)
3Ψ′′ + 3H (2Ψ′ +Φ′)− (Δ + 3K)Ψ +ΔΦ+ 3 (H2 + 2H′)Φ = 12πGa2P , (2.151)
Ψ− Φ = 8πGa2p¯Π . (2.152)
?????????????????????. ???????? 6? (Φ,Ψ, Δ,V,P,Π)??????????, ?
??????????????????????????? 2??????. ??, ??????????? (2.121)
? ψ ??????????????????????. 3?? Ricci??????????????












???????, ψ ????????? (curvature perturbation) ?????????. ???????????
(2.128)? Ψ??????, ????????R ? ζ ?????????????.
R := ψ −H(v + B) = Ψ−HV , (2.154)









R ???????? (v = −B)???? ψ ????, −ζ ??????? (δρ = 0)? ψ ???????. ?????
Einstein?????????????????????????? (δTμν;μ = 0)?????











???. ?? K = 0 ???????????????????????????? Γ = 0 ??????, ???
???? Hubble ???????????? (k  H) ???? R = −ζ ?? ζ ′ = 0 ?????????. ???
Hubble????????????????????????????????????????. ??, ?????





(1 + w)H . (2.158)
???????????????????????? Hubble?????????, ??????????????
?????? w ???????????????????????????. ?????????????????
?????????,???????????????.
?????????????. ?? Einstein?????
(Δ + 2K)Qi = −16πGa2(ρ¯+ p¯)Vi , (2.159)
Q′i + 2HQi = 8πGa2p¯Πi , (2.160)
2.3 ??????????? 27
???. ????????????????????? Πi ??????, ???????????????????
??????????????????.
???????????????. ?? Einstein???? (ij)????,??????????????
h′′ij + 2Hh′ij − (Δ− 2K)hij = 16πGa2p¯Πij , (2.161)
???. ?????????? (Πij = 0), ?????????????????????.
???????????????????
?????????????????????????. ?????????????????????????
?,???????? FLRW????????. ??????????????? inﬂaton???????????
??,???????????. ??? inﬂaton?















δφ′ − φ¯′ϕ)− Vφδφ , (2.165)
πφ,ij = 0 . (2.166)
??,?? inﬂaton??????????
δφ˜ = δφ− φ¯′ξ0 , (2.167)
?????????????,??????? σ := E ′ − B ????














δφˇ′ − φ¯′Φ)− Vφδφˇ , (2.171)
??????,????????????? Einstein??? (2.149)-(2.152)??????????????.
ΔΦ− 3HΦ′ − (H′ + 2H2)Φ = 4πG (φ¯′δφˇ′ + a2Vφδφˇ) , (2.172)
Φ′ +HΦ = 4πGφ¯′δφˇ , (2.173)
Φ′′ + 3HΦ′ + (H′ + 2H2)Φ = 4πG (φ¯′δφˇ′ − a2Vφδφˇ) . (2.174)
???,???????????? (2.152)?? Ψ = Φ???, ????????????















Φ = 0 , (2.176)
??????.










H R . (2.177)
????? q ??????????,??????? R ???????????. q ??????????????
???????????????????.
q′′ −Δq − z
′′
z


















???, aˆ†k ? aˆk ???????????












= δ(k− k′) , (2.181)







qk = 0 , (2.182)






q∗k = i , (2.183)










???. ???Minkowski?????????????. ??,????? (k/H → 0)?? (2.182)? k2 ????
?????




??????? (A1, A2 ?????). ?????????????,???????????. ?????????
???,??????






?????. ??? C(k)?????????????????????????. ???????????????
de Sitter???????, ? 1?????????
z′′
z








+ 3	V − ηV , (2.188)
???. ???????????? ν ???,?? qk =
√








τ˜2 − ν2)Qk = 0 , (2.189)
2.3 ??????????? 29










ν (−kτ) + βkH(2)ν (−kτ)
]
. (2.193)
??? αk, βk ?????? (2.183)??
|αk|2 − |βk|2 = 1 , (2.194)
????. ?????????, ????????????????, ??? Bunch-Davis (BD) ???????.
BD????????????????????????,??????Minkowski??????????????









z − (2ν + 1)π
4
)]

















√−kτeiπ(2ν+1)/4H(1)ν (−kτ) , (2.196)




































e−ik·xqˆ(τ,x) = qk(τ)aˆk + q∗k(τ)aˆ
†
−k , (2.200)
????. Fourier?? q˜ ???? 2????????
〈q˜(τ,k)q˜(τ,k′)〉 = δ(k+ k′)
∫
d3xe−ik·xξ(τ, |x|) = δ(k+ k′)Pq(τ, k) , (2.201)
ξ(τ, |x|) = ξ(τ, |x1 − x2|) := 〈qˆ(τ,x1)qˆ(τ,x2)〉 , (2.202)
Pq(τ, k) = |qk(τ)|2 , (2.203)











???? Taylor ?????. ν ???????, Bessel ??????????? Jν(τ˜) ? J−ν(τ˜) ??????. ??, ν ??????





Hankel??? Bessel??? Neumann ???????????????????.
H
(1)
ν (τ˜) = Jν(τ˜) + iNν(τ˜) , H
(2)
ν (τ˜) = Jν(τ˜)− iNν(τ˜) . (2.192)
30 ? 2? ??????
???. ??? ξ ? q ????????????????? 2???????????, ????????????
????????????????? 2????? |x|???????????????. ?? Pq ? q ?????





















≡ As(k)kns−1 , (2.205)
??????. ??? As ??????? (CMB?????????)???,???? As ∼ 10−9 ???????
???????. ????????? ns ?? 1?????????
ns = 1− 6	V + 2ηV , (2.206)
???, ????????????????????????? (ns = 1 ?????????????????).











hij′h′ij − hij|kh |kij
)
. (2.207)






















??? e(+)ab , e
(×)







⎝1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0
⎞
⎠ , e(×)ab = 1√2
⎛































vk = 0 , (2.212)
????. ?????????????????Mukhanov-Sasaki???????? qk ???? (2.182)????
??, z → a??????????????????. ??? 1?????????
a′′
a








+ 	V , (2.214)
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Low scale SB SUSY
N∗=50
N∗=60
? 2.4 Planck????? ns, r ????? (??: Planck Collaboration, (2018), p.18, Fig.8 [7])
??????????,????????????????????????????. BD???????????


























≡ At(k)knt , (2.217)
???. ?????????, ???????????????????????????????????







 16	V , (2.218)
?????????? (tensor-to-scalar ratio)??????????.
???????????????????? ns ???????????? r??????????. ? 2.4???
? Planck 2018??? ns, r ????????????????????????. CMB??? BAO?? (???
??????????????????)????, ns ?? r ?????????????????? [7].
ns = 0.9665± 0.0038 , (68%CL, Planck TT,TE,EE + lowE + lensing + BAO) (2.219)
r < 0.044 . (95%CL, Planck TT,TE,EE + lowE + lensing + BK14) (2.220)
??????????????????????????????????????????.

















φ˙ = −m2φ , (2.223)
???. ????????????????????, ??? 2??????????????????????. ?
???????????? a˙/a  m????????????,?????
H2 ∼ κ2V < m2  V ′′ ,
∴ |ηV | > 1
????????. ??????????????????????????, ????? inﬂaton???????
????????????. ?????????????
φ = Φ(t) cos(mt) , (2.224)
???????*17. Φ(t)?????????????????, ???????????????????. ???
????????????????? inﬂaton???????????, ????????? 1?????????














?????, φ˙2 ? 1???? 〈φ˙2〉???
〈φ˙2〉  1
2








ρφ ∝ a−3 , (2.229)
??????????????????????????????. ?????,????? inﬂaton??????
????????????????????????????.
??????? inﬂaton??????????, ??????????????????. ??????????
????????, ???? (thermal plasma)??????????. ???????? (reheating)??????
?, ?????????????????????????????????????????????????. ?
?????????????????, ??????? TRD ?????. inﬂaton????? Γφ ????????,
???????????????????, ???? Γφ  H ????????????????????????








































??????. ??? inﬂaton???? Γφ ????, ???? φ → χχ? φ → ψ¯ψ ????????? χ????
?? ψ ??????
Γ(φ → χχ) = g
2
8πm




?????????. ??? g, h? inﬂaton??????? Yukawa???????. ?????????????
????? (perturbative reheating) ????????,???????? inﬂaton? coherent?????????
??????????????????. ??? inﬂaton????????????????? preheating????




???? inﬂaton????????????????? Γφ ????. ???????????????????
ρ˙φ + 3Hρφ = −Γφρφ , (2.232)
ρ˙r + 4Hρr = Γφρφ , (2.233)
??????. ??? (2.232)????, inﬂaton?????????






??????. ??? t0 ? inﬂaton??????????, ?? t  Γ−1φ ???? inﬂaton???????????
????????????????. ?? t0 < t < Γ−1φ ??????? inﬂaton?????, ??????????
?????????????? a ∝ t2/3 ???. ????????? t = t0 ?????????? 0??????.
????????????????. ?????????????, inﬂaton??????????????????



































































?????????????, ???????????? Γφ ???????????????. ??????
Γφ  H0 ???? Γφt0  1?????, ????????? inﬂaton???????, ????????????
???. ??,?????? Γφ 
 H0 ??????????? infaton????????????????????
??. ???????????,????? (2.239)?????????????????????????????.
(a) Gradual Reheating (Γφ  H0)























∝ a−3/2 , (2.241)
??????. ??????????????????????????? (t0/t)5/3 ???????. ???
?? Gradual Reheting ???????????????????????????????? ρr ∝ a−3/2
???????????.
?? Gradual Reheating??????, ??????????????????? inﬂaton????????
?????????????????. ???????????????????????????????






ρφ,0 Γφt0 , (2.242)

















































??????. ?????????? TRD ? Tmax ???????, ????
√
Γφto < 1??????.
??? Gradual Reheting???????????????????. ????? inﬂaton????????
????????????????????,????????????? (2.237)?? S ∝ a15/8 ????
????. ?????????????????? s ∝ a−9/8 ?????.
(b) Instantaneous Reheating (Γφ 
 H0)
?? Γφ 
































































 H0 ??????????????, ?????????????????? inﬂaton ????









???? inﬂaton?????????????????, ????????????????? (thermalization)
?????????????. ????????? [33]????????.
???????????????????, ??? inﬂaton??????????. ????? inﬂaton????
?? H  m????,???????????
φ¨+m2φ  0 , ∴ φ ∝ eimt (2.250)
???. ????? inﬂaton???????m−1 ????????? inﬂaton????????. ??,?????




< 1 , (2.251)
?????????.
?????????????????,??????????????????????????????. ???
??????,????????????????????????? ρeq ??????? neq ?????????
T ????




∼ ρ1/4eq ∼ T , (2.253)
??????????????. ??????????????
neq ∼ ρ3/4eq , (2.254)
????????????. ?? Friedmann??????????, inﬂaton?????????????????
?????????????????




∴ ρ ≈ 3(ΓφMp)2 (2.256)
???????????. ???







*18 ???????????,???? ρB =
π2
30
gT 4, nB =
ζ(3)
π2
gT 3 ???, ????????? ρF =
7
8




g ?????????????,?? ζ(3) = 1.20206???????????.
36 ? 2? ??????
??????????,?????????????
〈E〉 ≈ m 









? 2.5 ???????. 2 → 3 ????
??????????.
????????? (thermal equilibrium) ?????????
??????????????. ??? (i) ?????? (kinetic










 mρ−1/4 ∼ m (ΓφMp)−1/2 
 1 , (2.260)
???????. ??????????????????????????, ???????????????? 2.5
???????????????? 2????????????? (2 → 3)? t-channel?????????. ??





??????. ??? α?????????? α ∼ 10−2-10−1 ???. ???,????????????????
Γth = 〈σnv〉 ∼ σn ∼ α3Mp
m
Γφ , (2.262)
???. m ∼ 10−5Mp ?????? Γth  Γφ ???. ???????????????????????????
???????????????, ????????????????????????????????.
preheating
????????????????????????? preheating [31,34–36]???????????. preheat-
ing????? [30, 33,37]???????????????.
?????? inﬂaton? coherent???????? preheating? Bose-Einstein?? (BE condensation)??
???????????. ???? inﬂaton???????? Γφ ?????, BE???????????????
???. ????????? Lint = gφχχ?????? φ → χχ?????????. ????????? χχ → φ
????????????
∣∣∣〈n¯φ − 1, n¯k + 1, n¯−k + 1 ∣∣∣aˆ+k aˆ+−kaˆ−φ ∣∣∣ n¯φ, n¯k, n¯−k〉∣∣∣2 = (n¯k + 1)(n¯−k + 1)n¯φ , (2.263)∣∣∣〈n¯φ + 1, n¯k − 1, n¯−k − 1 ∣∣∣aˆ+φ aˆ−k aˆ−−k∣∣∣ n¯φ, n¯k, n¯−k〉∣∣∣2 = n¯kn¯−k(n¯φ + 1) , (2.264)
*19 ????????????????????????? 2 → 2 ????? (t-channel) ???. ??????????? σ ∼
α2|ΔE2 −Δp2|−1 ???. ??? α????????, ΔE, Δp???????????????????.
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??????. ??? aˆ±φ , aˆk ????? φ????? k??? χ???????????, n¯φ, n¯k ???????
??????????? (occupation number)???. ??? nk := nk = n−k ??? nφ 
 1??????, BE
???????? inﬂaton?????? Γeﬀ ?
Γeﬀ  Γφ(1 + n¯k) = g
2
8πm
(1 + n¯k) , (2.265)
????. ?? m 














??????????? (thin shell)???????????. ??? φ(t)  Ψcos(mt)??? gφ  m2 ????








































??????. ??? N := mt/2π ? inﬂaton????????. ????? BE???????????????
nφ ???? nχ ???????????????, ????????????. ?????????? coherent ?
inﬂaton????? Φ(t)???????, χ???????
nχ ∝ exp (2πμN) , μ := πgΦ
2m2
, (2.272)
??????. ??????? μ? preheating???????????????.
??,?? preheating?????????????????????????. inﬂaton?????????? χ
?????????
χ¨+ 3Hχ−Δχ+m2χχ+ 2gφχ = 0 , (2.273)





































Ak + 2q cos(2z)
)
χk = 0 , (2.277)
????. ??????????????????????????????? Hill?????????, ????
????????? Mathieu?????????,??????????????? [38, 39]. ??Mathieu???
??? Floquet???????
χk = Pk1(z) exp(μkz) + Pk2(z) exp(−μkz) , (2.278)
???????. ???, Pk1, Pk2 ? z = π ???????? μk ? Floquet????????? Re(μk) 	= 0???
?????????????????????. Floquet???????????? Ak, q ??????, ?????
????? Re(μk)? (Ak, q)???????Mathieu chart?????????????. ?? inﬂaton????
? Φ???????????? q????, Mathieu chart????????????????????. |q|  O(1)
??????????????? narrow resonance???, |q| 
 1????????????? Ak,??????
k ????????????? broad resonance???. ??Mathieu chart???????????,?? q → 0
???? Ak = n2 (n ∈ Z)???????????????. mχ  m?????? narrow resonance?????





















ωk := (Ak + 2q cos(2z))
2 , (2.281)
??????????????, narrow resonance????







?????, BE ???????? (2.233) ?????. ????? BE ??????????????? narrow




 ω2k , (2.283)
??????? (inﬂaton ?????????) ????????????. ????????????????




? 3.1 Cosmic Pie
????????????????????,???????
?? (baryogenesis)??????. ????????? Planck
??????????? 3.1????????????????




????????, ????? 3?????? (quark)????
?????*1. ???????? 2?????? 3???? 6?
?? ﬂavor????, u(up), d(down) / c(charm), s(strange) / t(top), b(bottom)?????????. ?????
?????? +1/3?????????,????????????????????? (anti-quark)????, ?
??????? −1/3???. ??????????????????,????????? 0?????????,
????????????????????????????????, ??????????????? (baryon
asymmetric Universe: BAU)????????????. ?? BAU????????????????????,
???????????????????.
????????????????????????????????, ??????????????????









??. ????????????????,??? p¯??? p???
p¯
p
∼ 10−4 , (3.1)
??????????????? [40]. ?????????????,?????????????????????
???????????????????????*2.
*1 ???? (hadron)? SU(3)????????????????? (quantum chromodynamics: QCD)????, 3?? color???
??????????? 0???????????. ?????????????????,??????????????? uud/udd?
?????. ???????????? (meson)? 2????????????.
*2 ???????????????? 2?????????????, ?????????????????????????????.





???????, ??????????????????????????????????????? [41]. ??
???,??????????????????????????????????, ??????????????
??????????????????????.
??????????????????????,?????????? ηB ???? YB ???????. ???
??????????????????????????, ?????????????????????????





???. ??? CMB?????? 2.725 K?????????????,?????????
ηB = 2.734× 10−8Ωbh2 , (3.3)
















?????????. ??????????,????????? BBN????? η ??????????????












 0.2yD + 10
−5




 (0.015 + 3× 102y3He) yD , (3.9)
???????????? [30]. ??? Nν ??????????????. ??,???????????????
????????????????????????????????. ???????????????????
??? 3.2??? [9]. ?????????????????????? ηB ???????, ??????????
????????????????????????. ??????????????????? BBN?????
?? ηB ????????. ???, 7Li???????????????????????????, ??????
?????????? (lithium-7 problem) ????????????????????. ????????? ηB
???
5.7 < ηB × 1010 < 6.7 (95%CL) (3.10)
??????.
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? 3.2 ?????????? baryon-photon? η ??? (??: Particle Data Group, (2018), p.377, Fig.23.1 [9])
??, ????????????????? BBN ??????????????????????????.
CMB ?????? 2 ???? Fourier ?????????????????, ???????????????
(Ωb,Ωm,ΩΛ,ΩK , τ ?)???????. ????????????? Ωb ?????? (Doppler peak)?????
?????. ??????????????????????????????????????????????
??????, ?????????????????????????????????????????????
????. ???????????????????????????? (baryon acoustic oscillation: BAO)??
???, ??????????????????????????????. ?????????????????
???????,??????????????????????? CMB??????????. ???????
????????, CMB??????????? δγ ?
1
4













?????? [42]. ??? η ????????, Φ????????????. ?? A(k, η), B(k, η)???????























, (m = 1, 2, 3, · · · ) (3.14)
??????????????????????????????????????????. ??, ? (3.11)??
?? 2 ????????????????????????????????????????, ??? RB ∝ Ωb
??????????????????????????. ????,?????????????????????
???????? CMB????????????, ?????????????,???????????????
?????. ??????????? ηB ????????, ????????? CMB?????????????
? 3.3???????? [43]. ??? CMB??????????????????????, ??????????
???????????????. ????? Planck????????? [8]????????????, ????





)× 10−10 , (3.15)
???. ???????? BBN??????????????????????????, ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????.






























0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
(a) Curvature (b) Dark Energy
(c) Baryons (d) Matter
? 3.3 CMB????????????????????. ??????????????????? (c)??







??? Sakharov????? (Sakharov’s criteria)????????? [10]. ????????????????
????? Sakharov??????????????????????. ?? Sakharov??????? 3????




???. ????????? 0??? X,Y (B(X) = B(Y ) = 0)????? ψ (B(ψ) 	= 0)?????????











????????????????Mn ???. ????? E  M ??????????? E/M ??????
????? SM???????, E 
 M ???????????????????. ?????????????
?????????????????????????, ??????????????????????????
?. ????????????????????????????????????, ?????????????
4????????????? 5??? 6??????????. ??????? L = 1
M
LHLH ???????
????, 2?????? 2??? 2?????? 2????????????????????????????.













44 ? 3? ?????????
3.2.2 C????? CP??????
Sakharov????????,?????????????????????? baryogenesis????????, ?
?? C???*4 ?? CP???*5????????????. ????????????????,???????
?????????????, ?????????????????????????????.
?? C?????????????????. ????? (3.16)??????????????????????
?????????. ????????? Γ????, C?????????????? (3.16)?????????
??????????????
Γ(X → Y + ψ) = Γ(X¯ → Y¯ + ψ¯) , (3.17)




∝ Γ(X → Y + ψ)− Γ(X¯ → Y¯ + ψ¯) = 0 , (3.18)




??? C ?????????????????????????, ?? CP ??????????????
??????. SM ??????????????????????????????, ???? (chirality)
????????????. ?? chiral ????? C ???? P ?????????, ???? CP ??
???????????. ?????????????, ????????????? X → χL + ψL ??
????????????? X → χR + ψR ??? 2 ?????????. ??????? CP ????
????????? X¯ → χ¯R + ψ¯R ?? X¯ → χ¯L + ψ¯L ???. ???, ??????????????
B(X) = B(X¯) = 0, B(χL,R) = B(ψL,R) = −B(χ¯L,R) = −B(ψ¯L,R) 	= 0??????????. ????????
????????? C????????????????{
Γ(X → χL + ψL) 	= Γ(X¯ → χ¯L + ψ¯L) (3.19)
Γ(X → χR + ψR) 	= Γ(X¯ → χ¯R + ψ¯R) (3.20)
??????????,??? CP???????????????????{
Γ(X → χL + ψL) = Γ(X¯ → χ¯R + ψ¯R) (3.21)
Γ(X → χR + ψR) = Γ(X¯ → χ¯L + ψ¯L) (3.22)
???. ????? C?????????,?? CP?????????????, ???????????????
Γ(X → χL + ψL) + Γ(X → χR + ψR) = Γ(X¯ → χ¯R + ψ¯R) + Γ(X¯ → χ¯L + ψ¯L) , (3.23)
?????????????. ???? C?????????????,???????????????????
??????????????????????, CP???????????????,??? (3.23)??????
?????????????, ?????????????????????????. ???? C???? CP?
???????????????????. CP??????? CPT???? T???*6???????????
?????????????.
C??????? SM?????????????????????????, Sakharov??????? CP?
???????????. SM???? CP????????????????????????????, ?? CP
?????????? BAU????????????????????????. ???? SM????????
?????????????, ?????????????.
*4 ?????? (charge conjugation)??????????????????????????? C?????????????????
? C??????????.
*5 C?????????? (parity inversion)??? P???????????????????????? CP??????????.
*6 ???? (Time reversal)??? T?????????????????? T??????????.
3.2 Sakharov????????????????? 45
3.2.3 ?????????? / CPT??????
??? Sakharov????? 3????????????????????. ???????, ? (3.16)????
???????????????????????,????????????????, ????????????
??????????????????????????. ?????????????????????????
?? Boltzmann?????*7????????????, CPT??*8 ????????????????????
???, ????????????????????????. ???????? T??????????????
???????, ??? CPT??????? CP???????????, Sakharov????? 2???????
?????????????????????????.
??????????,????? B ????? 〈B〉??? Hamiltonian H ????? T ??????????
??. CPT?????? H ? CPT???????, ???? CPT????????????????????










































= −〈B〉 , (3.24)








?????? (3.24)???? Hamiltonian H ? CPT????????????????.
????? CPT ????????????????????????????, 1987 ?? Cohen ? Kaplan ?
??????????? [49]. ?????????????????? T ???????????????, ?
??? CPT ???????????????????. ??????? 2 ????????????????
(Gravitational baryogenesis) [14]???????? CPT???????????????? baryogenesis???





??????????? CPT ?????????????? [50–52]. ???????????????????
Lorentz?????????? Horˇava-Lifshitz???? [53]????????, ????? 3?????????
?????????????. ??????? CPT?????????????, ???????????????
???????? [54].
*7 ???????????????????????????????????????, ?????????????????????.
*8 ??????????????????? CPT ???????????????. CPT??????? Lorentz??????????
????????.






???????????? GUT baryogenesis [59–62] ???????????. ????????????
(Grand Uniﬁed Theory: GUT)?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????. ??????????????????? SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y ??
????????????????????? SM????,??????????? G????????????
??? GUT???. ??????????????????? SU(5)GUT????,?????????????
?????????????????.
?? GUT??????????????????????????, GUT????????????? colored
Higgs ?????????????????????????????. ????????? SU(5)GUT????
???????*9. SM????????? 15????????? (????:2(up/down)×3(??)×2(??), ??
??:2(??)+1(??))??????, ?????????????????? 5× 5??????????????















0 u¯2 −u¯1 u1 d1
−u¯2 0 u¯3 u2 d2
u¯1 −u¯3 0 u3 d3
−u1 −u2 −u3 0 e+




L = iΨ¯γμDμΨ+ iTr (χ¯γμDμχ) + . . . (3.27)
= iΨ¯γμ
⎛




















χbc + . . . , (3.28)
?????????. ??? Aμ ? 24????????????, SM????? 8???????, 3??W ??





























??????. ????? X,Y ???? SM??????????,??????????????????. ??
?? u? X ??????? u¯??????, d? Y ??????? u¯????????????. ???????
??????????, SM????????????????????????????? (uud → e+ + u¯u)??
????*10. ??????? SU(5)GUT?? SU(5)?????????? SM??????? Higgs?????
?. ????? colored Higgs ?????????????????????.
GUT baryogenesis?????????????????? baryogenesis?????, ????????????
???????????????????. ????X ???? ΓX ??????H ???????????, ??
*9 ???? SU(5)??????????? SU(5)GUT????????????????????????. ?? GUT??????,?
??? (SUperSYmmetry: SUSY)??????? SO(10)? E6 ???????????????????????.




?? X ?????????,????????????????????????. ??????????,???
??? T > MX ?????????????????????????, ???????????????????
????. ??,X ??????????????????? Boltzmann???????, ?????? Boltzmann
?? exp [−MX/T ]????????????????. ????? X ?????? ΓX ?????? H ????
??????, ?????????????????????????????? X ?????????????.
????, X ????????????????????,???????????????????. ??????
???????????????, H  ΓX ?????? T MX ????????????????.
???????????????????,????? CP????????????????????????
?. SU(5)GUT???? CP???????,????????????? Yukawa???? hU , hD ??????
?????????. tree-level ????????????????????????, ????????????









SU(5)GUT?? CP????????? loop?????????????????????????? [58]. ??




? GUT ?????????????????. ???, ??????????????????????????
?????? (reheating) ?????, ??????????????????????. ??, ????????
?*11 ????????? GUT??????????????????????????????????. GUT
baryogenesis ??????????????????????????????????, preheating??????
???????? GUT baryogenesis???????? [63].
3.3.2 Electroweak Baryogenesis
??????????????????? SM??????????????????????????????
?. ??? Electroweak baryogenesis (EWBG)??????? [64–66]. ???????????????????




???????????????. ???????? chiral anomaly ???????, SM???????????
???????????????? [67–70]. ????????????????????.
















? ∂μJμB = ∂μJμL = 0?????, ?????????????????.
*11 ??? (graviton)??????????. ???????????????????????????????????? LSP(Lightest
Supersymmetric particle)?????????,????????????????????. ???????????????????
?? (??? 1GeV ??), ???????????????????????????????????????. ??, ???????
???????????????????????????? 100-103GeV?????, ???????????????????. ??
?,??????? BBN????????????????? BBN????????????????????????.
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? 3.4 Triangle anomaly
???, ?????????????????? (chiral anomaly, triangle
anomaly) ??????????????????????????. ?
3.4 ???? Feynman ?????????, ?? anomaly ???????
????????. ???????????????? JμV = Ψ¯γμΨ =
Ψ¯lγ
μΨl + Ψ¯rγ
μΨr ????, ????? Feynman???






















??????????. ???????? cl, cr ???????????????, ??? SU(3)c ????????
?????????????????????????????? cl = cr ???, QCD????????????
?????????. ???, QED? SU(2)L ? chiral ??????????? W ??????????????
????????? cr = 0????. ??? U(1)Y ???? B ???????????????????????





















??????. ???Wμν , Bμν ????? SU(2)L ?? U(1)Y ??????????????, Ng = 3????
??????????. ??????????, ????????????????????? JμB − JμL ?????
??????? B − L????????,?????????????????????????????????
?????.
???????????????? anomaly ???????????????????????. ?, t = 0 ?










d3xJ0B = ΔB , (3.35)


























?????. ???, Wμ ?? Bμ ????? SU(2)L ?? U(1)Y ???????????. ??????????
?? SU(2)L ?????,???????????







= −NgΔNCS , (3.39)












?????,???? NCS ???????????. ????,???????????????????????





????????? sphaleron ???????? [72–74]. ?? sphaleron ???????? (ElectroWeak Phase
Transition: EWPT)?????????????????? Boltzmann?????????????,?????
???????????????????????. ?????????
Γ = κ(αWT )
4 (κ ∼ 0.1-1) , (3.41)
????????? [75, 76]. ????????????????? Boltzmann??????????









ε , (3.2 < ε < 5.4) (3.43)
??? [73], spharelon?????????????????????????????*12. ????,??????
???????????????????,?????????????????????. ??,?? sphaleron?
???????? B ????????????? L?????????, sphaleron?????? B − L????
?????????????.
?? C????? CP????????????????. ?? P??? C?????????????,???
????? CP??????????????????????. CP????????????????????




P−−−−−→ xP = (t,−x) , (3.44)
??????????. ????, ???????????←→ ??????????. ?????? Lagrangian
????,??????????????????????????????????????? chiral?????
????, P?????????. ??, Charge conjugation (C??)??,?????????????,????
???????????????????????. ??????????←→??????????. P????
??????,????? chiral??? C??????????????????.
CP????, C??? P??????????????. ??????????, ????? CP???????














????,??? CP??????????. ??? (3.45)?? 1??????????????????????



















???. ??? C??????????????, ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????. ?????????, C??????????????????????
????????W+ ???????????, ?? P ??????????????????????????
????W+ ???????????. ?? CP??????,? (3.45)?? 2????????. ?????,?
(3.45)?? 2?? CP??????? 1??????????????????. ????,??????????
??? Lagrangian??? CP?????????????. ????????????????????????
? CP?????????????, ????????????? CP?????????.


















*12 αW = g
2/(4π)???, MW (T )????? T ??W ???????????.
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??? CKM ????????????, ???????????????. ???????????????,
????????? N ????????????. ???????? U(N) ???????????????,







V jk = δ
i
k , (3.51)
?????,???? 2N2 −N2 = N2 ????. ??????????? N ???????????,?????
??? 2N ?????????. ???? (2N − 1)????????????????????????????
???????. ???,????????????????????????????????, ????????
?????? (2N − 1)???????????. ?????????
N2 − (2N − 1) = (N − 1)2 , (3.52)
???, U(N)????????? (N − 1)2 ???????????. ?? 2??? Cabibbo??????? 1?
? θC ???, 3??? CKM???? θ1, θ2, θ3, δ ? 4??????. ???,????????????????
O(N) −→ NC2 = N(N − 1)
2
,
∴ (N − 1)2 − N(N − 1)
2
=
(N − 1)(N − 2)
2
(3.53)
???. ?????????????????????. ??? 3??? CKM???????????? δ ? 1?
????, CKM??????????, SM????????? CP????????????????.
??? 2??? Cabibbo??? 3??? CKM?????????????????. 2??? Cabibbo???(
cos θC sin θC
− sin θC cos θC
)
, sin θC  0.22 , (3.54)
????????????, 1963?? 2??????????????????? [78]. ??? 2????????
???????????????, ????? 2???????????? strangeness????????????

























⎝ c1 s1c3 s1s3−s1c2 c1c2c3 − s2s3eiδ c1c2s3 + s2c3eiδ




???. ???, ci ≡ cos θi, si ≡ sin θi ?????????????. ?? CKM??????? δ ???????
????????, CP???????????????.
???,?? CP???????????????????????????????????????????
?????. CP???????????,?????????? Jarlskog????? J ????
J = s21s2s3c1c2c3 sin δ , (3.56)
??? [79, 80]. ????? Jarlskog????????,????????????????? O(10−20)?????
????????????????. CP???????????????? EWBG??????? baryognenesis
?????????????.
???????????? EWBG??????????????????????????. ????????
?? EWPT ??? 1 ????????????. 1 ????????? (bubble) ??????????????
???, ?? bubble ????? EWBG ???????????????????????. ?????? CP ?
??????? bubble?????? CP??????????, ??????????? CP?????????
?????? B − L?? sphaleron?????????????????????????????. EWPT??
???????????????????????????, 1?????????????? Higgs??????
???mH  70GeV???????????????????? [81, 82]. ??? CERN???????????
? Higgs?????? mH  125GeV??? [83, 84], EWPT? 1?????????????????. ???
?, EWPT???????? 2??????? crossover??????????????????????????,
EWPT??????????????????????????????????.
EWBG? SM??????????????????????????,??????????????????
???. ???, SUSY????????? Higgs??????????????? SM????????????
???????????????????????,???????????????? [85].
3.3.3 Leptogenesis
EWBG???? sphaleron?????????????? Leptogenesis??? [86]. sphaleron???? B − L





(B − L)  0.3(B − L) =: C(B − L) , (3.57)
?????*13, ????? SM???? B − L??? 3???????????????????. Leptogenesis




?????????????????????????????? GUT baryogenesis??????????, ?
??????????????????????????????. ???, leptogenesis ?? GUT baryogenesis
???????????? 109GeV???????????????????? [89], ?????????????





*13 Ng ??????????????, Nd ? Higgs2??????????. SM?? Ng = 3, Nd = 1???.
*14 ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? [87].
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??????????????Majorana?????????? Lagrangian???











l¯Lii/∂lLi + e¯Rii/∂eRi + N¯Rii/∂NRi







?????????*15. ??? lL, eR, NR, φ???????? SU(2)???? 2??, ????????? 1??,
????Majorana???????? Higgs???????????. ??,??? i, j ???????? ﬂavor ?
??????, fij ?? h˜ij ? Yukawa????, Mij ?Majorana??????????. ?? Lagrangian???
?,????????????? fij ,Mij ??????????????. ?????????












Yukawa?? h˜ij ???????????, ???????? hij ????????????. ???M 
 hij〈φ〉?
??????,????Majorana?????????????????. ????Majorana?????????




Ri = 0 ,








?????. ????? (3.59)??????????, Lagrangian?









(lLiφ) + h.c. , (3.62)









?? See-saw?????????? 3??? ﬂavor?Majorana??????????M1  M2,M3 ????
??????????. ???????????? N2, N3 ????????????, N1 ???????????
????. ???? Lagrangian?,???????????????Majorana????????????????


















???. ??? Lagrangian?????????,??Majorana?????? N1 ????????{
N1 −→ l + φ (3.66)
N1 −→ lc + φc (3.67)
??????. ??? CP??????????????????????. Majorana???????????? 0
?????,???????????? ΔL = +1,−1???????????????????. ???? CP??
?????????,????????????????????????????.
*15 ???? Feynman Slash ? /∂ := ∂μγμ ??????????.
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???????????????????????????. ??? tree-level ???????. ????
Feynman diagram??????? 3.5??????. ???? (3.66)????????,???? (3.67)????
???. ???Majorana???????????????????????.
? 3.5 N1 ????? Feynman diagram (tree-level)
??????MA ? Feynman??????
iM(0)A = l¯αi (pl, s′)ih∗1iPRN1(pN , s) , (3.68)
??????*16. ??? pN , pl ?????Majorana???????????? 2??? 4???????,???
????? s, s′ ????. ?? α? 2???????????????????. ???













′)PRN1(pN , s)N¯1(pN , s)PLlαi (pl, s
′) = 2(hh†)11pNpl , (3.70)
???. ?????????? Majorana ??????????????????? pN = (M1,0) ???, ??
massless???????????? pl = (|pl|,pl)???????????∣∣∣M(0)A ∣∣∣2 = 2(hh†)11M1|pl| , (3.71)
??????. ??,? 3.5???? Feynman diagram??????????????MB ??????????.
iM(0)B = N¯1(pN , s)ih1iPLlαi (pl, s′) . (3.72)









′)PRN1(pN , s) = 2(hh†)11M1|pl| , (3.73)
???. ???? tree-level?????????, N1 ?????? CP????????. ??????Majorana
??????????? ΓN1 ??????.

















































??????. ??? tree-level??????????? CP????????, ????????????????
???????? loop??? CP????????????????????????.
? 3.6 N1 ????? Feynman diagram (tree + 1-loop)
?? CP ??????????? 1-loop ?????????????????. 1-loop ? Feynmann diagram
?? 3.6????????????. ????????? (vertex correction)????,????????? (wave
function correction)?????. CP???????????? 	?
	i :=
Γ (N1 → li + φ)− Γ (N1 → lci + φc)






???????????,???? (3.77)?????? CP???????????? 	? loop????????
















∣∣MN1→l¯i+φc ∣∣2 = (hT + hˆC1)(h∗T ∗ + hˆ∗C∗1)− (h∗T + hˆ∗C1)(hT ∗ + hˆC∗1)


























Im [T ∗C1] , (3.79)










































1− x , (3.82)
???????????. ?? x 
 1??
























































= −Im(h∗mνh†)11 1〈φ〉2 , (∵ ? (3.63)) (3.85)
????????









	× η × C , (3.87)
??????. ??????? T 
 M1 ???? N1 ??????? (N1 ?????????)?????????
????????, SM?? ∼ (4 × 10−3)???????. 	???????? CP??????????????
?. ?? η ????????? (washout)???????????? (0 < η < 1)???
η  e−M1/Td , (3.88)
??????. ??? Td ???????????? ΓN1e−M1/T  H ∝ T 2 ????????. ??? C ? (3.57)
??????????????????????????????????????.
???? leptogenesis?????????????????????,???????????????????
???. ????????????????????? inﬂaton???? preheating???????? non-thermal
leptogenesis [91] ????????????? thermal leptogenesis [86, 92] ?????, ???????????
ﬂavor dynamics? EWPT???? resonance????????, leptogenesis????????????????
?????????????????????????? [93].
3.3.4 Aﬄeck-Dine Baryogenesis
????? baryogenesis ?????? Aﬄeck-Dine Baryogenesis (ADBG) ??? [94]. ?? ADBG ????
???????????????????????????????. ???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????,?????????????????
?????????????????. ?????? (ﬂat directions)????????????????????
?????????????, ????? Aﬄeck-Dine (AD)???????. ADBG????,?? AD????
??????????????????????????, ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????. ???? [95]???? ADBG????????.
MSSM(Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model)???? superpotential?
W = λuQHuu+ λdQHdd+ λeLHde+ μHuHd , (3.89)























???? F-term ? D-term??????. ???????????????????????? AD? Φ????
?????. ???????? Φ??? LLe, uud,HuL???????, ?? Φ???????????????

























???. ? 1????????? soft mass? inﬂaton??????????????????, ? 2??????
??????????????????. ???? 3?? A-term??????? U(1)??????????. ?
????? cH < 0?????????????,????????????? AD? Φ????????????.
?????????????????????????????????
V (Φ) = cHH




???. cH < 0??????,?????????????????? Φ??????
|Φ| ∼ (HIMn−3) 1n−2 , (3.94)
???????????????. ??????? AD???????????????????????????
??,??????????????????. ??????????? (H ∼ mΦ)??? (3.92)??? soft mass
term???????????, AD??????????????. ?????????
|Φ| ∼ (mΦMn−3) 1n−2 , (3.95)







????. ??? β ? AD????????/???????????????. ????????????????





















n−2 δ , (3.98)
*17 Hu,Hd,Q,u,d,L, e ??????? 2 ?? Higgs(ino) ?, ???? (s)quark 2 ??, ???? up/down type (s)quark, ????
(s)lepton 2??, ???? (s)lepton???.?? λ? Yukawa????? μ?MSSM?? Higgs??????.
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??????. ???M = Mp ????,?????????. ADBG??????????????????, ?
??????????????????????????????????.
Aﬄeck-Dine Baryogenesis?,??????????????????,??????????????????
??????????. ????? Q-ball [96]?????????????? non-topological soliton?????
?????????. AD??????????????????????????,??????????????
????. ?????????????, ?????????? Q-ball ??????. Q-ball ???? Cold Dark
Matter???????? (Gauge Mediation Model), ????????? LSP Dark Matter????? (Gravity
Mediation Model)??????????, Q-ball????? Aﬄeck-Dine Baryogenesis????????????
???????????????????????????????????? [97–99].




?????????????????, ???????????????? Hawking ????????????
?????????????????????? [105]. ??????????????? A??????????
??.
A → H + L¯ , (3.99)
A → H¯ + L , (3.100)
???H,L??????????????????????. ???????????????,??? C????
?? (CP??????)????????,?????????????. ?????????????? A???
????????? A?????????????????????????, ????????????????
???????. ?????????????,?????????????????????. ?????????




??????????. ??????? A → H¯ + L????????? L???
N totL ∼ 2g−1∗







???????? [104]. ???MBH ?????????????????, mA ? A?????, Γ??????
??????. ?? g∗ ∼ 100? Hawking????????????????????????????.
????? Black Hole baryogenesis??????????????????????????????????
?. ??????????????????????????????????, ???????????????
??????????????????? (primordial black hole: PBH) ???. ?????????? PBH ?
???????? εBH ???????????*18. ??? PBH??????????????????????
PBH?????????, ??????? ε−1BH ??????????? PBH?????. PBH?????? ti ?
???,??? PBH?????????? tBH ????? tBH ∼ ti/ε2BH ????. ????? PBH??? τ ?
τ > tBH ?????????, ???? PBH ??????????????????????????????.





*18 εBH ???????????????? PBH???????? εBH := ρBH/ρc ?????.
58 ? 3? ?????????








????. ?????,?????????? LBH ? Stefan-Boltzmann?? σSB ????























???? [105]. ??? Ti ? PBH????????????.
??????? Black Hole baryogenesis???????????????????????? [105].











Spontaneous Baryogenesis ????? Black Hole Baryogenesis ???? Sakharov ????????????
??????????????? [49, 106, 107]. ???????????????????,??????????
?????????????????. ????????????? U(1)??????????????????
???????, ????????? toy-model?????????????????? [55].
U(1)??????????? φ???????????????
V (φ) = λ
(|φ|2 − v2)2 , (3.108)
????. ???????????????????????????? 〈φ〉 = v exp(iθ)???????, ????
?????,????????? θ ??????? U(1)????????????????. ?????? θ(x)?
Goldstone??????????,???????????? massless??????.
???????????????? φ?? 2???????????????? Q?????? L??????
??? toy-model????. ?????????? U(1)b ??????????? U(1)b ???????????
?. ??? U(1)b ???? φ → φ exp(iα), Q → Q exp(iα), L → L?????????????? α??????
??????. ?????,???? φ,Q????????????????. ????? U(1)b ????????
??????
L = −(∂φ)2 − V (φ) + iQ¯γμ∂μQ+ iL¯∂μγμL+ (gφQ¯L+ h.c.) , (3.109)
????????. ??????????????????????????????? 〈φ〉 = v exp(iθ)?????
???, ??? Lagrangian?




+ · · · , (3.110)
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???. ??? V˜ (θ)??? Lagrangian???????????????????????????????. ?,
???????? Q → Q exp(iθ)?????????,??? Lagrangian?
L = −v2(∂θ)2 + ∂μθJμB − V˜ (θ) + iQ¯γμ∂μQ+ iL¯∂μγμL+ (gvQ¯L+ h.c.) + · · · , (3.111)
???. ??? JμB = Q¯γμQ???????????????????. ?????? θ ????????????
Lint = ∂μθJμB , (3.112)
????. ??????????????????????????????????????. ????????
??????????????????????????????????. ?????????????????
????,??? Q,L???????????????? ∂μJμB = igv(L¯Q− Q¯L)??????.
? θ??????????????????????, ??????? Lagrangian? Lint = θ˙nB ???????
???? nB ?????????. ?????,?????????? θ˙????????????????????
???????. ???????? B??????,??????????????????????????












?, ?????????????????????????????. ??,?????????? Friedmann??
??????,????????????? a(t)?????????. ??????????????????,??
??? a = 0???, ???????????????? (???????)???????????. ??????
?????????????????????????????, ???????????????????. ??
















θ2 − σαβσαβ + ωαβωαβ −Rαβuαuβ . (4.1)
??? uα ??? (??) ?????????????, θ = uα;α ????????????. ?????? hαβ ?
???????? σαβ = u(α;β) − θhαβ/3? shear???????, ωαβ = u[α;β] ? rotation ???????. ??



















uαuβ ≥ 0 , (4.3)
???????????????. ??? uα ??????????????, ????????????????
(strong energy condition)?????. ?????????????????
ρ+ 3p ≥ 0 , ρ+ p ≥ 0 , (4.4)
62 ? 4? ?????????
??????????*1. ?????????????????????????????. ??????????










?????? τ ≤ 3/|θ0|??? θ → −∞???,???????????? (??????????????? uμ
??????, θ0 < 0??????????????????). ???????????????????????
?????????????. ??????????????????????????, rotetion???????
??????????????????????????.
???????????????????????????, ?????????????? Bianchi ???
???????????? [114, 115]. ?????, ???????????????????????????,
1965 ?? Penrose ??????????? [11]. ?????????????, ???????? (incomplete
geodesics)*2??????. Penrose???????????????.
????? (Penrose) [11]: ?? (M , g)?????????????????????.
(i) ??????????: Rμνkνkν ≥ 0????. ??? kμ ?????????????.
(ii) Lorentz???M ???????????? Cauchy?H ?????.
(iii) Lorentz???M ?????????? (trapped surface) T ?????.
???? (i)????????????????, Einstein?????
Tμνk
μkν ≥ 0 , (4.6)
???,????????? (null energy condition)?????*3. ??????????????????
ρ+ p ≥ 0 , (4.8)
???,?????????????????. ?? (ii)???????????????, Cauchy?H ????
????????? (globally hyperbolic)????????????????. ????? (iii)?????????
????????????, ?????????????????????. ??? Newton??????????
???????????????????????????.
???????? (Penrose)?,????????????????????????????????????
????????. ??,??? 1965?? 3 [K]????? CMB???????? [18],???????????
?? 2???????????????????????????????? [116]. ?????????????
???????????, ??? Hawking? Penrose???????????????????????.
????? (Hawking and Penrose) [13]: ?? (M , g)????????????/????????????.
(i) ??????????: RμνKνKν ≥ 0????. ???Kμ ???????????????????.
(ii) generic??: ??????/??????K[ρRα]βλ[μKσ]KβKλ 	= 0 ??????????.???Kμ ??
???????????.
*1 ?????????? (2.103)????????? a¨ ≤ 0?????. ?????????????????????????????,
????? (???????????)????????????????????????????.
*2 ??????? (g-completeness)?,????????????????????????????????. ????????,???
??????????????????. ?????????????? (?????) ??????????,????????????











= −H˙ + K
a2
≥ 0 . (4.7)
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?, ??????????????????????????????????. ??????????, matter








??????????. ?????????????????????? (ghost)??????????? quintom
cosmology??? [124–126]???. ???????????,??? FLRW??????
H˙ = −4πG(ρ+ p) , (4.9)
64 ? 4? ?????????
?????. ?????,???????????????????? H˙ > 0??????. ??????????












∂μψ∂μψ − V (φ, ψ)
]





???? ψ ????????, H˙ ∝ (−φ˙2 + ψ˙2) > 0??????. ?????????????????????
????????????????????????? [127–130], ?????????????????????
? [131].
??????????????????? ghost condensate ?? [132] ???????? [133] ???????.





√−g [K(X)− V (φ)] , (4.11)
X := −gμν∂μφ∂νφ . (4.12)
?????? K(X)? X = 0????????????????, ?????????????????????




(X2 − c2)2 , V (φ) = V0
M2αφ2α
, (4.13)
???????????????? (c, α???). φ = 0????????????????????,??????
??????????????. ?????????????????????????????????.
????????????????????????? [134]?????????????????? [135], ??




???????????. ?????????????????????????? Brans-Dicke???? [140]?
???????????????????? [141–143]????. ??????,??????????????? 2
??????????????????????????????????????? Horndeski?? [144,145], ?
????????????????????? beyond Horndeski?? [146]?????????????????
DHOST?? (Degenerate Higher Order derivative Scalar-Tensor theories) [147] ?,?????????????
????*4.
???????????????????? Tμν ?????,??????????????????????.
G˜μν = 8πGTμν . (4.14)
??? G˜μν ??? gαβ ???????????????????, ????? Einstein?????? Einstein??
?? Gμν ????????. ???? (G˜μν = Gμν + δGμν)?????????????
Gμν = 8πGT˜μν , T˜μν := Tμν − 1
8πG
δGμν , (4.15)
???????????. ???????????????? T˜μν ?????????????,????????
????. ?? f(R)?????????????


















*4 ???????????? cs ???????????? cT ?????. ??, ??????????????????? [148, 149] ?
????????????????? |cT − cs|  10−15 ??????????????????,?????????????????
?????????? [150].
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???????????. ?????????????????? [151–154]?????????. ?? Horndeski
?????? (?????? Galilean??????)?????????? [155–159]?????????. Lorentz
?????????? Horˇava-Lifshitz????????????????? [160–162]???????. ????
??????????????????????? [163,164] ????????? (non-local gravity)??????
?????? [165,166] ?,????????????????????????????????.
??????,?? Horndeski???????????????????????????, ?? no-go?? [167]
??????. [167]????,??????????????????? Horndeski????, ?????????
?????????????????????????????. ?????????????????????
???, ???????????????? [168] ???????????? generalized multi-Galilean ????
? [169]????? no-go????????????????. ???,?? no-go??????????,????
???????????????????????????. ????????????????????????
???????????, ?? Horˇava-Lifshitz???????? Lorentz??????????????????
??????????????????? [170, 171]. ?? Horndeski?????????? beyond Horndeski?
????????????????? [172].
4.2.2 ???????





?????, ???????? Cyclic????????????. ?????,?????M?????????,?
??????????????????????? Ekpyrotic?????? [120,174–176]???????????.
Ekpyrotic ?????????????????????, ????????????????????????
?????. ????????????,????????????? 4????????????????? φ (?
??????????)???????????. ???????????????????/??????????,
?? Ekpyrotic??????????????????.
V (φ) = V0
(
ebκφ − e−cκφ)F (φ) . (4.17)
??? b, c? b  1, c 
 1???????????, ?? F (φ)????? φend ? F (φend) = 1????????









φ˙2 + V (φ)
)
, (4.18)
??????. ?????????????????? 4.1??????. Ekpyrotic?????????????
Ekpyrotic phase??????????????, ??????????????????????? w ≈ c2/3 
 1
???, ??????????????????????????. ?? Ekpyrotic phase???????????
???????????? [176]. ?? Ekpyrotic??????????????????????, spectator ﬁeld
χ????????????? [177, 178]. ?????????????????????????, ???????
??????????????.
??????????????????, ????????????????????? [179]????????
?. ?? Ekpyrotic?????????????????, Ekpyrotic????????????????????
?????? anamorphic????????????? [180].
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V
end
C O N T R A C T I N G  K E  P H A S E
w ≈ 1











F I R S T      B R I E F
     w > > 1  
    P H A S E
? 4.1 Ekpyrotic???????????? V (φ)???, (??: J. K. Erickson, et. al., (2007), p.123507-3, Fig.1 [176])
4.2.3 ?????????
????????? (Past-eternal universe )???????????. ?????????,?????????
??????????????, ???????????????????????????????. ?????
???????????????,??????Miknowski???????????????. ?????????




























= 0 . (4.21)
?????,?????????? amin = ai ???????????????????????.
1
2




φ˙2i + Vi =
3K
κ2a2i










???? emergent universe???????, ?????????????????????????.
?? [183] ?? Galilean ?????????????????????? Galilean ????????, ???
?????????????? genesis ??????????. ??????????????????????
Horndeski?????? genesis???? [184]????????, ??????????????????????
????. ?? [185]?? Horndeski?????, Minkowski????????????????????????
?? genesis???????????. ?????????????????? emergent universe??? [186]?




























Jμ ????????????, Ricci????????????????????????????????. ??
????? CP???????????,?? CPT??????????. ??,???????????????
??,???????? CPT????????, ??????????????????????????????











??????. ??? TD ????????????????????.
????????????????????????? 3??????? spontaneous baryogenesis (SBG) ??
?????,????? GBG????????????????. ????? SBG????????? θ ????
???????????????. ???????? SBG????????? θ ???????????????
????????????????, ???????? GBG?????????????????????. ??
70 ? 5? ?????????????
SBG?? YB ∝ θ˙ ???????,????????????????? θ ??????????????????
















??? M4 ? 4 ???????? Planck ???????, bulk ? AdS5 ???? l (Λ = −6M35 /l2) ????
M24 = lM
3
















GBG?? (5.1)????????????? Ricci???????????????????????, ????
??????????????. ???? [191]??
Lint ∼ Jμ∂μf(R) , (5.5)
???? Ricci??????????????? f(R)???????????????????????????
????. ?? f(R) = lnR?????????, ?????????? CMB????????????????
?? [192]. ????????? 5? Lint ∼ iRψ¯γ5ψ/M∗ ?????? [193]?, Gauss-Bonnet?????????




??? GBG???????????????????????????????. ?? [201]??? 3?????




???????????????????? [202]. ????? gravi-leptogenesis ????????, ?????
?? (gravitational anomaly) ???????????????? leptogenesis ?????? (?????????
?? sphaleron??????????????). ??????????,???????????????????














??,?????????????????????????????????? (∇μJμV = 0). ?????????









RR˜ = − 1
128π2
RR˜ , (5.8)
???, B − L??????. ??? Nl−r ???????????????????, SM???????????
(????)?????????? Nl−r = 3???,??????????. ?? see-saw?????????M ?
????????????????, ????????? Λc ≈ M ?????????? (k/a > Λc)?? Nl−r = 0
????????????????????. ?????????? (k/a < Λc)???????????????
???????????, ?????????????????????.
?? CP ????????? 〈RR˜〉 ????????????. ?????????????????????
? 〈RR˜〉 	= 0 ??????????, ??????????? (pseudo-scalar ﬁeld) φ ??????. ?????
????????????????????????????? (complex modulus ﬁeld)??????, ????
natural inﬂation????????????????????? 〈RR˜〉?????. ?? [202]?? Green-Schwarz
?? [204]???????????????
Lint = F (φ)RR˜ , F (φ) = Nφ
16π2Mp
, (5.9)
????????? 〈RR˜〉??????????????. ??? N ?????????????????????
????????.
???? [202, 205] ????, gravi-leptogenesis ?????????????????. ??????? FLRW
?????????,????????????????.
ds2 = a2
[−dτ2 + (γij + hij)dxidxj] = a2 [−dτ2 + (1− h+)dx2 + (1 + h+)dy2 + 2h×dxdy + dz2] . (5.10)
??? τ = ∫ dt/a  −1/(aH)????????. ?????? z ??????????????,???????





(h+ + ih×) , hl =
1√
2
(h+ − ih×) . (5.11)
?????? Pontryagin????????,??? 2??????



















)− (r ↔ l)] , (5.13)
???. ??? ′ ?????????????. ??????????, hl,r ???????????, 〈RR˜〉????














































r − k2hrh∗r − (r ↔ l)
)
, (5.17)
72 ? 5? ?????????????
???. ??? kIR, kUV ????? IR? UV?????????????. UV???????????????
kUV/a  Λc ????, IR???????????????????????????? Hubble?????? (?
????) ??????? kIR/a  H ???. ???????????
kIR  −1
τ












































∂τ˜ h˜r ∂τ˜ h˜
∗















∂τ˜ h˜r ∂τ˜ h˜
∗
r − h˜rh˜∗r − ∂τ˜ h˜l ∂τ˜ h˜∗l + h˜lh˜∗l
)
dτ˜ . (5.20)






k−3/2 h˜r,l(τ˜) , (5.21)





















???????? [202]. (H/Mp)2 ??????????????????????????, ?? Θ ?????
??????????????????, ?????????????????. H3 ?????????????
Hubble?? (VH ∼ H−3)???, ???????????????????. ??? (Λc/H)6 ??????, ??
???????????? 〈RR˜〉?????????????. ?????,??????????????????
? UV??????????????????. ????,??????????????????

















???*1. ????????????????????, CMB????B???????? [7]?? (H/Mp)  10−5
?????,?????????????????????? (Λc/Mp)  10−1 ??????.
??? gravi-leptogenesis ???????????????????????????????????. ??
????? RR˜ ? inﬂaton ??????????????????????, ???????????????
??????????????. ???? U(1) ?????????????? inﬂaton ???? (φFF˜ ) ????
Natural Inﬂation [206]??????, ?????????????? [207]????????. ?? SU(2)????
?????????? Chromo-Natural Inﬂation [208]???????????? [205,209,210]????????
?. Majorana????????? see-saw??????,??????????????????????? [211]
????????.
*1 ?????, sphaleron ??????? nB ∼ 0.3nL ?????????????????. ?????????? s = 2π2g∗T 3/45 ?
ρ = 3H2M2p = π
2g∗T 4/30??????, ???? g∗ ∼ 100?????. ?? H ∼ 10−2 ??????????????? N ∼ 100
???? Θ?????.
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5.2 Gravitational Baryogenesis
2004?? Davoudiasl?????????????????????????????????????????
????? [14]. ??????????????,? 3?????? spontaneous baryogenesis???? Sakharov
???????????????????????????????. ???? Gravitational baryogenesis ??,





√−g (∂μR) Jμ , (5.25)
?????????????*2. ????????????M∗ ???????????????????????
??, M∗ ??? Planck??Mp = κ−1 := (8πG)−1/2 ????????,??????????????????
???????????????????????????. ??????????,? (5.25)?????????
????????? Ka¨hler????????????????????????????? [14].
? (5.25)??? CPT????????????????????????? ∂μR????????, ?????
?? CPT??????????????????. CPT??? Sakharov????????????????, ?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????.
??????????????????? baryogenesis??? B??????????, ????????????
??????????????????????????????????. ? (B.10)?????????????











????. ?? R˙???????????????????????, ?? A?????????????????
??????????????? w ???????????????. ????,? (A.31)???????
R˙ = −
√
3κ3(1 + w)(1− 3w)ρ3/2 , (5.27)
???. ???????????????????????,???? w ?????????????. ?????
??? w ?????,??????????????????????????????, ??? GBG?????
???? YB ?????.
??????, ??????????????????????????. ???????????,??????






????????? [14]. ???, MB ???????????????????????????????????
?? T ????????. ?????????????????????????????????????, ??
?????????????????????????????, ???? Hubble?????????? ΓB < H
????????, ?????????????????? (Gamow’s criterion).
5.2.1 ?????????????-??????????
(a) Radiation-dominated phase (w ≈ 1/3)
???????????????????? w ≈ 1/3??????????????????????????
?????. w ???? 1/3 ???????, ? (5.27) ?? R˙ = 0 ???????, ?????????????
*2 ???,????????????????, Jμ ???????????????????. ? (5.25)? C??? CP????????
???????????, ??? 3???????? B − L?? sphaleron????????????????????,???? Jμ ?
??? B − L????????????????????????.
*3 SM ?????????????????????????????, ??????????????????????????????
???, ???????? 5???????????????????.
74 ? 5? ?????????????
????. ??????,??????? trace anomaly????? [212],???????????? f(R)???
? [139]????????????? [197–200] ?????????? R˙ 	= 0????????????????.
?????????????????????????????????????? [213–215]. ????????
?? trace anomaly???????????????. SU(Nc)???? (????? g)???,????? ﬂavor
? Nf ??????,?? trace anomaly???????????
















???????????? [212]. ?????, ??????????????????????????????
1− 3w  10−2-10−1 ??????????.
















T 4 , (5.31)
?????????????????. SM??????????????,? (5.30)?????? trace anomaly
? (1− 3w)????????????????. ??,???????????????????????????
????????, ????? TD, ????? TRD, ?????????????????????MI ???
TD < TRD < MI , (5.32)
?????????????????.





























(b) Reheating phase (w = 0)
?? w = 0?????????????????*4. 2.3?????????,????????????????
?????? inﬂaton? w = 0?????????????, ????????????????????????
??????. ??????????????????? 2.3.5??????????. ?????????????
????????????????????????????, ???????????????????????
???????????????. 2.3.5?????, inﬂaton????????? ρφ ∝ a−3 ????, ??????
*4 ??????????????? BBN?????????, ?????????????????????????????.?????
w = 0??????????????????????.
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???????????? ρr ∝ a−3/2 ?????. ?????,???????????????????????
??????????? (?????)? TRD ????, inﬂaton?????????????⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩










????. ???? (5.37)???????????????????? ρr ∝ T 4 ??????????????, ?
???????????????

























???????????????, ????????????????????? YB ?????????????
???????????. 2.3.5?????,?????????????? s ∝ a−9/8 ?????????? YB ?
YB ∝ a−15/8 ???????????. ??????????????????????????,????????

















??????. ???????????????????? O(1)????????. ??,? (5.40)???????
? YB ??? O(1)???????????????????, ?????? YB,obs ∼ O(10−10)????????
? (5.41)?? TRD > 10−2 · TD ???????????????. ?????????,????????????
TRD < TD  102TRD , (5.43)





????. ???? (5.30)????????????????? YB ????? 103-104 ??????????.
???????????????,????? TD ? n,MB ?????????????????. ??????


































(c) Non-thermal component (w > 1/3)
????? w > 1/3??????????????????????????. ???????????????
????????,?????????????????????????????. ????????????,?
???????????????????? inﬂaton????????????????. ???? w > 1/3???
????? χ??????????????. χ????????????? a ∝ t2/[3(1+w)] ????, ?? χ??
??????????? ρχ ∝ a−3(1+w), ρr ∝ a−4 ???. ????????????????????,????
???????




































??????. ??????? TD 
 TRD ??????????? w > 1/3???????????, ? (5.52)?

































???? [14] ??, ??? 3 ????? w > 1/3 ????????????????????. ?????
YB ∼ O(10−10)???????,????????????????????????? 5.1??????. ???
??????????????? 5(n = 1)??????????,??M∗  Mp ??????????. ????
?? w ??????? (MB , TRD)?????????.
??, GBG ?????????????????????????????????????????, ???
???????????????????. ????????????????????????????????
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? 5.1 ???????? YB,obs ????? (MB , TRD)??. (??: H. Davoudiasl, et. al., (2004), p.201301-3, Fig.1 [14])
??????? (i)????????????? BBN?????????? (ii)???????????????






















??????. ??????????? anomaly????????????????????????m3/2  100
TeV???????????????, ???????? BBN??????????????????? (ii)??
??????????. ????? Y3/2 < 4× 10−12(100GeV/mLSP)??????????, TRD ???????.
??????????????????????????????,? 5.1??????????????. ????
?,????????????????? GBG??????????, ????????????????????
??MB ∼ 1014GeV??????. ??????????????????????????????Majorana
??????? seesaw???????????????????.
5.2.2 Gravitational Baryogenesis????
??????????????? w ????????,?????? Gravitational baryogenesis ???????
????????????????. ????? [14]???? w > 1/3???????????????????
????????, ???????????????????????????????????????????
?. ???, w > 1/3??????????????????????????????????????????
??. ???? 2.1???????????????,????????????????????????? w ?
?????????? GBG??????????????????????. ??? w ?????????,??
????????????????????????????????, ???????????????.
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?????????????????? I???????????, ????????????????????
?????????? w ???????????? 2???????. ????????????????????
??????,??????????? w = 0????????????????. ???????? 2.3.5???
????? inﬂaton?????????????, ????? (w = 1)????????? (w = −1)??????
? w = 0??????. ????????????????,?????? w = 1/3?????,????????
????. ??????????????????????? w = 0???????????????, ?????
BBN????????????????????????????,?????????????????????
???. ?????,?????????????????? w??????????, ?????????????






?????????????????. ??????????,????? TRD ? TRD < 109 GeV [216]????
?????????????????????.
(a) Reheating phase (w = 0)
??????????????????????????????????. ????????????????
?????????? (5.47)???????????. ???,???????????????????????
?????, ???????????????? (5.43) ??????????????. ?????, ??????

























? 5.2 ????????? M∗,MB ???. ???










? 5.3 ????????? M∗,MB ???. ???
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? 5.2??? 5.3??????????M∗,MB ?????????, ???????????????????
?????????????. ? 5.2???????????????? 5 (n = 1)??????????????
??, ? 5.3???????????????? 6 (n = 2)???????????????????????. ??
?????????????????????????????,??????????????????????




















< −9 , (5.59)
???????????. ??????? 5.2??? 5.3?????????????.
?????? (4n− 6)??????? n = 1??????????????????, n???????????





































M∗  106.5 GeV???????????????????.
??M∗ ? GBG ??????? (5.25) ???????????????????????. ????????
?????M∗ ??????, ??????????????????????????????. ?????M∗
????????????????????????? LHC???? (∼ 104 GeV)?????????????,
GBG?????????????????????????? LHC????????????????????
??. ??, ????????????????????????????????????????, ?????
M∗ ?????????????. ??????????????,??????????????????????
???????????????M∗ ???????????????????. ???????? GBG????
????????????????????, ?????????????????????M∗ ????????
?????????????????????.
(b) Radiation-dominated phase (w ≈ 1/3)
????, ??????????????????????????????. ????????????????
?????????? (5.35)???????????. ?????, GBG?????????? YB,obs ∼ O(10−10)

















??????????. ???,????????? trace anomaly? (1− 3w) ∼ 10−1 ?????. ??,????
???????? TD ??????? TRD ?? (5.32)?????? TD < TRD ??????????????. ?
????,????????????????????????????, ???????????????????










− 9 , (5.63)
???. ??????? TD = TRD ??????,?????????????????????????????
???????????.
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??????????????
???????????
? 5.4 ?????????M∗,MB ???. ????









? 5.5 ?????????M∗,MB ???. ????







???? 5.4??? 5.5??????????????????????M∗,MB ?????????, ????
??????????????????????????. ? 5.4???????????????? 5 (n = 1)?





















M∗  1 GeV???????????????????. ????????????????????????,?
?M∗ ?????????????????????????????????????????. ?????,??


































φ(x) → φ(x) + φ˜ , (6.1)
?????????. ??????,?????????????????????? (cosmic no-hair conjecture)
??????????????????,????????????????????. ?????,???????
????? de Sitter?????
ds2 = −dt2 + e2Ht(dx2 + dy2 + dz2) , (6.2)
???????????????. ??,?? de Sitter???? (???????????)???????
t → t+ t˜, xi → e−Ht˜xi , (6.3)
?????????. ?????????????????????????????????.
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???,??? CMB???????????????????,??????????????????????
???. ??????????????????????????????. ???????? n????????
???????,???????????????????????????????, ???????????? 2
??????? Gauss???????????. ??? CMB???? Gauss???????????????,?
????????????? Gauss? (non-Gaussianity)????????????? [7]. ??????? ζ ??
????, Fourier??????????????????? k????
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)〉 = P (k1,k2) , (6.4)
?????????. ????????????????????????,??????????????????
???????????
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)〉 = δ(k1 + k2)P (k1) , (6.5)
???. ??,?????????????????????,????????????????????????
????
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)〉 = δ(k1 + k2)P (k1) , k1 := |k1| (6.6)
?????????????????????. ?????????? (??????????)?? super-horizon
??????????????????, ??????????????
P (k) ∝ k0 = const. , (6.7)
?????????????????????????. ???????????????? de Sitter??????
?????????????? (ε, η)?????????, ?????????????????????. ????




























???. ??? Λ, Tμν ,R??????????, ?????????????? 3????? Ricci???????
?????. ?? Kμν ???????????? Σt ???????? (extrinsic curvature)???, ???? Σt ?
???????????????? nμ (nμnμ = −1)???
hμν := gμν + tμtν , (6.11)
?????????????? (induced metric) hμν ????





???. ?????? trace? traceless???????
Kμν = 1
3
Khμν + σμν , (6.13)
K := Kμνhμν = 3H(t) , (6.14)
???,????? K??????? (shear) σμν ??????? Einstein???????????.
?????? 3???????? (tμ ???????????).







• ????????? (Dominant Energy Condition)*2: Tμνtμt′ν ≥ 0 *3
• ????? Bianchi Type I-VIII?????*4: → R ≤ 0
???????????? (6.9)??? (6.10)? Einstein?????????
K˙ ≤ Λ− 1
3
K2 ≤ 0 , (6.15)
?????. ????????????
√












3Λ????????, ??????? K ???
????????????? K → √3Λ?????????. ??,????????? Einstein????? (6.9)
???????























*1 ???????? ρ+ p ≥ 0, ρ+ 3p ≥ 0???, ???????????????????????????????????.
*2 ???????? ρ ≥ |p|???.
*3 tμ, t′ν ????????????????, ?? t′ν = tν ???????????? (Weak Energy Condition) ???. ??????
??????????? ρ ≥ 0, ρ+ p ≥ 0???.
*4 Bianchi Type??????????????????????. ???? Bianchi Type IX? R > 0????,??????????
???????????.






















???. ??? V (φ)? inﬂaton φ??????????, ?? Fμν := ∂μAν − ∂νAμ ?????? Aμ ?????
???. ? (6.18)????? f(φ)? inﬂaton??????????????????, ????????????
???????????????????? [233,234].




μ = v(t)dx , (6.19)
????????????. ???????? x????????????????,?????? x??????
?????????????. ??, inﬂaton????????????????
φ = φ(t) , (6.20)
??????????????????????????. ?????,??????????? y-z ???????
??????????????, ????? ansatz???











???? Bianchi Type I????????????????. ???N (t)? Lapse?????, eα(t), eσ(t), eσ−(t)
???????????????,????? shear???????????. ???????????,?????











−α˙ N˙N + α¨+ 2α˙
















∴ σ˙− ∝ exp [−3α+ lnN ] (6.24)
???. ??? y-z ??????????????????????????????????????, ????
??? σ− ≈ 0?????????????. ????????????????
ds2 = −N 2dt2 + e2α [e−4σdx2 + e2σ (dy2 + dz2)] , (6.25)










(−α˙2 + σ˙2)+ 1
2





*5 ???? (6.93)???????? A2 = e2α−4σ , B2 = C2 = e2α+2σ ???.????? shear σˆ ?? σˆ2 = 3σ˙2 ????????.
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?????. ??????????? v ??????????????, ????????????
v˙ = N f−2e−α−4σpA , (6.27)
??????. ??? pA ????????. ??,? (6.26)???? N , α, σ, φ????????????????
????????????.























φ¨ = −3α˙φ˙− Vφ + p2Af−3fφe−4α−4σ , (6.31)
???. ??? Vφ, fφ ????? φ???????????. ???????? (6.27)???????,?????
???????????????? N = 1 ????????. ????? (6.25) ???????????, ???
?????????? eα ?????? Hubble????? H := α˙?? x?????????? shear?????
Σ := σ˙ ????????. ?????,????????????????????? H/Σ??????.
??,????????????????????????????, inﬂaton???????????????




λη∂λφ∂ηφ− gμνV , (6.32)























f−2e−4α−4σ = ρv (6.36)













pxv = p¯v − 2Δpv (6.38)
pyv = p
z























????. ?????????? massless???????????????? wv ??????? 1/3???.








H2 = α˙2  1
3M2p
V , (6.45)


































???????????. ????????? c???????? inﬂaton??????????????????
????. ??????????????,??????????? c > 1????????????????.
????????????????? shear????????. ? (6.30)? shear????????????,?
??????????????


















??. ??????????????????????????????????????????, ???? (6.49)
?????????????????????????????????.
?????????????????????????,???????? inﬂaton????????????. ?
??????????????????? 2??????????. inﬂaton???????? (6.31)??????
??, ????????????? φ¨  1??????
− 3α˙φ˙− Vφ + p2Af−3fφe−4α−4σ  0 , (6.52)
?????. ??,????????? Friedmann????????,????????????????? inﬂaton
?????????????????, shear???????????? (6.45)????????????. ???































*6 ??? |σ|  α??????????????.
*7 ??????????,????????????? α????????? inﬂaton???????????????????????.
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?????. ?? (ﬁrst phase)??????????????????????????????????????































































































?????. ??? (6.58)????????,?????????????? second phase???????????
?????????????????????. ? (6.28)-(6.31)???????????????????????
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? V (φ)?????????




φ˙2 +m2φ2 + p2A exp
(








































???. ????????????????????????????,???????????. ? (6.63)?
H2 = Σ2 +
1
3M2p





?????????. ??? ρtot ??????????????????,???? inﬂaton??????????
???. ??????????????? Friedmann??????,?????????????????? shear
???????????????????. ??????????????????? (6.64)?,? (6.67)????
?????????
H˙ = −3Σ2 − 1
2M2p
(
(ρφ + pφ) + (ρv + p¯v)
)
= −3Σ2 − 1
2M2p
(1 + w) ρtot , (6.68)








?????????. ?? shear?????????? (6.65)?????. ????













????????,??? 2??????????????? shear????????????. ??? inﬂaton?
??????????. ? (6.66)???? φ˙????????????????
ρ˙φ + 3H (ρφ + pφ) = − 2c
M2p
φφ˙ρv , (6.71)


















?????. ???? (6.71)????????????????????????????????, ??????
???????????????????????????????. ???,???? 2???????






???. ???, Hx, Hy, Hz ?????????????????????,????? ansatz??
Hx = H − 2Σ , (6.75)
Hy = Hz = H +Σ , (6.76)
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?????????. ?????,? (6.74)???? 3???????????????????????, ????







????. ?????????????? φ?? φ˙??????????, ???????? Γv ?????. ??




?????. ????????????? α(0) = 0, σ(0) = 0????. ??????? t = 0?????????
???????????, ????????????????????????????????. ????????
???????????????????????, shear?????????? σ˙(0) = 0?????????. ?
? inﬂaton??????????????????????????????? φ(0)/Mp = 12
√
2/c, φ˙(0) = 0??

















??????????????????????????, ???? ρv(0)/m2M2p = 10−10 ???????????
????????. ?????? α˙(0)????,??? Hamiltonian???????? (6.28)?????.
???? c????,??? 6??????????????. c = 2 (??), c = 3 (??), c = 4 (??), c = 5 (?
?), c = 10 (??), c = 15 (??). ??????? 6.1-6.8?????????. ? 6.2? inﬂaton????????
?,??????????????????????????????????????????????????.
?????????,? 6.4????????????????? Σ/H ????????????????????
????. ???????????????????????? GBG?????????????. ??????
?????????????????????,? 5.2?????? GBG???????????????.
???? GBG ???????????????????????????????. ???????????
????????????????????????????. ?????????????????????,
Hubble??????????? 	H ? 1????? t = te ??????. ???? 6.1?,???????????
????????????????????????*8.
? 6.1 ??????????? (H = 1)??????????
Model parameter c mt φ/Mp ρφ/m
2M2p ρv/m
2M2p Σ/m H/m Σ/H
isotropic inﬂation 13.786 1.0094 0.76411 ? ? 0.50468 ?
c = 2 25.774 0.76320 0.39656 0.072039 0.037703 0.39702 0.094965
c = 3 31.323 0.63081 0.25492 0.074743 0.045285 0.33457 0.13535
c = 4 36.033 0.54940 0.18584 0.068259 0.046212 0.29468 0.15682
c = 5 40.197 0.49298 0.14548 0.061241 0.045341 0.26639 0.17021
c = 10 56.616 0.35072 0.068600 0.038530 0.038247 0.19280 0.19837
c = 15 69.263 0.28695 0.044560 0.027822 0.033074 0.15881 0.20826
*8 ??????????????? α(0) = 0, α˙(0) =
√
24m,φ(0)/Mp = 12, φ˙(0) = 0???????????????????.
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? 6.1 φ-φ˙ plots (c = 2). second phase ?????
φ/Mp ∼ 11 ??????. ?????? inﬂaton ??
? φ˙? 1/c??????. ?????????????
?????????????, ???????????
?? inﬂaton??????????????????.
? 6.2 ρv-t plots. ?????????????? ﬁrst phase
?????, second phase?????????????. ??
???? c?????????????. ?????????
???????????????????????.
? 6.3 Σ/H-α plots. ??????????????




? 6.4 Σ/H-t plots. ?????????????????
???? Σ/H ∼ O(1)?????????????????.
c???????????????????????????.
? 6.5 H-t plots. Hubble?????? second phase
???? H ∝ −t/3c ?????. ﬁrst phase ????
???????????? (?????mt ∼ O(1)).
? 6.6 Σ-t plots. ??????????????? shear Σ
????????. ????????????? Σ/H ???
????????? c?????????.
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? 6.7 φ-t plots. inﬂaton ? second phase ????
−√6/3c????????.
? 6.8 φ˙-t plots.
?????,?????? Σ/H ???? 6.4??????????????. ????????????????
??, inﬂaton????????????????????? t = tf ??????? 6.7?????????. ??
????????????????????????? YB ??????, tf ?????????????????




????. ????????????????????????????????. ????????? (6.28)??
? (6.29)???,????????????? 	H ?????????





???. ???,??? ρtot ?? wtot ???????????????????????????????????






? 6.9 Σ? H ???
? (6.79) ????? 	H ????????? ρtot ?? wtot ???
?????? shear???????????,???????????
???? (	H ≤ 1) ? Σ ? 	H ?????????????????
?????. ? 6.9 ???????? c = 2 ???? shear ????
??????????????, ????????????????
????????. ??????????????????????




)  −(1 + 3wtot) ρtot
12M2p
, (6.82)
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??????. ?????????????? wtot ???? wtot > −1?????, ??????????????
???? wtot < −1/3?????????.
????????????????????????, V ∝ φ2 ???????????????????? shear
?????????. ????????????????????,?????????? φ? H ??????? 1
???????????. ???,??????????????????????????. ?? second phase?














??????. ??? t = tt ?????????. ?????????????????????????????
??????
ρv  c− 1
c2
m2M2p , (6.86)
?????????. ????????? second phase???? shear?????????????. 6.1.2???
?????????????,???????????????? shear???????? Σ˙ = 0????????
??????, ? 6.6???????? second phase?? Σ???????????. ??????? shear???
???????????????,???????????????????????????????. Hubble?






































































??????*9. ????? t = tt ????????????? (	H = 1)?






























x→∞ erf(x) = 1????????.
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6.2 ???????????????????






????????????????????????????????. ?????, ??????????, ??
Bianchi Type I????????? GBG??????????, ??????????????????????
????? [195,196]. ???????????????????.
????? Byanchi Type I (BI)???????
ds2 = −dt2 +A(t)2dx2 +B(t)2dy2 + C(t)2dz2 , (6.93)
????. ???,??????????????? A,B,C ??????? t????????. ????????
??????
Tμν = (ρ+ p)uμuν + pgμν , (6.94)
???. ??? uμ ???????? 4?????????? uμuμ = −1????.























































H˙ = −4πG(ρ+ p)− σˆ2 = −4πGρ(1 + w)− σˆ2 , (6.101)
























˙ˆσ + 3Hσˆ = 0 , (6.103)
*10 σij := u(i;j) −H · (gij + uiuj)
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???. ???????, ??????????????? Ricci ???????????? R˙ ????????
??? w ??????????????. ? (6.100)??? (6.101)?????????
w = −1− 2(H˙ + σˆ
2)
3H2 − σˆ2 , (6.105)
??????,? (6.104)? Ricci???????










??????. ???,??????????????????????????????? w˙ = 0?????.
?????,? (5.27)?????????? R˙????????, BI???? shear???? R˙???????
???????. Gravitational baryogenesis???????????????????? R˙ ???????, ??
?????????????????????????????????.
?????????????????????????
???? BI???????? R˙????????????????????. ???????????????
??????????????????????????. ??????????,???????????????
???????? BI???????????. ?????????????????????????,??? BI
?????




R = 12α˙2 + 6α¨+ 6σ˙2 = 12H2 + 6H˙ + 6Σ2 , (6.109)





H˙ = −1 + w
2M2p
ρ− 3Σ2 , (6.111)











?????. ? (5.27)?????????? R˙??????, ?????????? BI?????? shear Σ??











? TD ?????????. ????,
??????Hubble????????
?? HI , HAI ??????.
????,?????????????? R˙???????????
???????. ?????????? Hubble??????????
?, ???????????????? TD ???????. ????
?????????? Friedmann????????????????
????. BI ?????? Friedmann ????, ? (6.108) ????
?????????????????
H2 = Σ2 +
1
3M2p








Σ = 0 ?????? Friedmann ????????. ?????, ??
????? shear???? Hubble????????????????





????. ?????????????????????? n > 0?????????. ????? TD ?????
???? Hubble????? H ? ΓB ???????????, H ?? ΓB ?????? T ??????????

















????. ?????????????? TD ???????????????????????.
????????,?????????????????, Ricci??????????? R˙??????????






?, ????? GBG?????????. ?????????????? Bianchi Type I???????, R˙??
(6.113)??????. ?????????????????? Σ2 ?????, ??? R˙????????????
?????????????????????????. ???, 3M2pΣ2  ρ???????????? GBG??
???.
GBG ????????, ????? shear ???????????????????. shear ???????
Friedmann????? (6.67)???????, shear????,???? 3M2pΣ2  ρ?????????
H2  Σ2 , (6.118)
??????. ?? shear???????? (6.70)???????, ?????????????????????
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shear?????????
Σ˙ + 3HΣ  0 , (6.119)
∴ Σ ∝ a−3 (6.120)







 Σ2 ∝ a−6 ,
∴ a ∝ t1/3 (6.121)
????????*11. ??????? shear ??????????????????. 2.3.5 ????????,
????????? inﬂaton ?????????? (2.234) ?????, ??????????????????
? (2.239) ??????. ???????????????? inﬂaton ???????????????????.
Γφ 
 H0 ?????????????????????????????, ? (2.248)??????????. ??







































 const. , (6.123)
???, shear?????????????????????????????????????, ????????




























???? ΓB ????????,?? Hubble????? H ≈ Σ???????????????. ???????
??? H ? ΓB ??????????????????. ??????,???????????????????
???? GBG????. 3M2pΣ2  ρ??????,? (6.113)?? R˙?
R˙  −3(1 + w)(1− 3w) ρΣ
M2p
, (6.126)
??????. ???????????????????? ρ ∝ T 4 ?????, ? (5.26)?????? GBG??
??????????????????





??????. ???????????????????????, ?????????? Friedmann ?????


















??????. ?????, GBG?????????? YB,obs ∼ O(10−10)?????????, ? n??????


























??????????. ???,????????? trace anomaly? (1− 3w) ∼ 10−1 ?????. ???,???















4n− 2 , (6.131)
















4n− 2 , (6.132)
???????????????.
??,???????????? TD ??????? TRD ?? (5.32)?????? TD < TRD ????????
????. ?????,????????????????????????????, ?????????????
????????????????. ??????? (6.128)?????????????,???????????
















< −9 , (6.133)
???. ??????? TD = TRD ?????,??????????????????????????????
















? 6.11??? 6.12????????????????, GBG???????????????????????
??M∗,MB ?????????. ? 6.11???????????????? 5 (n = 1)????????????
????, ? 6.12???????????????? 6 (n = 2)???????????????????????.
???????????????????????????????????????, ???-?????????
????????????????????????????. ???????????????????? shear
?????????????, ?????? 1018 GeV < Σ < 1016 GeV, 1016 GeV < Σ < 1013 GeV, 1013 GeV
< Σ < 109 GeV, Σ < 109 GeV?????????*12. ??, ????????????????????????
????????????, ??????????????????????????????????????.
?????????????, ??????????????????????? M∗ ??MB ???????
?????????????????????. ???????????????????,??????????
????????M∗ ????????. ?????????,??????? GBG?????????????
*12 ?????????????????????????????. 1018 GeV? Planck???????????, 1016 GeV? GUT?
??????????. ??????????????????????? inﬂaton ?????????????, GUT ???????
???????????????. V ∝ φ2 ? chaotic inﬂation ?????????????????? Hubble??????????,
inﬂaton????????? 1013 GeV???.??? 109 GeV????????????????????????????????
???.
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? 6.11 ????????? M∗,MB ???. ???










? 6.12 ????????? M∗,MB ???. ???










?????, ???????????M∗  1 GeV????????????????,????????????
????. ????????????????????, ??????????? shear ????? Friedmann ?
??????? Hubble?????????????????????. ???????????????????
???????????????, shear??????????? Hubble???????????????????
??. ???? inﬂaton???????? V ∝ φ2 ?????? chaotic inﬂation?????????, ?????
?????????? Hubble???????????? 1013 GeV??? shear??????. ????????
?? shear????????????, ? 6.11??? 6.12????????M∗ ? 106 GeV??????????
??????????????. ???????????????????? LHC???? (ELHC ∼ 104 GeV)?




???????????????????? shear???????. ???????????????? shear??
????????, shear????? (6.112)????? Σ2 ∝ a−6 ???. ???????????? (Γφ 
 H0)













????. ????????? a ∝ T−1 ??????? ρφ,0  ρr (tRD) = κRT 4RD ???? inﬂaton??????



















*13 ???? κR := π2heﬀ/30????. heﬀ ????????????????????????????.
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???????. ??? ar ?????????????????,??????????????????????
???????? ar/a0 ??????????????????????????????. ???? (2.234)??















































































???,???????????? Σ2  ρ/3M2p ??????????????????????. ??????
???????????,?????????? ρr = κRT 4 ??????. ?????,????? Σ2  ρ/3M2p ?















(Γφ  H0) (6.143)












??????????? γ ???????????????? Hubble????? H0 ?Mp ??????????
?. ?? γ ? tensor-scalar? r ???????????? γ < 2.4 × 10−5 ?????????????*14 ???
???????????????? Hubble?????H0 ?, ??????????? horizon crossing ???H∗

























γ−1 (Γφ  H0) (6.146)
???. ??,??????????????????????????, ????? TRD ?????? TD ????
TRD > TD , (6.147)
*14 ???????????????Δ2t ????????????????????????Hubble?????H∗ ????Δ2t = 2π2
H2∗
M2p
??????. tensor-scalar? r ????? (??)???Δ2s ???? r :=
Δ2t
Δ2s
??????? CMB????Δ2s ≈ 10−9, r < 0.12
????????.
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??????????????. ?? GBG???????????????,???????? (6.127)?????
























γ (Γφ  H0) (6.149)
??????. ??????????????????????????? (Σ/H)0 ≈ 1????????, ???
?????????????.
??????????????????????????? GBG ????????????????. ???
Γφ 
 H0 ?????????????????????. ????????????????????????
(6.145)????????????, ? (6.147)???????????????






γMp  1015 [GeV] (6.150)
?????????????????. ????? γ ?????????,??????????????????
??????????????????????????????. ?????????????? YB ?????








γ (∵ TD < TRD)
 108γ5/2M2p (∵ TD <
√
γMp) ,
∴ M∗  1022γ5/4 [GeV] (6.151)
??????. ??? trace anomaly???,?????????????? (3w− 1) ∼ 10−2 ?????. ????
??????????M∗ ? Planck???????????,????? γ  10−3 ?????????. ???,
??? tensor-scalar????????? γ ?????????????.
????????????? Γφ  H0 ????????, ????????????????????????
????????. ???????????? YB, grad ?? (6.149)????????????, ???? (6.148)?
???????????? YB, spo ????
YB, grad = A · YB, spo , (6.152)











< 1 , (6.153)







???? inﬂaton???????? V (φ) = 12m2φ2 ??????????????????????, ?????




??? GBG?????????????????????? R˙?????. ????????????????,
? (6.107)????????????????????????? R˙?????????????. ???????
???????????????????????????, ??????????????? shear??????
???????????. ? (6.25)???? Bianchi Type I ???????? Ricci???????
R = 6H˙ + 12H2 + 6Σ2 , (6.154)
???????,???? (6.67)??? (6.68)?????
R = 3(1− 3w)(H2 − Σ2) , (6.155)
??????. ??????????????? (6.106)???????, ??????????? shear?????
??????????? R˙?????. ???? (6.70)??????????
R˙ = −
√











???. ???????????????? wtot ??????????????. ???????? (5.27)????
????????, ??? 1???????????????????????????, ???????? shear?
????????????????????. ????? 2??????????? (6.106)??????????
?, ??????????????????????????????????. ????????????????
?????????????, ? (6.112)???? shear Σ???? a−3 ????????????????, ??
???????????????????????????????? (6.70)???? shear?????????.
???????? 2?????????????????????????????????????. ???? 3
?????,???????????????????????. ???????????, inﬂaton???????
???????????? 3????????????, ????????????????? 3????. ???
????????????????,???????????????????????????.
? 6.13 ???????????????????? (c = 2) ? 6.14 ???????????????????? (c = 10)
??? 1 ??????????????????????, shear ????????????????????
???????????. ???????????????????????, ??????????????
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ρφ/m
2M2p , ρv/m
2M2p ?? Σ2/m2 ?????????. ??????????????????????????
????? shear????????????? 6.13??? 6.14???. ???????????????????
???????,?? c = 2, 10???????????????????????????. ????? c????
?????????? shear???? inﬂaton???????????????? 1??????????, c = 10
?????????? c??????????????????????????. ???????? c?????
???,??????????????????????? shear??????? R˙??????????????
??????.
??, ? (6.156) ?????????????????????. ????????????? inﬂaton ????
??????????????? (6.71) ??? (6.73) ????????. ??????????????????
????? ρr ???????????. ?????????,????????????????????????











= Γvρv , (6.157)
ρ˙φ + 3Hρφ(1 + wφ) = −Γvρv − Γφρφ , (6.158)
ρ˙r + 3Hρr(1 + wr) = Γφρφ , (6.159)





??????. ?? Γφ ????????????????*15. ??? V ∝ φ2 ??????????, ??????
?????? inﬂaton?????????, ??????????????????????????




− ε , (6.162)
?????????. ???, ????????? trace anomaly??????? 1/3?? ε??????????.













ρ˙v + (4H + 4Σ)ρv = Γvρv , (6.164)
ρ˙φ + 3Hρφ = −Γvρv − Γφρφ , (6.165)
ρ˙r + (4− 3ε)Hρr = Γφρφ , (6.166)
????????????????????????? Boltzmann??????. ??????????????
??????????????? w˙ ?????
w˙ = − rv + rr
3(1 + rv + rr)2
H − 4rv
3(1 + rv + rr)2
Σ+
Γvrv + Γφ




(1 + rv + rr)2
(H − 2rvΣ)− Γφ
1 + rv + rr
]
+O(ε2) , (6.167)























*15 ?????????. inﬂaton φ????? χ?????????? Γ(φ → χχ) = g
2
8πm
???. ?? inﬂaton φ???????? ψ
?????????? Γ(φ → ψψ¯) = h
2m
8π
????. ??? g, h???? Yukawa???????.
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??????*16. ??????????????????????? R˙???????, shear?????????
?????????????. ??????????????? H ?????????????????????.
????????????? inﬂaton????????????????,?????????????????.
??? Γv ?? (6.160)????????????,??????????? inﬂaton???????










?????????? Γv ??????????????????, inﬂaton??????????????????
????????????????? inﬂaton?????????????????????????. ?? Γv ?
????????? |Γv| ∝ |φφ˙|????, inﬂaton????????? |φ|, |φ˙| ↘ 0???, ??????????
? ρv ?????????????????? ρv ↘ 0?????, inﬂaton??????????????????
????????????????. ?? GBG?????????????????????, 2.3.5??????
??????????????????????????????????. ?????,????????????
???? inﬂaton????????????????????????????, ???????????????







???. ?????????????????????????????, ??????? inﬂaton???? Γφ ?
Γφ/m = 10
−15 ??????*18. ???,?? Γφ ?????????????????????????????
??????.
??????????????????????????????,?????
ρ˙v + (4H + 4Σ)ρv = 0 , (6.172)
ρ˙φ + 3Hρφ = −Γφρφ , (6.173)













??????. ???? ρtot := ρv + ρφ + ρr ???. ???,?????????? inﬂaton??????????




















*17 ???????????????????????, ??? inﬂaton??????????????????????. ????????
shear???????????????????????.
*18 ??????????????? inﬂaton?????????,?????? TRD 
√
ΓφMp ??????. ?????,??????
????????????????????? Γφ/m ≤ 10−13 ??????.
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ρ˙φ + 3Hρφ = −Γφρφ , (6.176)












??????. ???,???? ρtot := ρφ + ρr ???. ????????????,??????????????
??????? shear???? Hubble????????????, ????? R˙?????.
? 6.15 H ? ΓB ???
??, ?????? Hubble ????? H ????????
??????? ΓB ?????????????. ??????
???????????? ΓB ≥ H ????????????.
?????????????????????,???????
???????????. ??? 6.15???????????.
ΓB ?????????????????? MB ??????
??????, ???????????????????? TD
??????. MB ?????????? ΓB ????????
?????????????????,???????????




?????. ???????????????, H = ΓB ???
?????????




























???????????. ???????????????????????MB ? n?????????????
?, ???? n?????MB ?????????????????????????????. ????????
MB ????????????????,???????????????????????????. ?????
An ????,?????????????MB ?????? inﬂaton???m????????????????
??????????.
????????MB ??????????????????????????????, ????? R˙????
(5.26)???????? GBG?????????? YB ??????????. ???????????????
??????? YB, aniso ???????????????????? YB, iso ?????, ????????????
???????????????????. ???,????????????????????????? 	H = 1
????? (t = te)????, ? 6.1????????????????? Boltzmann??????? R˙????
?. ??, ???????????????????MB ? n???????,????????????????
???????.
???,?????????????????????????????. 5.2????????,???????
??????????? YB ????????????????????????. ???,???????????
????????????????. ?,???????????????????????????????, ??
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5 ?????????????. ??,??????????????? TRD ????? inﬂaton???
? Γφ ????????. ?????????? Γφ  H ??????????????????????????
????????










????????????, ????????????? TD ??????????. ??????????????
????,??????????????????? YB ? T−5D ??????????.
? 6.16 ????? TD ??? baryon????
??? 6.16?????? TD ????????
????????????. ???????? TD
???,???? (5.26)???????? R˙ ??
???? TD ????????????????











?????????????? TD = 4.84 × 1011









????????????????. ??? c = 2??????????,??????????????????




?????. ? 6.17????????????????? c?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????, c = 10??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????. ?????????????????
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? 6.17 ????????????????????? GBG??????????????MB ??????
????. ?????????????????????? 6 (n = 2)????????????,??????
????????????????. ?????????????????? H = 1????????????
???? (? 6.1) ???, ?? inﬂaton ????? Γφ/m = 10−15 ????????. ?????, ??, ??,




???????????????????? YB ∝ M−2∗ ????, ??????????????????????
?M∗ ?????????????????.
??????????????????????? 	H = 1 ???????, ?????????????
Bolztmann????????, ????????????????????????????????? φ = 0??
?????????. ??,??????? inﬂaton???? Γφ ????????????,??????????
????????. ????????????????????????????????, ??????????
??????????????????????.
????????????????????????????. ????????? n = 2????? 6????
????????????????????, ???? 5 (n = 1)???????????????????????
??????. inﬂaton???? Γφ ?????????,??????????? Hubble?????? Friedmann
??????? inﬂaton??????????????. ?????, n = 1?????????????????






?????????????????????. ??,?????? shear??????????????? inﬂaton
?????????????????????????????, ??????????????????????
???????????????. ?????,?????????? instantaneous reheating?????????.
?????????????? Boltzmann???????????. ???????????????????
?????????
ρ˙v + (4H + 4Σ)ρv = 0 , (6.182)
ρ˙r + (4− 3ε)Hρr = 0 , (6.183)









) ρr√ρtot + 3M2pΣ
M3p
, (6.184)













???????????????????????. ????????????? instantaneous reheating???
??????, ?????????????????????????????? inﬂaton???????????
??????????. ???? 6.18??? 6.19???????.
? 6.18??? 6.19????????????????????? 5(n = 1)?? 6(n = 2)??????????





??????????? inﬂaton???????????????, GBG????????????MB ????
???????????????????.
??? 6.18??? 6.19????????, ???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????. ???? 6.10???????? n??????
????????????????????????, ???????????????????????????
??. ???????????????????????????????????????????? c????
?, ?? c????????????????????????????. ??????????????????
????? n? c???????, ???????????????????????????. ????????
???,?????????????????????????????????????????.
?????????????????? 	H = 1?????????????? (t − te)?? (? 6.1)?????
????, ???????????????? (t = tf )????????????????????. ??????
????????????????, ???????????????????????????????????
???, ?????????????????????????????? (? 6.20??).
??? instantaneous reheating??????????????????????????. ?????????
????????????????????????? inﬂaton????????????????, ??????
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? 6.18 ????????????????????????????????MB ??????????. ?
????????????????????? 5 (n = 1)????????????, ????????????
????????????. ?????????????? H = 1???????????????? (? 6.1)
????????. ?? trace anomaly? (3w − 1) = 10−1 ?????????. ?????,??,??,??
?????????????????????????????? c = 2, 3, 5, 10???????.





??????????????????????? c? c > 1???????????????????????
???, CMB??????????????? c??????????. ???????????????????
?????
P (k) = P (k)
[
1 + h∗(kˆ · vˆ)
]
, (6.186)
?????????????? [235]. ??? vˆ ??????????????????????????????,
h∗ ??????????????????????????????. ????????????????????







???????? [236] (???????? [237]????????). ??? Nk ??? k ???????????
???????????????????? e-folding????. ??,????????????????????
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? 6.19 ????????????????????????????????MB ??????????. ?
????????????????????? 6 (n = 2)????????????, ????????????
????????????. ?????????????? H = 1???????????????? (? 6.1)
????????. ?? trace anomaly? (3w − 1) = 10−1 ?????????. ?????,??,??,??
?????????????????????????????? c = 2, 3, 5, 10???????.
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? 6.20 ????????????????????????????????MB ??????????. ?
????????????????????? 5 (n = 1)????????????, ????????????
????????????. ?????????????? φ = 0????????????????? (t = tf )
????. ?? trace anomaly? (3w − 1) = 10−1 ?????????. ?????,??,??,??????













???? HL ??????????????, ?????????????????. ???????? Lifshitz
scaling??????????,??????????????????????????. ??, HL???????











???????????, ??????????? gi ????? [gi] ???????????????????
????. ?????????????? 1 ???? (1PI) Feynman ???????????. ???????
(vertex) Vi ????
L(i)int := gi(∂)diφbiψfi , (7.1)
????????????. ??? di ????????????????? bi, fi ?????????? φ???
???? ψ ??????. d????????, ?????? L?, ????? Vi ? ni ?, ?????? (internal
line)????? (external line)????? Ib ?, Eb ?, ??????????????? If ?, Ef ???? 1PI





nidi − 2Ib − If , (7.2)
???. ???? 1?????????????, ? 2???????????????????? 3????? 4
????????????????????? (propagator)?????. ?? D < 0?????????????.
??????????????????????, ?????????????????????, ???∑ni − 1
114 ? 7? Horˇava-Lifshitz????
??????????????????. ??????? Ib + If ????,??????????????????
??????. ?????





D = d+ (d− 2)Ib + (d− 1)If −
∑
i
(d− di)ni , (7.4)
??????. ??, ??????????????????????????







?????*1, (7.1)??????????? gi ??????
[gi] = d− di − d− 2
2




D = d− d− 2
2









nibi = 2Ib + Eb ,
∑
i
nifi = 2If + Ef , (7.9)
????????. (7.8)????????, 1??????????????????????????????,?











√−gR+ Sm . (7.10)
?????????????????????????,????????????????????????? G
???. ???????? [G] = −2?????,??????????????????????????, ???
??????????????????????????.
???????????????, ?????? R2 ? RμνRμν ??????????????????????


















+ · · · = 1
k2 −Gk4 , (7.11)






k2 −G−1 , (7.12)
????massless???? massive?????????????????, ??????????????????
???????. ?????????????,?????????????????????. ??,??????
??????????? Hamiltonian????????? Ostrogradsky????????? [243,244].
*1 ???????????????????????????????.
t → b−1t , xi → b−1xi , φ → bsφ , ψ → brψ . (7.6)
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7.1.2 Lifshitz scaling?????????
HL?????, ?????????????????????????????? Lifshitz scaling [245]???
???????????????. Lifshitz scaling???????????
t → b−zt , xi → b−1xi , (7.13)
??????????????. ??? z ? dynamical critical exponent ??????????????????
??????, ?? z = 1?? Lorentz?????????????????. ??????????,??????
??? (scaling dimension)??????.
[t] = −z , [xi] = −1 . (7.14)
?? z = 1??????????????. Lifshitz scaling???????????????, ?????????
UV?????????????????????????????????.



















+ · · · , (7.16)
???. ???M ? Lorentz???????????????????????????????. ?? αi ???





?????????????????????. ?????,?? z = D ???????????? φn ?????
??? gn ? [gn] = z +D − n[φ] > 0?????, ????????????????????????.
???? 4????????,???????????? HL????????. z 	= 1? Lifshitz scaling???
?????????????? Lorentz???????????, ??????M?
M = R× Σ , (7.18)
?????????. ??? Σ? 3????????, ????? t???????? 3???????? Σ(t)??
??????. ????????????????????, ????????????????????????
(foliation)????????????.
δt = f(t) , δxi = ζi(t, xj) . (7.19)
????????????????????????????, ???????????????????????
??????. ?????????????????????, ?? t ????????????????? ADM
?? [246, 247]???????. ?? C??????? ADM?????????? N ,??????? N i, 3??
???? gij ???? 4????????
ds2 = −N 2dt2 + gij
(
dxi +N idt) (dxj +N jdt) , (7.20)
?????????. ??, ADM????????????
[N ] = 0 , [N i] = z − 1 , [gij ] = 0 , (7.21)
???. ?? (7.19)???????????, ? ADM?????????????.
δN = ζj∂jN + f˙N + fN˙ , (7.22)




k + fg˙ij . (7.24)
116 ? 7? Horˇava-Lifshitz????
???Ni := gijN j ???. ???????????????????????????????????????.
Kij := 1
2N (g˙ij −DiNj −Dj Ni) , Rij , Φi :=
DiN
N . (7.25)
??? Di ? gij ??? 3?????????. Kij ? t????????????????, Rij ? gij ?????
? 3?? Ricci???????. ?? Φi ?????? N ????????????????????????, ?
?????????????????????????. ????????????????
[Kij ] = z , [Rij ] = 2 , [Φi] = 1 , (7.26)
???. ???????????????????????, ??????????????????????
??????????. ???????? 2 ??????????????????????????. ???
Ostrogradsky?????????????????????. ???????????????????????.
??,???????????????????????????????????. ????,?????????





dt d3x (Lkin − Lpot) = 2
κ2
∫
dt d3x (Lkin − Lpot) . (7.28)
??? G˜? HL???????????????. ?????? Lkin ?,???????? λ????
Lkin = N√g
(KijKij − λK2) , (7.29)
??????. ??? K := Kii ???. ??, Ostrogradsky?????????? gij ????????? 1???
??????*3. ?????? λ → +1??????? GR??????, HL????????????????
????????????,???? λ??????????????. ??????? De Witt?? Gijkl ???
???????????.





)− λgijgkl . (7.31)
?????????? Lpot ?????????????
Lpot ⊃ R ,R2 ,R3 , · · · (7.32)
???????????????. ?????????,?????????? 2z ???????????????
????.
D + 1???????? HL???????????? G˜???????????
[G˜] = z −D , (7.33)
?????, 4??????????? z ≥ 3?????????????????????. ??????????
????????????????????, ???????????????????????????????
???. ?????????????????????????????????????, ??????????
?????????? [248–252]. ?? [253]????, projectable HL????????????????????
???????.
7.2 projectable Hoˇrava-Lifshitz Gravity
HL????????????????????????????????. ???? N = N (t)???, Horˇava
???????????? projectable HL????????????.





dt d3xN√g (KijKij −K2 +R− 2Λ) . (7.27)
*3 g˙ij ? 2?????,?????????? 2????.
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7.2.1 Hoˇrava??? HL???????
??????????, HL????? ADM????????????????? Kij ? Rij ????????
???. ???? 4???????????????????,????? z = 3???????. ????????
????,???? [kn]????????????????? [254].
[k0] : γ0 , (7.34)
[k1] : ?? , (7.35)
[k2] : R ,ΦiΦi , (7.36)
[k3] : ω3 (Γ) , (7.37)
[k4] : R2 ,RijRij , (ΦiΦi)2 , (Φii)2 ,ΦiΦiΦjj ,ΦijΦij ,ΦiΦiR ,ΦiΦjRij ,ΦiiR , (7.38)
[k5] : KijRij , 	ijkRilDjRlk , 	ijkΦiΦlDjRlk ,ΦiΦjKij ,ΦijKij ,ΦiΦiK , (7.39)
[k6] : KijKij ,K2 ,R3 ,RRijRij ,RijRjkRki , (DR)2 , (DiRjk)(DiRjk) , (ΦiΦi)3 , (ΦiΦi)2R , · · · (7.40)
??? γ0 ??????????, 	ijk ? Levi-Civita???????. ??
Φij···k := Dk · · · DjDi lnN = Dk · · · DjΦi , (7.41)
???, ω3 (Γ)? 3???????? Chern-Simons????
ω3 (Γ) := Tr
(
Γ ∧ dΓ + 2
3


















???? HL???? [53]??, ?? 2?????????????????????.
(I) ?????? (projectability condition)
(II) ???????? (detailed balance condition)
projectability?????????????????, (7.19)?????????????????????.
N = N (t) . (7.43)
???, ??????????????????????????????????. ?????? 3????? Σt
??????????????, ?????????????????? 3??????????????????
????. ??????????????????????????,?????? (projectability condition)??




??????,???????????????????? 3??? topologically massive???? [255, 256]??




















g(R− Λw) , (7.46)
??????. ?????????????? [w] = 0, [μ] = 1, [Λw] = 2???.
























R2 + ΛwR− 3Λ2w
)]
. (7.47)









??????. ?????????????? 6??????????, ????????? κ, λ,Λw, w, μ? 5??
???????????.
?????? UV??????????????????????????????, ?? IR???? GR??
????????????. IR???? (7.47)???????????,????????????? 2????.





[ (KijKij − λK2)− κ4μ2Λw
















????????????. ????? IR??? GR????????, λ > 1/3?? Λw < 0????????,
??????????? Λ < 0???? GR ?????. ?????????????????????????
?, ?????? GR ????????????. ??, ????????????????????? IR ???
GR???????????????? [257].
7.2.2 projectable HL????
detailed balance??????????? HL???????????????????????, ??????
????????? GR?????????????????. ????? detailed balance??????????
?????????????, ???????????????????????????. ??? [258,259]???





[ (KijKij − λK2)− V] , (7.51)
V := g0ζ6 + g1ζ4R+ g2ζ2R2 + g3ζ2RijRij + g4R3 + g5RRijRij + g6RijRjkRki + g7RD2R+ g8DiRjkDiRjk .
(7.52)
???,???? gi (i = 0-8)????????????????, ζ ????? [ζ] = 1????????. ???





dt d3x (LK + LP) , (7.53)
???
LK := N√g
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Vz=1 := 2Λ + g1R , (7.56)
Vz=2 := g2R2 + g3RijRij , (7.57)











??????. ?????? g1 ????????????????? g1 = −1?????????. ?? IR???
?????????? (ζ, λ,Λ)????, ?????????????????????????????????
???, Λ = 0? GR??????????????????????? [260].
projectable HL???????????????????????????? [259,261]. ??Minkowski???
? (Λ = 0)???????????,??????????????
N = 1 , Ni = ∂iB , gij = e−2ψδij , (7.61)
???????????????. B ????????????????????????????, GR????







ψ˙2 − ψ(1 + α1D2 + α2D4)D2ψ
)
. (7.62)
??? c2ψ := −(λ − 1)/(3λ − 1) ??????????? IR ???????????, ??????? α1 :=
(8g2 + 3g3)/ζ
2, α2 := −(8g7 − 3g8)/ζ4 ???. ????? HL???????????????????????
?, ??? massless??????????????????????. ???,????????????????
??????????????????????. ???????? (ghost instability)????????????








2 − α1k4 + α2k6) , (7.64)
??????????????. ??????????, ?? IR ?????? ω2k < 0 ???????????
(tachyon instability)????*4. UV???????????? α1, α2 ???????????????????,
????? projectable HL?????? IR??????????????????????????????.
?? projectable HL ????????? (strong coupling) ???????????????? [262–264]. GR
????? λ → 1 (???????????)??????,????????? c2ψ → 0???. ????????
??????????, 3?????????????????????????????? [264]. ?????, ?
?????????????????? HL????????,???????????????.
projectable HL???????????????????????, ????????????????????
??? [253]. projectable HL ????????????????????, ?????????????????
???????????????? [160–162]. ????????????? [261, 265–270] ????????, ?
? [271]?????????????????????????, ??????????????????????
???????. [272]?????????? HL???????? chiral?????????????????. ?
? [273]?????????????????????, ??????????????????????????
???????. projectable HL?????????? Hamiltonian???????????????, Friedmann
??????????????????????????????????? [274].
*4 ??????????????????????? |c2ψ |????????,??? λ? 1??????????.
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7.3 non-projectable Hoˇrava-Lifshitz Gravity
?????????, projectable HL?????? IR??????????????????????????
???????????????. ??????????????, ????? U(1) ?????????????
????????????????? [275, 276]. ???? (7.43) ??????????????? projectability
??????????, ???????????? non-projectable HL???????????? [277–279].
[277]?? Horˇava???????????????? projectability??????, ???????????. ?
???????,??????
N = N (t, xi) , (7.65)
???? GR??????????????. ?????, (7.25)????????? Φi ???????????,
?????????????????????. ?????????????????????,?????????






[ (KijKij − λK2)− Lpot] , (7.66)
Lpot = V1 +m−2LV V2 +m−4LV V3 , (7.67)
???. ???
V1 := 2Λ + γ1 Φ2 + γ2R , (7.68)
V2 := γ3 Φ4 + γ4 Φ2(D · Φ) + γ5 (D · Φ)2 + γ6 Φ2R+ γ7 ΦiΦjRij + γ8D2R+ γ9RijRji + γ10R2 , (7.69)
V3 := γ11 Φ6 + γ12 Φ4R+ γ13 Φ2ΦiΦjRij + γ14 Φ2R2 + γ15 ΦiΦjRijR+ γ16 ΦiΦkRijRkj + γ17R3
+ γ18RkiRijRkj + γ19RRijRij + γ20 Φ2RijRij + γ21 Φ4(D · Φ) + γ22 Φ2(D · Φ)2 + γ23 (D · Φ)3
+ γ24 (D · Φ)DiΦjDjΦi + γ25DiΦjDkΦiDkΦj + γ26 Φ2ΦkDkR+ γ27 ΦiΦkDkDiR+ γ28 Φ2D2R
+ γ29D2D2R+ γ30 ΦiΦjRij(D · Φ) + γ31 ΦiDiR (D · Φ) + γ32 ΦjRikDiRkj + γ33DjRikDiRkj
+ γ34RD2R+ γ35DiRDiR+ γ36RijDiDjR . (7.70)
??? γi (i = 1-36)????????????, Φ2 := ΦiΦi, D · Φ := DiΦi ?????????. ??,?????
?????????????????????????. ??????????? projectable HL????????
?? (7.53)??????. ????????? Φi ??????????, N ?????????????????
? Φi ???????????????????????? (???????????, non-projectable HL????







dt d3xN√g (KijKij − λK2 +R− 2Λ + γ1Φ2) . (7.71)














?????? [277,279]. ?? IR????????, λ > 1?????? Φ2 ????????? γ1 ?
0 < γ1 < 2 , (7.73)
?????????????????????????????????. ????? non-projectable HL???
??? projectability????????? IR???????????????.
????????????, non-projectable HL??????????????? [278]. ??????????
?????????, ??? 2 ?????????????????. ??? UV ??????????????
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???M∗ ???*5, ??????????????????? Λ∗ ???. ???????????,??????
?????????? HL?????????????
M∗  Λ∗ , (7.77)
??????. ?? non-projectable HL?????? [278]????, GR??????
Λ∗ 
√
|λ− 1|mLV ∼ √γ1mLV  mLV , (7.78)
???, z = 3????????? |Γ3,i|  γ−11 
 1????????. ???,????????????????
????? ﬂow???????????.
?? non-projectable HL ?????, IR ????????????? Einstein-aether ??*6 [281] ?????
???????????? [282]. non-projectable HL ???????, Stu¨ckelberg ? [283, 284] ???????
????????????????????. ??? HL??????????????????? Stu¨ckelberg?





??????. ???∇μ ? 4???? g˜μν ???????????. ?? uμ ?????????????????
????,???????????????????. ??? (7.71)?????? IR?????? non-projectable

























(1− c1 − c3)KijKij − (1 + c2)K2 +R+ (c1 + c4)Φ2
)
. (7.84)





1− c1 − c3 , λ =
1 + c2
1− c1 − c3 , γ1 =
c1 + c4
1− c1 − c3 . (7.85)
IR?????? non-projectable HL????????????? Einstein-aether???????????, IR?
???????????????????????.






































−g˜(−R+ Læ) , (7.79)
??????. ???
Læ := −Mαβμν∇αuμ∇βuν , (7.80)
Mαβμν := c1g˜
αβ g˜μν + c2g˜
αμg˜βν + c3g˜
αν g˜βμ + c4u
αuβ g˜μν , (7.81)
???. ?? Einstein-aether??????????? (+,−,−,−)????????,???????????????.
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??? non-projectable HL?????????????????????????. ??? FLRW??????
?????????? [285]????????,??????????????. ?? [286]????? de Sitter?




? ﬂow ???????, ????????????? IR ?????????? [290]. ????????????




1− β , γ1 =
α
1− β , γ2 =
1
1− β . (7.86)
??? HL????????????????,??????????????? [277]. ???????????
????????, ??Minkowski????????
2 + β + 3γ
β + γ
> 0 , (7.87)
??????,??????????????????
0 < α < 2 , β < 1 , (7.88)
?????.
????????????????????????????. ?????????????????????, ?




4πm2æ(2 + β + 3γ)
)−1
, (7.89)














????????. 4????????????? |ΔYp| < 0.01 [9]??????????, ??????∣∣∣∣α+ β + 3γ2 + β + 3γ
∣∣∣∣ < 18 , (7.92)
????????????? [279,290].
????????????????????? PPN (parametrized post-Newtonian) ??????????
? [292]. PPN??????????????????????? Newton??????????????????
???, 10??????? (ξ, β, αi, ζi)????????. ?? Einstein-aether????????????????
?,???????????? PPN????? αi ?????. ?? [292]????
|α1| < 10−4 , |α2| < 4× 10−7 , (7.93)
??????. ??????????????????? [279,293].∣∣∣∣4(α− 2β)1− β






1− (α− 2β)(1 + β + 2γ)
(1− β)(β + γ)








1− β , c
2
S =
(2− α)(β + γ)
α(1− β)(2 + β + 3γ) , (7.95)
???????,????????????????? cT ??? c = 1?????????????.
−3× 10−15 ≤ cT − 1 ≤ 7× 10−16 , (7.96)
?????????,???? β ???????????????? [290].
|β|  10−15 . (7.97)
??????????????????????? [294]???? Cherenkov??????? [279]???. ??
??? Cherenkov????????????? cS ?????????????????.
????????,????? (α, β, γ)???????????? IR???????????.
|α|  10−7 , |β|  10−15 , |γ|  10−1 . (7.98)
??? α??????????????????? (7.94)?????, ?? γ ??????? (7.92)??????
?????????????. ????? UV??????????????????????????. ????
???????????????,??? α????????





Stability of singularity-free Cosmological solutions
in Hoˇrava-Lifshitz Gravity




????????????,?????? 7????? Horˇava-Lifshitz (HL)?????????????????
??????,???????????????????.
HL?????????,?????????????????????????? [160–162]. ?? 4.1????
????,?????????????????????????????????. ????, HL???????




HL?????? 7????????, ??????????????? (Lifshitz scaling)???? Lorentz??
????????????, ?????????????????????????. ???? Friedmann????
????????????????,?????????????????????????????????. ??















dt d3x (LK + LP + LNP) . (8.2)
??? Sp, Snp ????? projectable HL????, non-projectable HL?????. ????????
LK := N√g
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??????? LK,??????? LP ??? non-projectable HL?????????????????????
??????? LNP ??????. ????,????????
V(p)z=1 := 2Λ + g1R , (8.6)
V(p)z=2 := g2R2 + g3RijRji , (8.7)
V(p)z=3 := g4R3 + g5RRijRji + g6RijRjkRki + g7RD2R+ g8DiRjkDiRjk , (8.8)
V(np)z=1 := ς1Φ2 , (8.9)
V(np)z=2 := ς2 Φ4 + ς3 Φ2(D · Φ) + ς4 (D · Φ)2 + ς5 Φ2R+ ς6 ΦiΦjRij + ς7D2R , (8.10)
V(np)z=3 := ς8 Φ6 + ς9 Φ4R+ ς10 Φ2ΦiΦjRij + ς11 Φ2R2 + ς12 ΦiΦjRijR+ ς13 ΦiΦkRijRkj + ς14 Φ2RijRij
+ ς15 Φ
4(D · Φ) + ς16 Φ2(D · Φ)2 + ς17 (D · Φ)3 + ς18 (D · Φ)DiΦjDjΦi + ς19DiΦjDkΦiDkΦj
+ ς20 Φ
2ΦkDkR+ ς21 ΦiΦkDkDiR+ ς22 Φ2D2R+ ς23D4R+ ς24 ΦiΦjRij(D · Φ)
+ ς25 ΦiDiR (D · Φ) + ς26 ΦjRikDiRkj + ς27DjRikDiRkj + ς28DiRDiR , (8.11)
??????. ??? λ, gi (i =1-8), ςj (j =1-28)????????????. ??? ∇i ? 3?????????,
Λ????, Rij ? 3?? Ricci????, R := Rii ????????? 3?? Ricci???????. ?????
(extrinsic curvature) Kij ?????? N , ??????? Ni, 3?????? (induced metric) gij ????
Kij := 1
2N (∂tgij −DiNj −Dj Ni) , (8.12)
















sinhχ (K = −1) open FLRW (8.15)
χ (K = 0) ﬂat FLRW (8.16)
sinχ (K = 1) closed FLRW (8.17)
?????????????????
Kij = a˙N agij , K =
3a˙
N a , Rij =
2K
a2
gij , R = 6K
a2
, Φi = 0 , (8.18)
???. ????? non-projectable HL?????????????, FLRW????????????????
????????? projectable ? non-projectable??????????????*1. ?????? a ,N ????
???? projectable? non-projectable??????????????.
































*1 non-projectable HL????????? DiRDiR???? Φi ???????????. ???,??????????
N√gDiRDiR = −N√gRD2R−N√gΦiRDiR+ (???) (8.19)
???? (3 ??????????) projectable HL ?????? Φi ??????????. ?????? FLRW ?????????
??, non-projectable HL??????????? projectable HL?????????.
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??? H := ∂ta/a = a˙/a? Hubble????????, H˙ := ∂tH ???. ?? gr, gs ????????????
??????????????
gr := 6(3g2 + g3) , (8.22)
gs := 12(9g4 + 3g5 + g6) , (8.23)
??????. ???????????????? N = 1 ,Ni = 0 ??????????, ?????????
mLV = 1???????????. ???????????????????? (8.20)? Friedmann??? (8.21)
? t ????????????, ???? (8.21) ????????????*2. ????? HL ????????
Friedmann ?????????, ??????? gr, gs ????????????????? w = 1/3 ????
w = 1? stiﬀ matter????????????????????. ???????????? gr < 0? gs < 0?
??????????, ?????????????????????????????????????????
??????, HL??????????????????????. ??, K = 0????? FLRW??????
????????????????????.
????, ??????????????????????? Λ ?? gi (i =1-6) ?????. ??????
??????????????????????????, ???????????????? projectable ?
non-projectable????????????.
???????????????????? g1 = −1 ?????????. ??? IR ??????????
?????????????????????, ?????????????????????????????
? [148–150, 290]. ??????????? λ < 1/3? λ > 1/3?????????????????. ?? GR?
λ → +1??????????,???? λ > 1/3????????????.
8.1.2 ?????????
??????? FLRW????????,???????????????????. ?????? [295]???
???,??????????????????? 2?????????. ???????????? (a˙????)
?????????????????.
(I) ?????? (bouncing universe)
????????????, a = aT ????????????????,??????????.
(II) ???? (oscillating universe)





















*2 projectable HL????????????????????????, Hamiltonian?????????????????????∫
d3x (LK − LP) = 0 , (8.24)




















C ????????, (8.24)??????????. ????????????????????,??????????????????
???????? [274]. ????? projectable HL????? C = 0???????, non-projectable ???????????.
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???. (8.26)???? 1??????????,??????? U ≤ 0?????. ???????? U ????
Λ, K, gr, gs ???????????, ????????????????????????????????. ??
?,????????????????? gr, gs ?????????????????????. ????????
? Λ??????????????????????. ???, ???????????????? [ε;K]????
??????? (ε = 0,±1), ??????? (K = ±1)????? (??????????? FLRW?????).
















???. a[0;K]± ??????????, ????????????????????. ??????????????,
??? 3??????????????.
(a) O[0;K]: ???
??????????? amin ≤ a ≤ amax ??????????????. ???????? a ?
Hamiltonian?????????????, ??????????? amin ≤ aini ≤ amax ?????????.
????? FLRW???? (K = 1)????
gs < 0 , gr > 0 , g
2
r + 12gs > 0 , (8.29)
???????? O[0;1] ?????. ???? amax = a[0;1]+ , amin = a[0;1]− ???????????. ??, ?
?? FLRW???? (K = −1)?????,??????????????.
(b) B[0;K]: ?????
???? a = aT ??????????????. ????????????? a ≥ aT ???,?????
?????. ????? FLRW???? (K = −1)????, gs ???????? 2?????????.
B[0;−1](i) : ∀gr , gs > 0 , (8.30)
B[0;−1](ii) : gr < 0 , gs = 0 . (8.31)
???????????? aT = a[0;−1]− ??????. ??,??? FLRW???? (K = 1)?????,?
???????????????.
(c) B[0;K]BC : ????-BC?
???? aini ????????????????????. aini ≥ aT ????????????????
???, 0 < aini ≤ aBC ???? aBC ????????????????????????? (Big Crunch:
BC) ????. ??, aBC < a < aT ???? Hamiltonian ???????????????. ?????
FLRW???? (K = −1)????
gs < 0 , gr < 0 , g
2
r + 12gs > 0 , (8.32)
???????? B[0;−1]BC ?????. ??????????? aT = a[0;−1]− ???, BC ???????
aBC = a
[0;−1]
+ ??????. ??,??? FLRW???? (K = 1)?????,?????????-BC?
??????.
??????????? 8.1???????. ???????????????? B[0;−1], B[0;−1]BC ? 2??????
?, ?????????? FLRW?? (K = −1)??????. ???????????????????????
??????, a ∝ t????????Milne?????.
???????????,????????????????????? 8.1???. ?????????????
?? gr, gs ????????? (gr, gs)??????????? 8.2???.
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closed FLRW (K = 1)
Types Solutions Conditions Domain aBC amim amax aT
Oscillate O[0;1] gs < 0, gr > 0, g2r + 12gs > 0 a[0;1]− ≤ a ≤ a[0;1]+ N/A a[0;1]− a[0;1]+ N/A
open FLRW (K = −1)
Types Solutions Conditions Domain aBC amim amax aT
Bounce
B[0;−1](i) ∀gr , gs > 0
a ≥ a[0;−1]− N/A N/A N/A a[0;−1]−B[0;−1](ii) gs = 0, gr < 0
Bounce/BigCrunch B[0;−1]BC gs < 0 , gr < 0 , g2r + 12gs > 0 a ≤ a[0;−1]+ , a ≥ a[0;−1]− a[0;−1]+ N/A N/A a[0;−1]−
? 8.1 ?????? (Λ = 0)???????????????. N/A??????????????.
??????????? ?????????
? 8.1 ?????? (Λ = 0) ?????????????????????????? U ???. ????
?? FLRW ?? (K = 1) ??????? FLRW ?? (K = −1) ???. ????? (?), ?? (?), ??
(?) ????? O[0;1], B[0;−1], B[0;−1]BC ???????. ????? (gr, gs) ????? O[0;1] ? (11/2, −2),
B[0;−1] ? (−1, 1), B[0;−1]BC ? (−1, −1/15)??????.
??????????? ?????????
? 8.2 ?????? (Λ = 0) ????????????????????? (gr, gs) ???. ??????
FLRW?? (K = 1)??????? FLRW?? (K = −1)???. ????,?,????????? O[0;1],
B[0;−1](i), B[0;−1]BC ?????????. ??????? B[0;−1](ii) ????. ??????????????
?????,??????????????????????????. ??????? Hamiltonian?????
????????????.
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2− 3εg˜r ± sgn(K)(1− εg˜r)3/2
)
, (8.38)
???. pv??????? (principal value)???, ω := e2πi/3 ? 1???????. ??, sgn(x)? x????




















± ??????????, ????????????????????. ?????????????
(ε = 1)?????,??? 3??????????????.
(a) B[1;K]O : ????-???
???? a˜ini ????????????????????. a˜min ≤ a˜ini ≤ a˜max ??????, ?????
????????. ??, a˜ini ≥ a˜T ≥ a˜max ???? a˜T ???????????????. ??, a˜ < a˜min
? a˜max < a˜ < a˜T ???? Hamiltonian ???????????????. ????? FLRW ????
(K = 1)????
g˜s < 0 , g˜
[1;1]
s(−) < g˜s < g˜
[1;1]
s(+) , (8.40)
???????? B[1;1]O ?????. ???? a˜min = a˜[1;1]1 , a˜max = a˜[1;1]2 ??????????, a˜T = a˜[1;1]3
????????????. ??, ??? FLRW???? (K = −1)?????,?????????-???
??????.
(b) B[1;K]: ?????
???? a˜ = a˜T ??????????????. ????????????? a˜ ≥ a˜T ???,?????
?????. ????? FLRW???? (K = 1)????, B[1;1] ??? 3?????????.
(i) g˜
[1;1]





g˜s < 0 , g˜s < g˜
[1;1]
s(−) ??? |2g˜r − 1| < 1
g˜s < 0 ??? |2g˜r − 1| ≥ 1
??? a˜T = a˜[1;1]3 . (8.42)
(iii) g˜s = 0 , g˜r ≤ 0 ??? a˜T = a˜[1;1]+ . (8.43)
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??,??? FLRW???? (K = −1)?????, B[1;−1] ??? 2?????????.
(i) g˜s > 0 ??? a˜T = a˜[1;−1]3 . (8.44)
(ii) g˜s = 0 , g˜r < 0 ??? a˜T = a˜[1;−1]+ . (8.45)
(c) B[1;K]BC : ????-BC?
???? a˜ini ????????????????????. a˜ini ≥ a˜T ?????????????,
0 < a˜ini ≤ a˜BC ???????????????. ??, a˜BC < a˜ < a˜T ???? Hamiltonian ?????
??????????. ????? FLRW???? (K = 1)????, B[1;1]BC ??? 2?????????.
(i) 0 < g˜s < g˜
[1;1]
s(+) ??? a˜BC = a˜
[1;1]
2 , a˜T = a˜
[1;1]
3 . (8.46)
(ii) g˜s = 0 , 0 < g˜r <
3
4
??? a˜BC = a˜[1;1]− , a˜T = a˜[1;1]+ . (8.47)
??,??? FLRW???? (K = −1)?????, B[1;−1]BC ???????????.
g˜
[1;−1]
s(+) < g˜s < 0 , g˜r < 0 ??? a˜BC = a˜
[1;−1]






?? g˜r, g˜s ????????? (g˜r, g˜s)??????????? 8.4???.
closed FLRW (K = 1)
Types Solutions Conditions Domain a˜BC a˜mim a˜max a˜T
Bounce/Oscillate B[1;1]O g˜s < 0, g˜[1;1]s(−) < g˜s < g˜[1;1]s(+) a˜[1;1]1 ≤ a˜ ≤ a˜[1;1]2 , a˜ ≥ a˜[1;1]3 N/A a˜[1;1]1 a˜[1;1]2 a˜[1;1]3
Bounce
B[1;1](i) g˜[1;1]s(+) < g˜s < 0 , g˜r < 1 a˜ ≥ a˜[1;1]1 N/A N/A N/A a˜[1;1]1
B[1;1](ii)
⎧⎨
⎩g˜s < 0, g˜s < g˜
[1;1]
s(−) , |2g˜r − 1| < 1
g˜s < 0 , |2g˜r − 1| ≥ 1
a˜ ≥ a˜[1;1]3 N/A N/A N/A a˜[1;1]3
B[1;1](iii) g˜s = 0 , g˜r ≤ 0 a˜ ≥ a˜[1;1]+ N/A N/A N/A a˜[1;1]+
Bounce/BigCrunch
B[1;1]BC (i) 0 < g˜s < g˜[1;1]s(+) a˜ ≤ a˜[1;1]2 , a˜ ≥ a˜[1;1]3 a˜[1;1]2 N/A N/A a˜[1;1]3
B[1;1]BC (ii) g˜s = 0 , 0 < g˜r < 34 a˜ ≤ a˜[1;1]− , a˜ ≥ a˜[1;1]+ a˜[1;1]− N/A N/A a˜[1;1]+
open FLRW (K = −1)
Types Solutions Conditions Domain a˜BC a˜mim a˜max a˜T
Bounce
B[1;−1](i) g˜s > 0 a˜ ≥ a˜[1;−1]3 N/A N/A N/A a˜[1;−1]3
B[1;−1](ii) g˜s = 0, g˜r < 0 a˜ ≥ a˜[1;−1]+ N/A N/A N/A a˜[1;−1]+
Bounce/BigCrunch B[1;−1]BC g˜[1;−1]s(+) < g˜s < 0, g˜r < 0 a˜ ≤ a˜[1;−1]2 , a˜ ≥ a˜[1;−1]3 a˜[1;−1]2 N/A N/A a˜[1;−1]3
? 8.2 ???????? (Λ > 0)???????????????. N/A??????????????.
??????????????????????? (Λ < 0)
????????????????????????????????. (8.35) ????????? U˜ ????
(8.36), (8.39)?????, ???????????????????. ????????????? (ε = −1)??
???,??? 2??????????????.
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??????????? ?????????
? 8.3 ???????? (Λ > 0)?????????????????????????? U˜ ???. ???
??? FLRW?? (K = 1) ??????? FLRW?? (K = −1)???. ????? (?), ?? (?), ??
(?) ????? B[1;1]O , B[1;K], B[1;K]BC ???????. ????? (g˜r, g˜s) ????? B[1;1]O ? (3/4, −1/20),
B[1;1] ? (3/2, −1/4), B[1;1]BC ? (2/5, 1/9), B[1;−1] ? (1/5, 1/8), B[1;−1]BC ? (−3/2, −1/10)??????.
??????????? ?????????
? 8.4 ???????? (Λ > 0) ????????????????????? (g˜r, g˜s) ???. ????
?? FLRW ?? (K = 1) ??????? FLRW ?? (K = −1) ???. ???????? B[1;1]O , ????
? B[1;1](i), B[1;1](ii), B[1;−1](i), ????? B[1;1]BC (i), B[1;−1]BC ?????????. ??????? B[1;1](iii),
B[1;−1](ii)???, ????? B[1;1]BC (ii)????. ???????????????????,????????
??????????????????.
(a) O[−1;K]: ???
??????????? a˜min ≤ a˜ ≤ a˜max ??????????????. ???????? a˜ ?
Hamiltonian?????????????, ??????????? a˜min ≤ a˜ini ≤ a˜max ?????????.
????? FLRW???? (K = 1)???? O[−1;1] ???????????.
g˜
[−1;1]
s(−) < g˜s < 0 ??? a˜min = a˜
[−1;1]
2 , a˜max = a˜
[−1;1]
1 . (8.49)
??? g˜s = 0 ????????????????. ??, ??? FLRW ???? (K = −1) ?????,
O[−1;−1] ??? 2?????????.
(i) 0 < g˜s < g˜
[−1;−1]
s(−) , ??? a˜min = a˜
[−1;−1]
2 , a˜max = a˜
[−1;−1]
1 . (8.50)
(ii) g˜s = 0 , − 3
4
< g˜r < 0 , ??? a˜min = a˜[−1;−1]+ , a˜max = a˜[−1;−1]− . (8.51)
(b) O[−1;K]BC : ??-BC?
???? a˜ini ????????????????????. a˜min ≤ a˜ini ≤ a˜max ??????, ?????
????????. ??, a˜ini ≤ a˜BC ≤ a˜min ???? a˜BC ??????????????????. ??,
a˜ < a˜BC ? a˜BC < a˜ < a˜min ? a˜max < a˜???? Hamiltonian???????????????. ????
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? FLRW???? (K = −1)????, O[−1;−1]BC ???????????.
g˜s < 0 , g˜
[−1;−1]
s(+) < g˜s < g˜
[−1;−1]
s(−) , ??? a˜BC = a˜
[−1;−1]
3 , a˜min = a˜
[−1;−1]




??, ??? FLRW???? (K = 1)?????,???????-BC???????.
??????????? 8.3???????. ???????? Planck????????????????,???
?????????????.
???????????,????????????????????? 8.5???. ?????????????
?? g˜r, g˜s ????????? (g˜r, g˜s)??????????? 8.6???.
closed FLRW (K = 1)
Types Solutions Conditions Domain a˜BC a˜mim a˜max a˜T
Oscillate O[−1;1] g˜[−1;1]s(−) < g˜s < 0 a˜[−1;1]2 ≤ a˜ ≤ a˜[−1;1]1 N/A a˜[−1;1]2 a˜[−1;1]1 N/A
open FLRW (K = −1)
Types Solutions Conditions Domain a˜BC a˜mim a˜max a˜T
Oscillate
O[−1;−1](i) 0 < g˜s < g˜[−1;−1]s(−) a˜[−1;−1]2 ≤ a˜ ≤ a˜[−1;−1]1 N/A a˜[−1;−1]2 a˜[−1;−1]1 N/A
O[−1;−1](ii) g˜s = 0, − 34 < g˜r < 0 a˜[−1;−1]+ ≤ a˜ ≤ a˜[−1;−1]− N/A a˜[−1;−1]+ a˜[−1;−1]− N/A
Oscillate/BigCrunch O[−1;−1]BC g˜s < 0 , g˜[−1;−1]s(+) < g˜s < g˜[−1;−1]s(−) a˜ ≤ a˜[−1;−1]3 , a˜[−1;−1]2 ≤ a˜ ≤ a˜[−1;−1]1 a˜[−1;−1]3 a˜[−1;−1]2 a˜[−1;−1]1 N/A
? 8.3 ???????? (Λ < 0)???????????????. N/A??????????????.
??????????? ?????????
? 8.5 ???????? (Λ < 0) ?????????????????????????? U˜ ???. ??
???? FLRW ?? (K = 1) ??????? FLRW ?? (K = −1) ???. ????? (?), ?? (?) ?
???? O[−1;K], O[−1;−1]BC ???????. ????? (g˜r, g˜s)????? O[−1;1] ? (2, −1/4), O[−1;−1] ?
(1/2, 1/3), O[−1;−1]BC ? (−3/4, −1/20)??????.
8.2 projectable Hoˇrava-Lifshitz ????????????????????
???? [16]???, projectable HL??????????????????????????????. z = 3?
????????,??????????? 2??????? 6?????????????????. projectability






dt d3x (LK + LP) , (8.53)
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??????????? ?????????
? 8.6 ???????? (Λ < 0)????????????????????? (g˜r, g˜s)???. ?????
? FLRW?? (K = 1)??????? FLRW?? (K = −1)???. ????????O[−1;1], O[−1;−1](i),











V(p)z=1 := 2Λ + g1R , (8.56)
V(p)z=2 := g2R2 + g3RijRji , (8.57)
V(p)z=3 := g4R3 + g5RRijRji + g6RijRjkRki + g7RD2R+ g8DiRjkDiRjk , (8.58)
???. ??,?????????mLV = 1?????? g1 = −1????, ?? λ > 1/3???????.
8.2.1 ??? FLRW??????????????
Lorentz??????? HL????????,?? C????? ADM???????????. ?? ADM?
???????????????????.
N = N¯ + δN , (8.59)
Ni = N¯i + δNi , (8.60)
gij = g¯ij + δgij , (8.61)
???
δN := α , (8.62)
δNi := βi , (8.63)




???, N¯ , N¯i, g¯ij ??????????????????,???????,???????. ?? α, βi, hij ??
????????,???????,???????? 1??????????. ????????????????
g¯ij ????????????, hij := g¯iahaj , hij := g¯iag¯jbhab, h := hii = g¯iahia, βi := g¯iaβa ?????????.
??? ADM??? 1??????? D?????? (?)???????????????, ??? FLRW???
????????,?????,??????????? (SVT decomposition)????????.
??? SVT??
?? D????? 10???? (?)??????
Y =
{
Q ,Qi , Qij , Pij , S(o)i , S(e)i , S(o)ij , S(e)ij , G(o)ij , G(e)ij
}
, (8.65)
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??????????, ??? FLRW????????????? SVT?????. ?????? α? 1????
?????,???? βi ? 1?????????? 2?????????, hij ? 2?????????? 2???
??????? 2 ???????????????. ?????????????????? (χ, θ, φ) ?????
(?)?????????????????, ??????????? Θ?
Θ(t, χ, θ, φ) =
∑
n,l,m
Θ(n;lm)(t)Q(n;lm)(χ, θ, φ) , (8.66)
??????????????*3. ???? Θ(n;lm) ??????????????, ????? Q(n;lm) ????
(n; lm)?????????????????????????????.
???????, ADM???????? SVT?????. ?? 4???????????????,?????
? (?)???????????????

































???. ???,????????? α?????, projectable HL???????? projectability condition??
???????????????? N(t)?????,??????????????????. ?????????
???????????????,? (?)????????????????. ???????? (8.67)?????





























































??. ????????????????????, ???????????????????????. ????
?????????????????????????????????. ???????????,???????
???????????????? 2?,???? 2?,???? 2?? 6??????. ???, HL????? 7.1
????????? Lifshitz scaling?????????????????????????,??????????
?????. ??? HL???????????????????? (foliation-preserving diﬀeomorphism)???
???, ?????????????????????????????.




?????? n, l,m ?????????????????????. ????? FLRW ?????? FLRW ???? n
?????????????????????.
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???????? ADM?????????????.
δN = ζj∂jN + f˙N + fN˙ , (8.74)




k + fg˙ij . (8.76)
?? FLRW?????????
N¯ = 1 , N¯i = 0 , g¯ij = a2γij , (8.77)
???. ??? γij ? (A.4)?????????,???? 3?? Euclid?? E3 (K = 0), 3????? S3 (K = 1),
3?????? H3 (K = −1)??????. ?????,????????? ADM?????????????.
α(gauge) = ∂tf , (8.78)
β
(gauge)
i = ∂tζi − 2Hζi , (8.79)
h
(gauge)
ij = 2D(iζj) + 2Hf g¯ij . (8.80)





















????. ??? f ???????????????????????.
????????,??????? ADM?????????????????????. ??????????
??????
α → α+ ∂tf , (8.82)
β
(n;lm)
(Q) → β(n;lm)(Q) + ∂tζ(n;lm)(Q) , (8.83)
h
(n;lm)




























ij + 2Hfγij , (8.85)




(S) → β(n;lm)(S) + ∂tζ(n;lm)(S) , (8.87)
h
(n;lm)
(S) → h(n;lm)(S) +
√




(G) → h(n;lm)(G) , (8.89)





n2 − 1 , n ∈ IR (K = 0)
n2 − 1 , n ∈ IN (K = 1)




















3Hf〈Y (n;lm)〉 . (8.86)











(P ) , (8.91)
???????????? f , ζ(Q) ? 2????????,????????? ζ(Q) ??????????????
???????????? h(P ) ?????????????. ???????????? h(Q) ?????,???
? f ???????????????????????????????. ??????????????????
???????, HL?????????????. f ????????,???????????????????











2(ν2 − 3K)]−1/2 h(n;lm)(S;e) . (8.93)
??????????? h(S;o), h(S;e) ?????????. ????,????????????????????
??????. ?????????????




(S;e) = 0 , (8.94)
???, 10??????????? 6????.
??? 2??????
???? projectable HL???????????? FLRW??????????? 2????????. ???
???? SVT??????????,???????,???????,?????????????????. ??
?????????????????????????????????????????????.
??? 2 ???? ADM ?????????????????????????????????. ?????
FLRW?????? n = 1?????????????. ?????
β
(1;00)







(Q) g¯ij , (8.95)
???????. ???????????? a(t) → a(t) + δa(t)???????????????,???????
????????????. ?????,????K = 1??????? n = 1???????.
























?? β(S), h(G) ????????? l = 0, l ≤ 0?????????.
????????? β(Q), β(S) ???????????,????????????.




(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K]β(Q) , (8.99)




(3λ− 1)(ν2 − 3K)





(3λ− 1)(2H˙ + 3H2)h2(Q)
]
, (8.101)
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???, F , G ?????????????????????????????. ????????????? F(Q),
G(Q) ?????







[−2grK + 3g3ν2]+ ν2
a6
[
− gsK2 + 6g56Kν2 + g8ν2(ν2 − 2K)
]
, (8.105)
???,??????????? F(Q), G(Q) ?????
F(Q) := 2(3λ− 1)(ν
2 − 3K)
3[(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K] , (8.106)
G(Q) := − 2
3a2













2 − 9K) + 2(3g56 − 4g7)Kν2 + (−8g7 + 3g8)ν2(3ν2 − 10K)
]
, (8.107)
???. ??? g56 := g5 + g6 ???,???????????? (8.20)??? (8.21)?????????????
??? H˙ ? H2 ????. ???????????????????????? 2?????????,?????
????????.
??? FLRW???? (K = 1)?????,??????????????? n ≥ 3????????????.
??? (8.106)???????? n = 2??? F(Q) ?????????. ????????, GR????????





???????????. ?? F ???????????????????,???? (ghost)?????????
??? F > 0??????. ?? G ??????????????,???? (tachyon)????*5???????
G ≥ 0??????. ?????????????????????,??? 2???????? ν2 ??? a???
????????????.
???????????
???????????????????. (8.104) ??????????????????? F(G) = 1 ???
??????????????. ??? (8.105)???? G(G) ????,?????????????????.





> 0 , (8.108)
*5 Gh2 ???????????????? (∇khij∇khij ??)????, ?????????????????????? ν ??????
???. ??????????? (gradient)?????????????,????????????????????????.
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???. ??? GR?????????????????,??????????????. ??,????? ν2 ?
??? (?????)? G(G) ≥ 0????????????, ν2 ???????????? g8 ≥ 0???????







(12g3 − gr) + 8
a6
[







(gr − 12g3)2 ≥ gs − 48(g56 + g8) , ??? gr ≥ 12g3 ,
0 ≥ gs − 48(g56 + g8) , ??? gr < 12g3 ,
(8.110)
??????????????????. ????? [296]??? Bianchi IX?????????? HL?????
????????????. ?????? FLRW ?????? n = 3 ?????????, ?????? Bianchi
IX?????????????????????????.
??? G(G) ???????????????????, g3 = 0???????????????????????
????????????????????. ??? FLRW???? (K = 1)????,??? a, ν2 ≥ 8? G(G)
????????????????????????????.
(i) 0 < g8 ≤ −3g56
7




(ii) 0 < g8 ≤ −3g56
7








(iii) 0 ≤ g8 , − 3g56
7
< g8 , gr < 0 , gs ≤ 48(g56 + g8) ;
(iv) 0 ≤ g8 , − 3g56
7





??,??? FLRW???? (K = −1)????,??? a, ν2 ≥ 2? G(G) ??????????????????
??????????.












(iii) 0 ≤ g8 , g56 < g8 , gr > 0 , gs ≤ 4(2g8 − 3g56) ;






?????????. ??? 8.1.2?????? (????????)??????,? 8.4???? 8.2 ??????
??????. B[1;−1] ? gs > 0????, B[1;−1]BC ? gr < 0, gs < 0, |g˜r| 
 |g˜s| ???????. ????????
????????????????????.
(i) gr > 0, gs < 0??????????????????.
(ii) gs < 0??? B[1;−1] ??????. ?????? |gs|????? g2r ?????????,??? |g˜r| 
 |g˜s|
????????? B[1;−1]BC ????????????????. ????? Λ?????????????
?????,????????????????????????? Λ????????.
(iii) gr > 0??? B[1;−1]BC ??????. ??, B[1;−1]BC ? 3g56 < 2g8 ???????????????.
(iv) ???????,????????????????????. ??? (ii)??????? B[1;−1]BC ?????
????????????, ?? B[1;−1] ??????? gs > 0????????????.
????????????????????????. ??? (8.105) ????????, G(G) ≥ 0 ?????
grK < 0??? gs < 0??????????. ??? K = −1???? FLRW????? 8.4????????
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?? (8.106)???????? F(Q) > 0??????????. ????????????,??????????
???????.
?????????????????? FLRW?????????. ???? F(Q) = 2(3λ − 1)/3(λ − 1)??
?. ?? GR????? λ → +1??????????,????????????????.
λ > 1 . (8.111)
???Minkowski???????????????????. ????? FLRW?? (K = 1)???????. ?
???, ??? n ≥ 3? F(Q) > 0??????
λ ≥ 1 , (8.112)
????????. ?????K ???????? FLRW????????? λ → +1????????????
?????. ?????? FLRW?? (K = −1)???????. ????,??? n ≥ 1? n ≥ 3? F(Q) > 0?
?????
λ > 2 , (8.113)
???. ???????? FLRW??????????,?????????????.
??????????????????. ???????????,?????????????????????
???????. ??????????? IR???????,????? G(Q) ?
G(Q) ≈ − 2
3a2
(ν2 − 3K) < 0 , (8.114)
???. ???, IR???????????????????????????????. ?????Minkowski?










?? (8.102), (8.103)????????????????????? 2???????,???? h(G), h(Q) ???
??????????????????????????????.
h¨(G) + 3Hh˙(G) +M2(G)h(G) = 0 , (8.115)
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−1 −1 1 1
5








1 −1 1 −12 78
5
1.856 4.394 2.367



































? 8.4 ????????????????????. ???????????????????????????.
?????????????????????????. ????????,?????????????????
???. ????????? (8.115),(8.116)????,??? 2????? (H < 0)??????????????
?????????. ?????????????????????? Hubble accelerated???????. Hubble
accelerated???????????? (8.115),(8.116)???? 3???????????????. ??? 2??
Hubble??????????????H2 ??????????????, ????????? 2????????
M2(Q)  H2 , M2(G)  H2 , ??? M2 > 0 , (8.118)
????????,?????????????????????????. ?????????????????,
??????????????? aini ???????????*6. ??? a??????? H2 ?????????
?????, M2 ? a−2 ???????????????????. ??? H2 = M2 ????? aH ???,??
????????????? (aT , aH)????????????. ????M2 ???????????????,
?????? ν2 ????????????????????????. ??????????????? 2???
?????? a???????,????????? Hubble accelerated???????????. ???????
??????????????????????????? acrit ?????. ?????????????????




∝ 3λ− 1 ,
M2(Q)
H2
∝ λ− 1 , (8.119)
???. ????????? λ??????? Hubble accelerated??????????????????.
aT ????????,????????????. ????? (H > 0)?? (8.115),(8.116)???? 2????
??????????????. ??,????? IR???? G(Q) ???????, ???????? 2????
??M2(Q) < 0 ?????????????. ??????????????????????????????
?, ?????????????????????????????????????????????. ?????
(8.115),(8.116)???? 2??????????? Hubble suppressed??????????. Hubble suppressed
?????????????????????????.∣∣∣M2(Q)∣∣∣  H2 , ??? M2(Q) < 0 . (8.120)
???????????????????????????,???????????????????????
???????. ??????????????????,? 8.7??????. ?????,? 8.4-(ii)?????
???? B[1;1] ??????????? |M2(G)/H2|?????????? |M2(Q)/H2|??????? a????
??????????. ????????????????????M2(G) > 0????????????????.
??, ???????? a∇〉unionsq ???M2(Q) < 0?????????????????????. ???,????
*6 3?? Ricci??????? R = 6K/a2 ??, K = ±1??? aini ????????????????. ?????????????
??????, ?????? Planck ?????????????????. ??, ????????????? aT ? Planck ? (m−1LV)
??????????????????, ???????????????????????????????????????????.
????mLV = 1????? aT /aini  O(1)???????????.
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? n???? (8.120)????????????, ????? Hubble suppressed???????????????
??????. ????????????????,? 8.8??????. ?????,? 8.4-(iv)????????
? B[1;−1] ????,??????????????????????????. ? 8.7?????????????
?????????, ?????????????????????????. ????????? |M2(Q)| > H2 ?
????????, ????????????????????.
? 8.7 ??????????????????????. ?????????? 8.4? (ii)?????????
?? B[1;1] ???????. ????????????? λ = 1??????. ???????????????
????,?,?,?,????????? n = 3, 10, 102, 103 ???? |M2/H2|?????????. ????
??????,?????????????. ????????M2(Q) < 0????????,????????
??????. ??????M2 = H2 ??????.
? 8.8 ????????????????????. ?????????? 8.4? (iv)??????????
? B[1;−1] ???????. ????????????? λ = 2.1??????. ??????????????
?????,?,?,?,????????? n = 1, 101/2, 10, 103/2 ???? |M2/H2|?????????. ?
?????????,?????????????. ????????M2(Q) < 0????????,?????




?????. ????? ν2 ?????????????????,(8.106),(8.107)???????????????
?????????
F(Q) ≈ 2(3λ− 1)







(4gr + 3g3) +
4ν6
3a6
(3g8 − 8g7) , (8.122)




3λ− 1 [2− (4gr + 3g3)X] , (8.123)






243(3g8 − 8g7) + (4gr + 3g3)2 − (4gr + 3g3)
243(3g8 − 8g7) , (8.124)
???????????. M2(Q) ????? a−2 ???????, ????????????M2(Q) ???????







[2− (4gr + 3g3)X] , (8.125)
???. ????????????????????????????????????????????????
???. ???,??????,???????? Λ???? λ− 1 > 0????????????????????
???. ???????? ν2 ????????????,?????? ν2 ???????? Λ? λ???????
????????????????????????.
? 8.9 ?????????????? r(Q) :=
h(Q)(t)/h(Q)(t0) ???? n ???????. ????
????Δt := t−t0????????, t0?M2(Q) = 0
????????????. ?????? 8.4? (iv)?
?????????? B[1;−1] ??????. ?????
?? λ = 2.1 ??, ?????????? h˙(Q)(t0) = 0
?????. ????????? n = 10, 103/2, 102,
105/2 ???????, ??? n ??????????
??????????. ??,????????????
? n???? minM2(Q)/H2 ≈ −3.621??????.
? 8.10 ?????????????? r(Q) :=
h(Q)(t)/h(Q)(t0) ???? λ ????????. ??
?????? Δt := t − t0 ????????, t0 ?
M2(Q) = 0 ????????????. ??????
8.4 ? (iv) ??????????? B[1;−1] ?????
?. ??????????? h˙(Q)(t0) = 0 ??, ??
n = 105/2 ??????????????. ?????
???????, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?????????,
???? λ = 2.1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 ?????
??.
??? (8.120)? Hubble suppressed ??????????????????????????????????
?. ???????????,? 8.4? (iv)??????????? B[1;−1] ?????????????. ? 8.9?
?????????????? r(Q) := h(Q)(t)/h(Q)(t0)???? n???????????. ? 8.8??????
????????, minM2(Q)/H2 ??? n??????????????????????. ?????????
??????????????????????????????????????, ???? 8.9???????
???? r(Q)(∞) := h(Q)(∞)/h(Q)(t0) ≈ 2.527?????. ????????????? r(Q)  O(1)?????
??,?????????????????????????????????????. ???,????????
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5 −1.006× 101 8.556
10 −2.263× 101 5.141× 101
20 −4.778× 101 7.252× 102
50 −1.232× 102 1.684× 105
100 −2.489× 102 9.168× 107
200 −5.004× 102 7.834× 1011
? 8.5 ??? λ ???????????
????????? r(Q)(∞). ?????
??? n = 105/2 ???????, ???
????? 8.4? (iv)???????.
??, ? 8.10 ??????????????????? λ ?
???????????. ????????????????
? n = 105/2 ???????. ??, ? 8.5 ?? λ ??????
minM2(Q)/H2 ??? r(Q)(∞) ????. ??????????,
minM2(Q)/H2 < 0?????????????????????
??????????????? r(Q) ?????????????
?. ?????????, minM2(Q)/H2 ∝ (λ − 1)?????, ?
??? λ? GR??? 1???????????????????
???. ????? FLRW ?????????????????
???? λ > 2 ????????, ????????? FLRW ?
????????????????????????????. ?
??????????? Λ??????????????, ???
??????? Hubble suppression ?????????????
??????.
??????????? (de Sitter)?????, ?????? [219]????????????? K ?????
?????????, ?????????? Λ > 0??????? FLRW?????????????. de Sitter
?????? projectable HL????????? [297, 298]????????, ????????????????
?? de Sitter????????????????????.
8.3 non-projectable Hoˇrava-Lifshitz ??????????????????
??
??? [17] ???, non-projectable HL???????? 8.1.2 ?????????????????????.
z = 3? HL??????????,??? 2????????? 6?????????????????????
?. non-projectable HL?????? projectability condition???????, ????? N ? GR??????
??????? N (t, xi)??????. ??? (8.13)?????? projectable HL??????????????
?????? Φi ?????????????????????. ??????? (8.2)??????.
???, ???????????????????????????????????????. ??????
? projectable HL ?????? IR ???????????????????????????????. ???
non-projectable HL ???????????????????, ?? IR ??????????????????.
???, IR???????????????????????????????????. ??,??????? UV
???? projectable HL??????????????????????????????????, ??????






dt d3x (LK + LP + LNP) , (8.126)
????. ???, LK, LP ? projectable HL??????
LK := N√g






V(p)z=1 := 2Λ + g1R , (8.129)
V(p)z=2 := g2R2 + g3RijRji , (8.130)
V(p)z=3 := g4R3 + g5RRijRji + g6RijRjkRki + g7RD2R+ g8DiRjkDiRjk , (8.131)
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???, ???????? LNP ?
LNP := N√g ςΦ2 , (8.132)
????. ??? λ, gi, ς ????????????. ?? Φ2 ???? HL??????????????????
??????????????????????????, ????Minkowsiki?????? FLRW??????
Φ2 ??????????????????? [277–279]. ?????,?????? FLRW???????????
???? IR??? Φ2 ??????????????????.
???????mLV = 1?????? g1 = −1????, ?? λ > 1/3???????.
8.3.1 ??? FLRW??????????????
????? projectable ?????????????? ADM???????????, ??? 2???????
?. ?????? projectable HL????????????????????????.
??? SVT??
projectable HL???????? (8.59)-(8.61)????? ADM????????, 10???? (?)?????
? Y ????????. ?????????? non-projectable HL?????? projectability condition???









???. ???? ADM??????????? (8.68)-(8.72)????.
?????
projectable ? non-projectable ???????????????????????. HL ????? Lifshitz
scaling???????????, GR??????????????????????????? δt = f(t)???












(n;lm) + ∂tf , (8.134)
???. ???,???? ADM????????? projectable???????? (8.83)-(8.89) ??????.
????, non-projectable HL ??????????????????????. 10 ????????????
h(P ), h(S;o), h(S;e) ? projectable ??????? (8.91)-(8.93) ????????????????????. ?
?, non-projectable HL????????????? α(Q) ?????????????????????. ???
(8.134)??????????, ?????? f ???????????????, ??????????? α???
?????????????. ?????,???????????????




(S;e) = 0 , (8.135)
???, 10??????????? 7????.
8.1?????? projectable? non-projectable?????????????????????????????
?,??????????????????????????. ??????? α(Q) ????????,?????
?????????????.
??? 2??????
???? non-projectable HL???????????? FLRW??????????? 2????????. ?
?????? SVT??????????, ???????,???????,?????????????????.
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???????????????? projectable HL????????????????????????????
???????????. ??????????????,????????? projectable HL?????????
? (8.102)? 2?????????.
??????????????? 2????????. ???????????????? α(Q) ???????








































ςν2 − 3a2(3λ− 1)H2
]





− 2a3 [(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K]β2(Q) . (8.136)
???, H˙ ??????????? (8.20)???????. ????????????, 3???????????
???? α(Q), β(Q) ?????????????. ?????????????????
β(Q) =
(3λ− 1)ν












(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K
)(
3a4 − 2grKa2 − 3K(gsK − 6g7ν2)
)








(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K
)
+ 2(3λ− 1)(ν2 − 3K)H2a2
] ,
(8.138)
????????????? 2???????????????. ??? (8.137),(8.138)? (8.136)???????








??????????????? F(Q), G(Q) ?????????????.




(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K]+ 6(3λ− 1)(ν2 − 3K)H2a2 , (8.140)
G(Q) := − 2
3a2













2 − 9K) + 2(3g56 − 4g7)Kν2 + (−8g7 + 3g8)ν2(3ν2 − 10K)
]
+





(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K}+ 2(3λ− 1)(ν2 − 3K)H2a2]
+





(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K}+ 2(3λ− 1)(ν2 − 3K)H2a2]
+





(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K}+ 2(3λ− 1)(ν2 − 3K)H2a2]
+





(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K}+ 2(3λ− 1)(ν2 − 3K)H2a2]2 .(8.141)
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????????????, non-projectable HL ?????????????? 2 ???? projectable ???
???????????????????. ???????? G(Q) ???????? 3 ?? projectable ???
? (8.107) ???????, ??? 4 ???????????. ???????? F(Q) ? projectable ????
(8.106)??????????. ???????? ς → 0??????????????????????. ???
projectable? non-projectable???????????????????, projectability condition???????
???? non-projectable HL??????????????? f ? α(Q) ?????????????.
8.3.2 ?????????????????????







???????? projectable HL???????????????,??? 2????????? F ? G ????
?????. ??????????? F ?????????????????? (ghost instability)????. ??
?????????,???????????????????????????????????. ???????
??????????????? F > 0?????????.
??,???????? G < 0????????????????. ???????????????????,?
????????
h¨+M2h ≈ 0 , M2 := GF , (8.142)
??????. ??? 2??????M2 > 0????????????????????????, ??????
????? h??????????? (?????)??????. ??????????????????????
????, ??????????? (tachyon instability)??????? (gradient instability)???????. ?
??,???????? G < 0????????????????????????, ?????????????
????????. ??????????????????????????,????????????
h¨+ 3Hh˙+M2h = 0 , H := H + F˙
3F , (8.143)
???. ??? H ??????????, ???????????????????????. ????????
??????? F ?????????, ??? Hubble ????? H ??????/?????????????












????? (8.143)????? 2???????????????,????????? G ???, ????M2 ?
????????????? H ?????????. ?? H > 0 ????? (friction term) ?????????
??????, ?? H < 0????????????????????????. ???????,???????
*7 ?? IR?????????????????. ?????? Hubble?????????????.
H(Q) →
{
H/3 (Λ = 0)
H (Λ = 0)
, (8.144)
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????? (H > 0)?? H < 0???????????????????????????????. ???? G
(gradient instability)???????/??????? 5??????, ??????????????????.
(I) ??????? (negative M2 instability)
????????,??? G < 0?????? 2?????M2 ????????????????. ??
????????H > 0 (??????H > 0)???????????????????????, ????
??????????????M2 ???????,??????????????. ??????? H < 0
????, M2 < 0???????????????. ???,???? (1) M2 < 0?? H < 0 (2) M2 < 0
?? |M2|  H2 > 0 ????????????????.
(II) H-?????? (H-accelerated instability)
???????????????????????? (H < 0)???????????. ??? 2????
?M2 ??????????, ????? (8.143)????????, H < 0??????????????
?????????????. ????? 2??????????????????, ?? 0 < M2  H2 ?
?H < 0???H-??????????.
(III) ??????? (M2-dominated stability)
??????????????????????? (H < 0) ??????????. ?? (II) ?????
H-??????????,??? 2??????????????H < 0????????????????
???. ???M2  H2 ??H < 0???????????????????.
(IV) H-????? (H-suppressed stability)
??????????????????????? (H > 0) ??????????. ????????
(8.143)???? 2??, H > 0?????????????, ?????????????. ?????,?
?? 2?????????? G < 0????????, ????????????????????????
???. ???M2 < 0?? ∣∣M2∣∣  H2 ??H > 0???????H-??????????.
(V) ????? (complete stability)
??????????????????????? (H > 0) ??????????. ?? (IV) H-???
???????, M2 > 0 ???? H > 0 ????????????????????????. ???
M2 > 0??H > 0?????????????????.
???/???? H G |M2|  H2
− − ×
??????? − − ©
+ − ©
H-?????? − + ×
??????? − + ©
H-????? + − ×















?????? IR ??????? (8.140),(8.141) ????? F ? G ????????????????, ??
???????????. ????? IR ??????????????????????, ?????????
Minkowski??, Milne??, de Sitter??? 3????????????. ??????????, IR???
F(G) = 1 , G(G) ≈ ν
2
a2
> 0 , (8.146)
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??????????????????????. ???Minkowski??? K = 0, Λ = 0????,???
?????????? a?????????. ???? F(Q), G(Q) ?????
F(Q) = 2ς(3λ− 1)ν
2
3ς(λ− 1)ν2 + 6(3λ− 1)H2a2 , (8.147)





λ > 1 , 0 < ς < 2 . (8.149)
?????????? ς < 0?????????????????????,???? ς > 0???????.
(B) ???Milne??






3λ− 1 t , (8.150)
???????????????. ???? F(Q), G(Q) ?????








(2− ς)(λ− 1)ν2 + 2ς + 6(λ− 1)
ς(λ− 1)ν4 + 2(2− ς)ν2 + 12 , (8.152)
??????. ?????,?????????????????.



































M2 a2 − 1 ln t
]
, (8.157)
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???. ??? C1, C2 ????????. ????????Milne?????????? t−1 ???????
??????????.
(C) ??? de Sitter??
????? Λ?????,??????????????????????????, ?????????
























(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K
)
+ (ν2 − 3K)(4gr + 3g3)
]
, (8.160)
??????. ??????????????? G(Q) ???? (leading order)? a−4 ??????????
?, ????????? g2 ? g3 ??????????????. projectable HL????? IR?????
??????????????? a−2 ??????????????????????????.
F(Q) ????? ς > 0????????,?????????????. G(Q) ?????????????
?????????????. ??? FLRW(K = 1)????????
3g3 + 4gr +
27(λ− 1)(2 + ς)
4Λ
≥ 0 , (8.161)
?????,??? FLRW(K = −1)????????
3g3 + 4gr +
27(λ− 2)(2 + ς)
10Λ
≥ 0 , (8.162)
??????. ??? G(Q) < 0??????????????????????. ??? 2?????? a−2
??????????????, Hubble????????????????????? H-????????
??????????*8.








27(3λ− 1) , (8.163)
?????, 2?????? a−2 ∝ e−2Ht ????








(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K
)
+ (ν2 − 3K)(4gr + 3g3)
]
, (8.165)




































*8 ?? ν ?????????????????????????, ????????? UV ?????????????????????.
HL ??????????????? GR ? UV ???????????, ???????????????????????, ????
???????????????. ?????????????????? p2c ≈ ν2c /a2 ????, ??????? νc ?????. ??
??? de Sitter?????????????????????????????? ν2/a2 < H2 ????. ?????????????
??? Hubble???????? Hubble???????????????????.
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??? C3, C4, C5, C6 ????????. ??????????,?????????? e−Ht ???????
????????, ?????????? h(G) ∼ C4, h(Q) ∼ C5 ?????????????. ?? C4, C5





















































??? C7, C8, C9, C10 ????????. ??? e−Ht ???????????????, ??????




????????, ???????????????????????. ?????????????? F(Q) ?
(8.140)???????, ??????? λ > 1/3??? ς > 0????
ςν2
[
(λ− 1)ν2 + 2K]
2(3λ− 1)(ν2 − 3K)a2 > −H
2 , (8.170)
??????????????. ?????????? (H = 0)????????, ??????????????
???????????????????
ς > 0 ,
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
λ > 1 (K = 0)
λ ≥ 1 (K = 1)
λ > 2 (K = −1)
. (8.171)
??????. ???????,???Milne?? (K = −1)??????? (8.153)?? λ ≥ 1?????, ???
??????????????????????,??? FLRW?????? λ > 2??????????*9. ??,
??????????????????? (8.141)?????? G(Q) ????????????. ???,?? ν2 ?
?????????????????????????????????????. ????? G(Q) ?
G(Q) ≈
[









????????, ς > 0????????????????????????????.
3g8 ≥ 8g7 . (8.173)
?????????,??????????????????????????.
??? 8.1.2????????? FLRW???????? 11????????????, ??????????
???????? (???????????????????,?? ν2 ?????????????? g8 ≥ 0???
?????). ?????????????????K ???? Λ????????? 5????????.
*9 λ > 2 ? UV ?????????????????????????. ?????????????????, ??? Milne ????
λ ≥ 1?????????, GR????? λ → +1????????????.
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(1) K = 1, Λ ≤ 0
???????????? O[0;1] ???? O[−1;1] ????????. ????????????????.
ς > 0 , λ ≥ 1 , g8 ≥ 0 , 3g8 ≥ 8g7 . (8.174)
(2) K = 1, Λ > 0
???????????? B[1;1]O , B[1;1], B[1;1]BC ??????????. ????????? de Sitter???
????,????????????????.
ς > 0 , λ ≥ 1 , 3g3 + 4gr + 27(λ− 1)(2 + ς)
4Λ
≥ 0 , g8 ≥ 0 , 3g8 ≥ 8g7 . (8.175)
??? B[1;1]O ??????????????, ??????????? (8.174)???.
(3) K = −1, Λ = 0
???????????? B[0,−1] ??? B[0,−1]BC ??????????. ?????????Milne???
????,????????????????.
0 < ς < 2 , λ > 2 , g8 ≥ 0 , 3g8 ≥ 7g7 . (8.176)
(4) K = −1, Λ > 0
???????????? B[1,−1] ??? B[1,−1]BC ??????????. ????????? de Sitter?
??????,????????????????.
ς > 0 , λ > 2 , 3g3 + 4gr +
27(λ− 2)(2 + ς)
10Λ
≥ 0 , g8 ≥ 0 , 3g8 ≥ 8g7 . (8.177)
(5) K = −1, Λ < 0
???????????? O[−1;−1] ??? O[−1;−1]BC ????????. ??????????????
??.
ς > 0 , λ > 2 , g8 ≥ 0 , 3g8 ≥ 8g7 . (8.178)
?? 11?????????????,?????????????. ????????????????????
? 8.7 ??????. ????????????????, ?????????????????????????
G > 0??????. ???,????????????????????,??????????????????
???????. ????????????????????????????? 3?? (a.??????????
?/ b.???????????/ c.???) ??????,????????????????.
(a) ???????????
????????? B[0;−1], B[0,−1]BC ?????????. ????????????????Milne???
????, ?????? H ?????????????????? a−1 ∝ t−1 ?????????. ??, 2
?????M2 ?????????????????? a−2 ?????. ?????,??????????








→ (λ− 1)(2− ς)
2ς




???? 1???????????. ?????????????????? IR??? H-????????
???, M2 < 0?????????????????????H-???????????????????
???. ??? H > 0 ??????????????????????. ???????????????
non-projectable HL????????????????.
?????????????????????? B[0;−1] ???? 8.11????. ?????????,??
?????????????????M2 > 0?????????, ??M2/H2 ????? ν2 ?????
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????????, ?? IR??? 1?????????????????????. ?????,???? IR
?????????????????????????. ??,???????????????M2/H2 > 1
???????????, ??? (H < 0)??????????????????? H-?????????
????????????.
????????????????, H > 0?????????????, H < 0???????????




? 8.11 ???????????????????, 2?????? 2?????????M2/H2 ?????
??. ???????????????? B[0;−1] ???????????????, ????????? 8.7-(iii)
??????. ?????????????, ??????????????M2/H2 ??????. ????,
?,?,?,?,????????? ν2 = 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 1000???????????? (ν2 = n2 + 1). ??









????? (h(G)/h(G)ini, h(Q)/h(Q)ini) ?????
??????. ????????????????
8.7-(iii)??????.
?????? aini ??????, ????????
(8.143) ???????????????? 8.12 ??
?. ???????????,????????????
(h(G)/h(G)ini, h(Q)/h(Q)ini)???????. ?????
?????? 8.9 ???????. ? 8.12 ??????
?????????????????????????
?,?????????? 50??????. ??? 8.9?
??????????????? ν2 ?????????









????????? B[1;1]O , B[1;1], B[1;1]BC , B[1,−1],B[1,−1]BC ?????????. ??? B[1;1]O ? a ≥ aT ??
????. projectable HL?????????????????????????????, ?????H-?
?????????????????. non-projectable HL?????? IR??????????????
?????????????, ????????????????????????.
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? 8.12 ??????? h(G) ?????????? h(Q) ?????????. ??????????????
????? B[0;−1] ???, ?????? 8.7-(iii)??????. ?????????????,????????
?????? |h/hini| ????????. ???????????????? aini = 100aT ≈ 109.41 ????
????????????, ????????????? h˙(G) = 0 = h˙(Q) ?????. ????,?,?????
?? ν2 = 2, 10, 100?????????. ????????????? tb ≈ 317.19??????.
???????????? B[1;1] ???? 8.13????. ??????????????M2/H2 ???
?????? a ???????????. ?????????, ???????????????????
M2 > 0?????????, ??M2/H2 ????? ν2 ?????????????????????. ?
????,?????H > 0???????????????????????.
??????????????????, ???????? aini ??????????????????.
M2 ? H2 ???????????, M2 ?????????????????? a−2 ??????????
???, H2 ???????????????????. ??????????????M2 = H2 ?????
????????. ??????????????????????????, ?????????????
?????????? acrit ?????. ????????? acrit ?????????, H < 0??? H-??
???????????. ?????,???????????????????????? (aT , acrit)???
?????????.




? 8.13 ???????????????????, 2?????? 2?????????M2/H2 ?????
??. ???????????????? B[1;1] ???????????????, ????????? 8.7-(v)
??????. ?????????????, ??????????????M2/H2 ??????. ????,
?,?,?,?,????????? ν2 = 8, 15, 24, 99, 399, 899???????????? (ν2 = n2 − 1). ??
????M2 = H2 ?????????. ??????????????????????? aT ??????
??? acrit = 5.118??????.
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(c) ???
????????? O[0;1], B[1;1]O , O[−1;1], O[−1;−1], O[−1;−1]BC ?????????. ??? B[1;1]O ?
amin ≤ a ≤ amax ??????. ?? projectable HL?????????,??????????????.
?????????????? O[−1;−1] ???? 8.14????. ?????????,?????????
??????????M2 > 0?????????, ??M2/H2 ????? ν2 ????????????
?????????. ??,???????????????M2/H2 > 1???????M2 ??????
???*10. ????,?????? H < 0????????????, H > 0??????????????
?. ???,????????????? ν2 ?????????????????????????????
??. ????????? amin ???HH(Q) < 0??????????????*11. ??????????




? 8.14 ???????????, 2?????? 2?????????M2/H2 ???????. ?????
??????????? O[−1;−1] ???????????????, ????????? 8.7-(x)??????.
?????????????,??????????????M2/H2 ??????. ????,?,?,?,?,?
???????? ν2 = 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 1000???????????? (ν2 = n2 + 1). ?????????
????? amin, amax ??????.
??, ??????????????????????????????????. ??????????
H-???????????????????????, ?? IR???? (??????????????)?
??????????. ???????? H-???????????????????????, ?????
????? (resonance instability)??????????. ??????????????????????
??????????? 8.15???????. ?????????? ν2 = 2, 10???????????, ?
???????????????????????????????.
???????????? E????????????????????????. ??????? 	± ?
????? |	±| ≤ 1???????????????????. ????????????????????
????????? 8.16 ???. ?????????, ??????? |	±| = 1 ????????????
?????. ??,??? O[−1;−1] ????????????????????. ????????????
8.8-(x’)??????. ???????,???????? |	±|???????? 8.17???????. ??
?? ν2 ??????? |	±| > 1??????,??????????????????.
*10 ??????????? amin, amax ??? Λ ??? gr, gs ????, Λ ???? gr, gs ??????, ??????????. Λ ??
????????,??? (IR??)?Milne????????????M2/H2 > 1?????. ?? gr, gs ??????????,?
?????????????????????? Hubble????????????M2/H2 > 1?????.
*11 ???????????????????????????????????????????. ???, ??????????????
????????????????????.
156 ? 8? Stability of singularity-free Cosmological solutions in Horˇava-Lifshitz Gravity
? 8.15 ??????? h(G) ?????????? h(Q) ?????????. ???????????
O[−1;−1] ???, ?????? 8.7-(x) ??????. ?????????????, ????????????
?? |h/hini|????????. ???????????????? aini = (amin + amax)/2 ≈ 1.275????
????, ????????????? h˙(G) = 0 = h˙(Q) ?????. ????,??????? ν2 = 2, 10??
???????. ????????????????????? amin, amax ?????????, ??????
???? tmin ≈ 1.660, tmax ≈ 6.006???. ????????????? T ≈ 8.692???.
? 8.16 ???????????????? |±| ??
?. ?????? 8.7-(x)??????. ???????
|±| = 1?????????????????.
? 8.17 ???????????????? |±| ??
?. ?????? 8.8-(x’) ??????. ?????
ν2 ≈ 2.162 ? max(−) ≈ 1.030, ?? ν2 ≈ 2.556 ?
max(+) ≈ 1.021 ??????, ??????????
?????????????.
?????? (x’)????????????????????? 8.18???. ???????????,?
8.17 ? |	±| > 1 ????????? (ν2 = 2.162, 2.556) ??????????????????????.
?????,????? (8.143)???????? 2?????M2 ??????????????????
??????????????????, ??????????????????????????????
??????. ????? FLRW???????????,????? ν2 ???????????????
???????????????.
???????????????????, ?? ν2 ???????????????? g8 ?????
????????????????????????. ?????? (8.105) ??? (8.141) ??????
G ∝ g8ν6/a6 ??????, ?????? 2?????M2 ??????????????????????
????. ?????M2 ?? 8.12????????????????? H-??????????????
???, ???????????????????????????????.
8.3 non-projectable Horˇava-Lifshitz ???????????????????? 157
? 8.18 ??????? h(G) ????????????. ??????????? O[−1;−1] ???, ????
?? 8.8-(x’) ??????. ??????????????M2(G)/H2(G) ????????. ????, ?, ?,
?,?,????????? ν2 = 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 1000???????????? (ν2 = n2 + 1). ?????
?M2(G) = H2(G) ??????, ???????????????? amin, amax ??????. ???????
?????????????, ???????? |h(G)/h(G) ini|??????. ???????????????
? aini = (amin + amax)/2 ≈ 1.231 ????????, ????????????? h˙(G) = 0 ?????. ?
??????? T ≈ 8.723???. ????,?,??????? ν2 = 2.162, 2.300, 2.556?????????.
ν2 = 2.162, 2.556??????????????, ν2 = 2.300??????????.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































??????????????? (????) ??????????????, ????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????. ???????






?????,? 6???????????????????? GBG??????????????????. ?
??????????????????????????, ?????????????????????????
???????. ?????????????,??????????????????????? GBG?????





[217, 218] ??????????????????????. ??????????????????, ?????
???????????????????????????? (Σ/H ∼ O(1))????????????????
160 ? 9? ??
?. ????? GBG?????????????????,????????????????????????.













??????????????. ???????????, GBG????????????????????, ??
??????????????????????? [300,301].
? III??? Horˇava-Lifshitz (HL)???? [53]???,??????????????????. ??? 7??
?????? HL???????????????????. HL?????????????? Lifshitz scaling?
????????????????, ???????????????????????????????????
???????. ??????????????????????,?? Lorentz????????????????
???????????????. ???????????? (??????????)????, projectable HL?
???? non-projectable HL????? 2??????, ???????????????????????. ??,
???????? [148, 149]???? HL????????????????????????????????.
???? 8???, HL???????????????????????????. HL?????? Lorentz?







????????????. projectable HL????? non-projectable HL?????????????????
? (Friedmann???)??????, ??????????????? FLRW????????????????
???????.
????????????????, ? (?) ????????????? FLRW ?????????????
????????????????????. HL?????????????????, ?? foliation-preserving
diﬀeomorphism?????????. ????? HL????????????????????????????
??. ?? projectable HL????? non-projectable HL????????????????????, ????
??????????. ????,?????????????????,???????????????????
??????.
????? projectable HL ????????, ??????, ??????????????????????
???. ?????????????,??? FLRW?????, ??????????????????????
???????????????. ??, projectable HL?????? IR??????????????????
?????????????????????????. ?????Minkowski?????? FLRW??????
??????????????. ??????????????????? (??????)?????????, ?
161
????????????????????. ????,???????????????????? (??????
?)??????????????, ???????????. ?????, projectable HL???????????
??????????????????????????????????.
??? non-projectable HL????????,????????????????. ???? projectable HL?
???????? IR???????????????????, projectable HL???????? Φ2 ?????
??????????????. ?????,????????????????????????????????
??????????. ????????,?????????????? F(Q) ?????????, IR?????
?????????????????????????. ????,??????????????????????
??????????. ??,?????????????????????????????????????.
?????????????????,???? F ,G ?????????, ?????????????????
??????????. ??????????????????????????????, ??????????
????????????????????????????. ?????????? 2???M2 ???????
H ???, ?????????? |M2/H2|??????????????. ??????????? 5?????
?????,?????????. ???????? HL??????????????????, ????????
??????????????????.


























































dΩ2 := dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 , (A.3)
??????. ???, a(t)???????????????????????????. ?? K = −1, 0, 1???
??????, ????????????? (open FLRW (K = −1)), ????????? (ﬂat FLRW (K = 0)),
????????? (closed FLRW (K = +1))???*1.
3????????? dΣ2 ?????? (Hyperspherical coordinates)??????
dΣ2 = γijdx




sinhχ (K = −1)
χ (K = 0) (A.5)
sinχ (K = 1)
?????????. ????????{
0 ≤ χ < ∞ (K = −1, 0)
0 ≤ χ < π (K = 1) , 0 ≤ θ < π , 0 ≤ φ < 2π , (A.6)
???.
Einstein???

















*1 K = {0,±1}?????, r ???????, a(t)?????? [L]??????????????????. ?? r ?????????
????, a(t)?????, K ???? [L−2]??? a(t) = 1???? 3????? Gauss?????.
166 ?? A ???????????????
??????. ???? S ???? gμν ???????????, Einstein?????????????. ????
?????, Einstein????
Gμν := Rμν − 1
2
gμνg
λκRλκ = 8πGTμν , (A.9)
??????. ???, Ricci???? Rαβ ? Riemann???? Rμναβ ????????*2
(∇α∇β −∇β∇α)Aμ = Aμ;βα −Aμ;αβ =: RμναβAν , (A.10)
Rμναβ = Γ
μ






μν,λ − Γλμλ,ν + ΓλκλΓκμν − ΓλκνΓκμλ , (A.12)




gμλ (gλν,κ + gλκ,ν − gνκ,λ) , (A.13)
???. FLRW?????????? Ricci?????? Ricci???? (R := Rμμ)??????




























































gij = 8πGTij = 8πGpgij ,




Tμν := (ρ+ p)uμuν + pgμν , (A.19)
Tμν = diag(−ρ, p, p, p) , (A.20)




(ρ+ p) = 0 , (A.21)
??????????????????????.












*2 ???? ,?????? ;????????.
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???. ??,? (A.18)?? (A.25)?????????????
H˙ = −4πG(1 + w)ρ , (A.26)
???. ????????????????
ρ˙+ 3H(1 + w)ρ = 0 , (A.27)
????????????. ??????? H ? ρ??????? 2???????.
??,? (A.16)?????? Ricci??????? H ?????????????
R = 6H˙ + 12H2 , (A.28)
???. ?? Ricci???????????????????????, Einstein???????????? f(R)?
??????????????????????. ???? (A.25)??? (A.26)???????










= 3H2(1− 3w) , (A.30)
???. ??? Ricci?????????? w ??????????
R˙ = −
√
3κ3(1 + w)(1− 3w)ρ3/2 , (A.31)
???. ???,???? w ????????????????????,?? κ ≡ √8πG????????.
????????????????
??????????K = 0????????. ? (A.27)???????????????????
ρ˙
ρ




∴ ρ ∝ a−3(1+w) (A.32)
???, w??????????????????????. ??,??????????? w??????????
??????,????????????????????????.
(a) ?? (Radiation) : w = 1
3
(b) ?? (Matter) : w  0








































*3 ??????????????? w = −1????????????.
































?????????. ???????? ρ = ρ(p, S)???,?????????????????????????





(ρ+ p) ∝ a−3 , (A.38)
???????????.
(a) ?????
????????? (v  1)??????,????????????????????. ????? p = ρ/3??
ρR ∝ a−4 , (A.39)













g∗T 4 , (A.41)
????. ???, g∗ ???????????????,?? T ????????????. ? (A.36)???,??






















ρi,0 = ρi,0/ρc,0 ?????????????????????????.
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a ∝ t1/2 , (A.46)
?????????????.
(b) ?????
?????????? (v  1)??????,??????????????????????????????
????????? (w = 0)????????. ?????? p  0?????



































(ρDE + 3pDE)a < 0 , (A.51)
????
ρDE + 3pDE > 0 ,
∴ pDE < −1
3
ρDE (A.52)
???????, ??????????????????????????????????. ??, ????
??????? p = −ρ ???? w = −1 ??????????? (cosmological constant) ???????
(cosmological term) ?????, ???????????????????? w = −1.023+0.091−0.096 ???????











gμνR+ Λgμν = 8πGTμν , (A.54)





, pΛ := − Λ
8πG
, (A.55)
????????????????? w = −1??????????????????.
????????????,? (A.32)????
ρΛ ∝ a0 = const. , (A.56)







= H20ΩΛ,0 , (A.57)
????







???,?????????????????????. ?????????? de Sitter????????.
??????????????,????????????????????????????????????
???????. ???????????????????????,??????? ω ????????????









k2 +m2c2−2 , (A.59)
??????. ????????????????,?????????? Planck???????????, Planck
???????????????????
ρvac ∼ ρpl ∼ 1074 [GeV4] , (A.60)
???. ??,?????????????????????????????
ρDE ∼ ρc,0 ∼ 10−46 [GeV4] , (A.61)
???. ???????????????????????????????????, 120??????????.
???,?????????????????????????????????????????. ???????








?????????????????????????????????????. ???????????? k ?
???????????????????????????? ΔEk ???????????. ??,???????
??? C????? CP????????????????, ????????????????????????









ΔL(x) = √−gVμ(x)JμB(x) , (B.1)
???????????????????????*1. ??? g ????????? gμν ???????, Vμ(x)?
?????????, JμB(x) ??????????????????. Vμ(x) ??? spontaneous baryogenesis ?
gravitational baryogenesis????????????, ???????????????? FLRW???????
????????????, ???? Vi ???????? V0 ???????????????????. ????


















??????. ??????????????? T ???????????. ????? k ?????????
?????????????????????, ??? gk,mk ??????? k ??????????????
??????????. ??, ???????????????? (?) ? Fermi-Dirac ???????? (?) ?
Bose-Einstein????????. ???,?? tD ??????????????????????????, ???
????????????,??????????????????? nB ?????. ?????????? t??
??????????
*1 spontaneous baryogenesis ???? Vμ = M−1∗ ∂μφ, gravitational baryogenesis ???? Vμ = M−2∗ ∂μR ?????. ???M∗
????? 1??????????????.




















???. ????????????,? (B.1)?????????????? V0 = 0??????????, ???
Sakharov???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????. ?,??????????-??? ηB ?????????????????????, ????????
????????????? V0 ??????????????. ???,??? (B.3)???? V0(tD)? 1???


































































????????. ???????????????????????,???? gb,mb ????????. ???
????????????? b ∼ O(1)????????????, ??????????????????????

































T 2 , (B.5)
??????*2. ???, 2??????????????????????????. ?????????????
??????????,????????????????????. ? (B.3)?????,????????


















g∗(T )T 3 , (B.7)






















































??????. ?? Gravitational Baryogenesis???,???????????????













ADM????????????????? Arnowitt, Deser, Misner???????????????????
???????????? [246, 247]. ??????????????????,?? ADM???????????
?????????, ?????????????????? Horˇava-Lifshitz??????????????.
??? (3 + 1)??
? C.1 1????????? Σt ????????.
4????????? t????????? t??? 3?
??????? (space-like hypersurface) Σt ??????
???? (???) ????????. ? C.1 ??????
?????? 2????? Σt,Σt+dt ????. ??,???
Σt ????? hij ?????. ????????? xj ??
??????????????. ???????? 2???
?? P (t, xj)? P ′(t + dt, xj + dxj)????? ds2 ???
?. ??? Σt ??? P ?? Σt ???????????, ?
?? Σt+dt ?????? Q ???. ?? PQ ??????
? dt?????. ????? Q????????,????
????? xj ?????????????, ????? dt
?????. ???????????? N , N j ?????
?, ?????????????????? N dt, N j dt ?
??. ?? N , N j ?????????? (lapse function)???????? (shift vector)???????????
?????????????. 3????? Σt+dt ??????? dxj ???????? PP ′ ?????? ds2 ?
??????????.
ds2 = −N 2 dt2 + hij
(
dxi +N i dt) (dxj +N j dt) . (C.1)




















N i N 2 hij −N iN j
)
. (C.3)
??????? gμν ? N ,N i, hij ????????????. ????????????,???????? hij ?
????????.
???????????????
?????? Σt ???????????? nμ ?????.
nμn





176 ?? C Arnowitt-Deser-Misner??
?????????? nμ ?????????????? (induced metric)??????.
hμν := gμν − 	nμnν = gμν + tμtν . (C.5)
???,?????? ADM?????????? Σt ????????, ???????????????? tμ ?
?????????. ?????????? tμ ??????








????. ??,?????????? hμν ???????????, hαμ = hβμgαβ ????
Vα = hαμV μ , (C.7)




β · · · = Aαβ··· = hαγhβδ · · ·Aγδ··· , (C.8)
??????. ?? 3??????? (intrinsic covariant derivative)? (D ? |???)
DβAα = Aα|β = hμαhνβ Aμ;ν = Aα,β − ΓγαβAγ , (C.9)




(hγα,β + hγβ,α − hαβ,γ) , (C.10)
???,?? hαβ|γ = 0?????. ??????????????????????. Σt ???? 3?? Riemann
???? (intrinsic curvature)?,?????????????????
R ναβμ Aν = (DαDβ −DβDα)Aμ , (C.11)
?????,?? Ricci??????? Ricci????? Rμν = Rαμαν , R = Rαα ??????. ????????
??? 3??????????????, ?????? 4??????????????????????????
???????????? (extrinsic curvature)???.









??? h˙μν ? ∂t ??? Lie?? L∂thμν ??? (tμ = N−1[(∂t)μ −N i (∂i)μ]). ??
K = hμνKμν = tμ;μ , (C.13)
??,???????? (K > 0)?????? (K < 0)???????????????.
Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci???


















βtδ = −LtKμν +K ρμ Kρν +
1
N DμDνN . (C.16)
(C.14)? Gauss???? Einstein??????????? Hamiltonian???????. (C.15)? Codazzi??
???????????????. ?? (C.16)? Ricci???????, (C.12)????? Einstein??????


















3 ?????????????, ??? 2 ???? S2(2-sphere) ???????????????????
(spherical harmonics)????????. 2???????????? sAB ? (A,B = θ, φ)
dΩ2 = sAB dx
AdxB = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 , (D.1)
??????. ???, ?????????? Y (lm)(θ, φ)?
Y (lm) := (−1)(m+|m|)/2
√
(2l + 1)(l − |m|)!











(1− x2)n , (D.3)
???. ??, ??? Y (lm)(θ, φ)??????? l,m ∈ Z?? 0 ≤ |m| ≤ l???.
????????????????? 2????????????????????????. ????????
?? (longitudinal) ??? (transverse) ?????? (divergence) ????? (rotation) ???????????








































???? ηAB ??????????, ψAB , φAB ???????????????????????????.
178 ?? D ? (?)??????
3??? (?)????????
??? 3???????????????????? (?)???????????. ?? A?????????
? FLRW???????? 3????? (?)????? γˆij (γˇij) ??????. ??? FLRW?? (K = 1)? 3
????? S3(3-sphere/glome)?????
dΣ2+ = γˆijdx
idxj = dχ2 + sin2 χ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) , (D.9)
???. ??, ??? FLRW ?? (K = −1) ? 3 ?????? H3(3-pseudo-sphere/3-hyperbolic space) ???
??
dΣ2− = γˇijdx
idxj = dχ2 + sinh2 χ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) , (D.10)
???. ???????Y?????????, (i) Laplace-Beltrami???*1??????????, ?? (ii) ??
????????????????????. ?? 3?? (?)????????? (n; l,m)????????, S3 ?
???? n ≥ 1????, H3 ????? n ≥ 1??????, ?? l,m ∈ Z?? 0 ≤ l ≤ n− 1, 0 ≤ |m| ≤ l???.
????? 3???? S3 ??????????????? Yˆ (n;lm) ????????.
















cos (nχ) . (D.14)
??? Y (lm) ? (D.2) ?????? S2 ???????????, ?? Xˆ(n;l) ? Legendre ?????????
Gegenbauer??? (?????) C(α)n (x)?
Xˆ(n;l) =
[














??????? [303]. Laplace-Beltrami??????? Yˆ (n;lm) ?????
Dˆ2Yˆ (n;lm) = −(n2 − 1)Yˆ (n;lm) , (D.17)
??????. ??? Dˆi ??? γˆij ??????????. ?? Yˆ (n;lm) ???????????.〈
Yˆ (n;lm), Yˆ (n
′;l′m′)
〉
= δ(n,n′)δ(l,l′)δ(m,m′) . (D.18)















γˆ Yˆ1 · Yˆ2 , (D.19)
??????. ??? ·??????????????????.
*1 S3 ?? H3 ???? Laplace-Beltrami??????????????????.
L
S3 := Dˆ2 = sin−2 χ
[
∂χ(sin








H3 := Dˇ2 = − sinh−2 χ
[
∂χ(sinh








?? 3????? H3 ???????????????? Yˇ (n;lm) ????????. ??? (D.13)??????
Yˆ (n;lm) ???? χ → iχ, n → in?????????????????? [302,304]. ????????
















cos (nχ) , (D.21)
???. Laplace-Beltrami??????? Yˇ (n;lm) ?????
Dˇ2Yˇ (n;lm) = −(n2 + 1)Yˇ (n;lm) , (D.22)
??????. ??? Dˇi ??? γˇij ??????????. ?? Yˇ (n;lm) ???????????.〈
Yˇ (n;lm), Yˇ (n
′;l′m′)
〉
= δ(n− n′)δ(l,l′)δ(m,m′) . (D.23)


















γˇ Yˇ1 · Yˇ2 , (D.24)




n2 − 1 , n ∈ IN (K = 1)
n2 + 1 , n ∈ IR (K = −1) . (D.25)
????? FLRW???? ν2 ≥ 0????????,??? FLRW???? ν2 ≥ 2???????*2. ????
???? ,ˆˇ????????,?????? ν2 ???????????.
????????????
??????????????? (scalar mode)?????????????????????. 4??????









ij = DiDjY (n;lm) +
ν2
3





??????????????????????????. Ci, Cij , Dij ????????? −ν2 + 2K, −ν2 + 6K,
−ν2 ???. ?????,??????? 4????????????????????????????.





















ν2 − 3K)]−1/2 C(n;lm)ij . (D.33)






???? Bessel?? jl(z) =
√
π/2zJl+1/2(z)???????????????. ??? Jl+1/2(z)?Bessel?????. ν2 := n2−1
? n ∈ IR, n ≥ 1?? ν2 ≥ 0?????????,?????? k ?????.
180 ?? D ? (?)??????
????????????
???????????? (vector mode)?????????????????????. 4?????????
?? 10??????,??????????????? 4???. ?????????? (transverse)??????.










??? f(χ)? (A.5)????????? K = 1?? sinχ, K = −1?? sinhχ???. ?? φA ? S2 ?????
??????? (D.5)???. ??,?????? Bi ???????????.
B
(n;lm)
i = −	 jki DjA(n;lm)k . (D.35)
??? 	ijk ??? γij ???? Levi-Civita ???????. ????????????????????



























































?????????????? (tensor mode) ?????????????????????. 4 ?????
?????? 10 ??????, ??????????????? 2 ???. ????????????????
(transverse-traceless)??????,????????????????.
????????????????????????????????,???????? Eij ????????.





























	 pqi DpE(n;lm)qj + 	 pqj DpE(n;lm)qi
]
. (D.45)





























type Y parity trace divergence eigenvalues viable degrees
scalar
Q(n;lm) even N/A N/A −ν2 n ≥ 1
Q
(n;lm)
i even N/A © −ν2 + 2K
⎧⎨
⎩n ≥ 2 for K = 1n ≥ 1 for K = −1
Q
(n;lm)
ij even © © −ν2 n ≥ 1
P
(n;lm)
ij even × © −ν2 + 6K
⎧⎨




i odd and even N/A × −ν2 +K l ≥ 1
S
(n;lm)
ij odd and even × © −ν2 + 5K l ≥ 1
tensor G
(n;lm)
ij odd and even × × −ν2 + 2K l ≥ 2
















dχ2 + f(χ)2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)
)
, (D.49)




DiQ(n;lm) = ν Q(n;lm)i , (D.50)



























































































































+ f(t)x = 0 , f(t+ T ) = f(t) , (E.1)

















2 − 6H˙ + 4M2
]
, (E.4)
???. ?????? ω(t)??????????? a8t)??????????, ????????????????

















X(t+ T ) = AX(t) , (E.6)
???????????. ??? A?????? 2× 2??????, ?????? (t → t+ T )????????.
?? {	+, X+}, {	−, X−}??? A??????? 2????????????????. ??????? (E.6)?
X±(t+ T ) = 	±X±(t) , (E.7)





































184 ?? E ?????????????????
??????????????? Hill??? (E.3)???????? A??????. ???? A???????
???
	2 − (trA)	+ detA = 0 , (E.10)
??????. ??? 2??? hˆ1, hˆ2 ? Wronskian?
W (t) = hˆ1(t)
˙ˆ




= 0 , ∴ W (t) = const. = W (T ) = W (0) = 1 , (E.12)





?????. ??????????, |trA| ≤ 2????????? (|	±| = 1)???. ?????????????
????????? (?? trA = 2 ???????? 	± = 1????? T ????, trA = −2 ????????
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